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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
APRIL 28, 1961 
THE BoARD OF REGENTS oF MuRRAY STATE Cm .. L.EGE MET IN THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
AT 1Q:QQ A,M,, C.S, T., ON FRIDAY, APRIL 28, 1961, IN REGULAR SESSION, WITH THE FOLLOWING 
MEMBERS PRESENT: MR. R. H. WHITE, VJcE CHAIRMAN, PRESIDING; MR, GLENN DoRAN, MR. MAx 
J. BLYTHE, MR. Bas T. LoNG, MR, c~:.H. HALL, AND MR. o. B. SPRINGER. MR. WENDELL P. 
BuTLER wAs ABSENT, MR, RoBERT PERKINS, AssiSTANT PRoFEssoR OF PHILOSOPHY, OPENED THE 
MEETING WITH PRAYER, 
MR, MAx, J. BLYTHE AND MR, 0, B. SPRINGER, NEw MEMBERS oF THE BoARD oF REGENTs, 
AnMINISTEREo THE OATH oF OFFr.cE sv MRs, FAv W. SLEDD, 
. ' . 
MR, MAx J. BLYTHE OF HoPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY, AND MR. 0. B. SPRINGER OF HENDERSON, 
KENTUCKY, wERE ADMINISTERED THE OATH oF 0=-FICE BY MRs. FAY W. SLEDD, NoTARY PuBLIC. . . . ' 
MR, SPRINGER wAs APPOINTED BY GovERNOR BERT T. CoMBS TO THE BoARD oF REGENTS oF MuRRAY 
STATE CoLLEGE ON SEPTE~BER 2~, 19~0. FO,R THE UNE.XPIRED TERM (ENDING MARCH 31, 1962) OF 
MR. W. G. ScHOEPFLIN. MR. MAx J. BLYTHE WAS APPOINTED BY GovERNOR CoMBS TO THE BoARD 
OF REGENTS ON APRIL 5, 1961, FOR A FOUR-YEAR TERM ENDING MARCH 31, 1965. 
AGENDA 
PRESIDENT WooDS PRESENTED .THE FOLLOWING AGENDA FOR THE MEETING: 
AGENDA 
F"OR 
MEETING OF BOARD OF REGENTS 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
APRIL. ·28, 1961 
I. ELECTION OF V1cE CHAIRMAN, SEcRETARY, AND TREASURER OF THE BoARD, DESIGNATION 
oF THE BoARD MEMBER TO SERvE ON CouNCIL oN PuBLIC HIGHER EDuCATION. 
II. MINUTES oF THE BoARD MEETING HELD oN FEBRUARY 8. 1961. 
IlL REPORT oF THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANCE, CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION. 
IV. RETIREMENT 
THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY AND STAFF ARE RETIRING AS OF JuNE 3Q, 1961. 
MRs, LoRA AsHCRAFT, CLERK, REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
MRs.· MARY BRowN, HosTESS, WELLS HALL 
MRs, GEORGIA CuTCHIN, CusTODIAN--GIRLS LocKERs, HEALTH BuiLDING 
M1ss 0NNIE SKINNER, AssiSTANT PRoFEssoR, LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE DEPARTMENT. 
M1ss BEATRICE FRYE, AssoCIATE PROFESSOR, LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE. DEPARTMENT. 
v. RESIGNATIONS 
ALICE CALDWELL 
JoycE T. HARP 
VI. LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
AssiGNMENT 
LIBRARIAN, CoLLEGE HIGH 








DoNALD G. H1cKs 
ANN HERRON 
TEo GEoRGE 
JAMES P. MATTHAI 
BILL TAYLOR 
W1L!,..IAM G. BoAz 
AssT. PROF,, BusiNESS 
AssT. PRoF., CHEMISTRY 
AssT. LIBRARIAN 
AssT. PRoF,, PHYSICS 
AssT. PRoF., GEOGRAPHY 
INSTRUCTOR, CoLLEGE HIGH 










VII, SABBATICA'-' LEAVE REQUESTS 
I 
G. T. LrLLJ __ fNDUSTRIAL ARTs 
JoE CowrN-!-INousTRIAL ARTS 





I FE JOCK 
I 
RANDALL L. s+EPHENS 





MARY ELIZABEtH DAUGHADAY 
E. JAMES CLARK 
; 
CAROLYN B •. CL!ARK 
RoBERT UsREY: 
JAMES 0. WrL~IAMS 
BoBBIE BATEMAN 
I 
MARY ELIZABETH BELL 









CARoL LEE Hm:-LAND 
E. B. ·STANSBU~Y 
AoJUSTMENT IN: SALARY 
·AsSIGNMENT 
INsT., PHvstcs 
·INST .. PHYSICS. 
INsT., PsYCHOLOGY 
AssT. HousE DIRECTOR 
SECRETARY, HEA~TH. P. E. 
AssT. CAsHIER, Bus~·-OFF. 
AssT. PRoF., HISTORY' 
INsT., FRENCH, LANG, LIT. 
I NST .. ENGLISH 
AssT. PRoF,, ENGLISH 
AssT. PRoF., BusiNEss 
Assc. PRoF,, EDuCATION 
CLERK, REGISTRAR'S OFF. 
SEc., PREs. OFFICE 
CLERK, BooKSTORE 
CLERK, BooKSTORE 

























































PROFESSOR RoBERT PERKINS HAS REQUESTED THAT HE BE PERMITTED TO TEACH HALF-TIME 
I 
DURING THE SUMMER SO THAT HE MAY DEVOTE THE REMAINDER OF HIS TIME TO COMPLETING 
I 
HIS DISSERTATION. fN FORMULATING THE PAYROLL, HE SHOULD BE PAID ONE-HALF OF HIS 




STUDY CENTERS -OFF CAMPUS 
CouRSE SEM, HR, INSTRUCTOR 
I 
EoucATION <;;281 3 HARRY SPARKS 
EoucATION G281 3 HARRY SPARKS 
' EoucATION G209 3 EuGENE RussELL 
' 
PsvcHOLOGY, 326 3 DoN HuNTER 
LIBRARY SciENCE G202A 3 REZINA SENTER 
I 
CoMMENCEM.ENT AND BACCALAUREATE SPEAKERS 
MARION, Kv. 










THE BAcCALIAUREATE SPEAKER rs DR. HENRY MosLEY, JR., PAsToR oF 'THE HrGHLAND 
PREssvTERJ1-N CHuRcH oF LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY. THE BAccALAUREATE SERVICE WILL 
BE AT 3:00 ~.M,, SuNDAY, MAY 28, IN THE CoLLEGE AuDITORIUM, 
' I 
I 
THE CoMME~cEMENT SPEAKER WILL BE DR, HENRY HILL, PRESIDENT oF PEABODY CoLLEGE, 
AND THE CoMMENCEMENT ADDRESS WILL BE AT 8:00 R,M., MoNDAY, MAY 29, IN THE CoLLEGE 
' 
AuDITOR 1 UM~ 
XI. CoNTRACT W:ITH THE CALLOWAY CouNTY BoARO OF EDucATION 
THE CALLOWAY CouNTY BoARD OF EoUCATION. HAS BEEN USING soME ROOMS IN THE MuRRAY 
CoLLEGE HIGH ipuiLDING. I DO NOT KNOw WHAT THEIR REQUEST WILL BE FOR THE coMING YEAR. 
J ASK YOUR AUTHORIZATION TO MAKE THE NECESSARY NEGOTIATIONS WITH. THE CoUNTY SUPERIN-





1 ~·. ,, 
XII. CoNTRACT WITH THE MuRRAY CoLLEGE ScHOOL CoMPANY 
XIII. 
I ASK vouR AUTHORIZATION TO CONTINUE THE coNTRACT WITH THE MuRRAY .CoLLEGE ScHoOL 
CoMPANY PAYING RENT IN KEEPING WITH THE 
PICNIC GROUND AND THE MASSEY PROPERTY. 
PICNIC GROUND. THE MASSEY PROPERTY IS 
PLUS INTEREST. 
AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE ON THE BAPTIST 
$62;:1.QQ MORE WILL TAKE CARE OF THE BAPTIST 
$75Q.QQ PER YEAR FOR THE NEXT THREE YEARS, 
CoNTRACT WITH THE DrvrsiON oF VocATIONAL EoucAT.ION 
DuRING THE PAST YEAR, WE HAVE JNTERED INTO A CONTRACT WITH THE DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION FOR ONE-THIRD OF MISS 5JMPSONTS SALARY SINCE SHE IS DEVOTING ONE-THIRD 
OF HER TIME TO RESEARCH, ALL OF MISS ELLIS' SALARY, ALL SECRETARIAL SALARIES IN 
HoME EcoNOMICS, ONE-MALF OF THE SALARY PAID SUPERVISORS OF STUDENT TEACHERS OFF 
CAMPus, TRAVEL FOR Mtss StMPSON, Mtss ELLIS, MR. EL!DRIDGE, AND M1ss FAIRLESS, 
AND ALSO THE REIMBURSEMENT FOR ADULT CLASSES AND CLASSES F.OR YOUNG FARMERS AND 
YOUNG HOMEMAKERS, IF SUCH ARE TAUGHT. J ASK YOUR AUTHORI,ZATION TO ENTER INTO 
cONTRACTS WITH THE DIVISION OF VocATIONAL EDucATION FOR THE; CONTINUAT,ION OF THE 
ABOVE DESCRIBED PROGRAMS, 
XIV. REPORT ON MARRIED STuDENT HousiNG CoNSTRUCTION 
THE CONTRACT FOR CONSTRUCTION OF 48 APARTMENTS FOR MARRIED STUDENTS WAS AWARDED 
TO HAL PERRY CoNSTR,UCTION CoMPANY OF BENTON, KENTUCKY. THE, BID FOR THE coMPLETE 
JOB WAS $411,470, fT IS HOPED THAT THE APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETED BY THE BEGIN-
NING OF THE SECOND SEMESTER OF THE .1961-62 SCHOOL YEAR. 
XV. REPORT oN CLASSROOM Bun.:DJNG CoNSTRUCTION 
THE coNTRACT FOR THE BusiNESS AND EDUCATION BuiLDING WAS AWARDED TO THE O'BRIEN 
CoNSTRUCTION CoMPANY OF. MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE. THE Low BID wAs $1,189,811. WoRK 
IS UNDERWAY AND IT IS HOPED THAT THIS BUILDING CAN BE COMPLETED NOT LATER THAN THE 
BEGINNING OF THE FALL SEMESTER 1962. 
XVI. REsOLUTION AUTHORIZING E. B. HowToN TO SELECT AND PuRcHASE SuRPLUS PRoPERTY. 
XVII. REsOLUTIONS REGARDING BoNos F.OR·BusiNEss AND EoucATION BuJLDI.NG 
XVIII. Mus1c ScHOLARSHIPS 
BECAUSE OF THE PRESSING NEED FOR MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS, RECOMMEND THAT THE FOLLOWING 
MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS BE PROVTD~i'=D EACH SJ:;:MESTER AND TH~T THE SELECTION BE MADE BY 
PROFESSOR FARRELL AND MEMBERs OF HIS s:rAFF :. 
17 STRING ScHoLARSHIPs AT $65.00 PER sEMESTER 
50 ORcHESTRA DEDUCTIONS AT $2Q.0Q PER. SEMESTER 
60 BAND QEDUCTIONS AT··$45.00 PER SEMEl3TER 
20 BAND DEDUCTIONS AT $20.00 PER SEMESTER 
20 VocAL, PIANO, oR ORGAN scHOLARSHIPS AT $40.00 
, PER SEMESTER 
ToTAL FOR TWo sEMESTERs 








XX. REPORT OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE 5:TUDENT LoAN PROGRAM 
XXI. REPORT oF THE BusiNEss MANAGER 













XXIIl. BuDGET FoR: 1961-62 F1scAL YEAR 
xxrv. 0rHER MATTERS THAT NEED TO COME BEFORE THE BoARD 
(A) AooPTibN oF THE FOLLOWING INSTRUMENTS IN CONNECTION WITH PRoJEcT No. Kv-
CH-56j(D). 
(1) RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF THE BoNDS AND APPROVING THE 
TRubT INDENTURE. 
(2) TRJsT INDENTURE 
(3) PA~IETAL AND RATE REsOLUTION 
(4) Nm;1cE oF SALE 
(5) 0FF;IciAL NoTICE oF SALE oF BoNos AND STATEMENT oF EssENTIAL FAcTs 
(B) I APPRO"iAL oF PRESIDENT'S AcTION IN ,SIGNING CoNTRACT No. H-302548. 
I 
WHEREAS, THE BoARD oF REGENTS oF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE HAS AuTHORIZED 
I 
R. H. Wooo~, THE PRESIDENT OF THE CoLLEGE, TO SIGN THE LoAN AGREEMENT AND OTHER 
NECESSARY DOCUMENTS IN CONNECTION WITH PROJECT No, Kv-CH-56 (0), AND 
I 
WHER¢AS, SAID LoAN AGREEMENT, CoNTRACT No. H-302548, WAs SIGNED .ON 
FEBRUARY 14, 1961, 
I 
I 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT wE, THE BoARD OF REGENTS, 
ACCEPT THE LoAN AGREEMENT AND APPROVE THE ACTION OF THE PRESIDENT IN AFFIXING 
HIS SIGNATURE TO THE LoAN AGREEMENT. 
I 
I 
(C) LINEN C:oNTRACT FOR DoRMITORIES 
ELECTION oF DFFICERk OF THE BoARD OF REGENTS 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 
-s- R. H. Wooos 
PRESIDENT 
MR. HAL.L. MOVED I THAT MR. R. H. WHITE BE ELECTED TO SERVE AS V1cE CHAIRMAN oF THE 
BoARD OF REGENTS. THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. DoRAN AND CARRIED UNANTMOUSL.Y. 
MR. DoRAN MOvED THAT M1ss PATSY RowLAND BE ELECTED TO sERVE AS SEcRETARY oF THE 
BoARD oF REGENTS. ~oTION wAs sECONDED BY MR. SPRINGER AND CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
MoT roN· wAs MADE BY MR. LoNG THAT MR. JAMES A. RoGERS BE ELECTED To sERVE As 
TREASURER OF" THE. BoARD oF REGENTS. MR. BL.YTHE SECONDED AND THE MOTION CARRIED 
' 
UNANIMOUSLY • 
MoTION wAs MADE. BY MR. HALL THAT MR. GL.ENN DoRAN CONTINUE TO SERVE As THE MEMBER 
OF THE CouNCIL ON P~aLic.HIGHER EDUCATION, MoTION WAs sECONDED BY MR. LoNG AND CARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY, 
MINUTES oF THE BoARb MEETING HELD oN FEBRUARY 8, 1961, APPROVED 
MoTION wAs MADEt. BY MR. HALL THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE MINUTEs oF THE MEETING oF 
' 
THE BoARD oF REGENTS HELD ON FEBRUARY 8, 1961, As REcEIVED, THE MOTION wAs SECONDED 
I 
BY MR. LoNG AND CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
REPORT OF THE 
I 
CoMMITTEE ON ENTRANCE, CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION 
BoARD oF REGENTS 
MuRRAY STATE CoLLE~E 
MuRRAY, KENTUCKY I 
GENTLEMEN: 
APRIL 25, 1961 
As PER THE DUTIES ASJ;IGNED TO THE CoMMITTEE ON ENTRANCE, CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND 
I 







A DIPLOMA IN NuRSING EoucATION WILL BE SENT TO MRs.'PRENTIS T. CART,·R. N., DIRECTOR OF 
NuRSING EouCATION, JENNIE STUART MEMORIAL HosPITAL, FOR GL.ORJA STRATTON RosrNSON, DATED 
MARCH 1, 1961. 
FoR THOSE PERSONS MAKING APPLICATION FOR THEIR DEGREES TO BE GRANTED AT THE END OF THIS 
SEMESTER, WE RECOMMEND THE DEGREES BE GRANTED ON MAY 29, 1961, IF THEY MEET ALL THE 
REQUIREMENTS'FOR SAID DEGREES, 
-s- DoNALD B. HuNTER 
-5- WM. G. NASH 
-5- HARRY M. SPARKS 
SINCERELY YOURS, 
-5- R. w. FARRELL 
-s·- E. 8, HowTON 
-5'- H. L. OAKLEY 
MoTION WAS MADE av MR. DoRAN THA.T THE BoARD ACCEPT THE REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE ON 
ENTRANCE, CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION AND THAT DIPLOMAS AND DEGREES BE GRANTED 
IN KEEPING WITH THIS RECOMMENDATION, MR, HALL SECONDED AND THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
RETIREMENT 
DR, WooDs STATED THAT THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY AND STAFF WOULD BE 
RETIRING AS OF JuNE 30, 1961: MRs, LoRA AsHCRAFT, MRs, MARY BRowN. MRs. GEORGIA CuTCHIN, 
M1ss BEATRICE FRYE, AND M1ss 0NNIE SKINNER, 
MR, SPRINGER MOVED THAT THE BoARD EXPRESS APPRECIATION TO THESE PEOPLE'FOR THEIR 
SERVICE TO MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE AND REQUESTED'THAT DR .• WooDs so COMMUNICATE THE 
8oARD1S APPRECIATION TO EACH OF THEfV'I, 'MR. LoNG SECONDED AND THE MOTION CARRIED UNANI"MOUSLY, 
RESIGNATIONS, AccEPTED 
MoTION WAs MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE BoARD AcCEPT"THE'RESIGNATIONs oF M1ss·AL1CE 
CALDWELL:. AND MRs, JovcE HARP, THE MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR. SPRINGER AND CARRIED 
UNANI MOUsLV, 
LEAVES OF ABSENCE. GRANTED 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE BoARD GRANT THE LEAVES oF ABSENCE AS SET FORTH 
IN ITEM VI OF THE AGENDA, MR. SPRINGER SECONDED AND THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
SABBATICAL LEAVES, APPROVED 
MR.' DdRAN' MOVED THAT THE ·BoARD APPROVE GRANTING SABBATICAL LEAVES TO THOSE PERSONS 
REQUESTING SUMMER SABBATICAL LEAVES IN ITEM Vfl OF THE AGENDA, MoTIOM WAS SECONDED BY 
MR, SPRINGER AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. DoRAN, 
AYE; MR. BLYTHE, AYE; MR. HALL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AYE; MR. SPRINGER, AYE; AND MR. WHITE, AYE. 
EMPLOYMENT, APPROVED 
MR. DoRAN MOVED THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS AS SET FORTH IN 
ITEM VIII OF THE AGENDA UPON THE RECOMMENDATION oF DR-. WooDs~ MoT JON' wAs sECONDED BY 
MR. SPRINGER AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WJTH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR, BLYTHE, 
AvE; MR. DoRAN.--AYE; ·MR·. HALL, .. AYE~ MR, LoNG, AYE; MR. SPRINGER, AYE; AND MR. WHITE, AYE, 
STUDY CENTERs--OFF CAMPUS, APPROVED 
MR. LoNG MOVED THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE STUDY CENTERS OFF CAMPUS AS SET FORTH IN 
ITEM IX OF THE AGENDA AND AUTHORIZE THE PAYMENT OF FACULTY MEMBERS TEACHING THESE COURSES. 
MR, HALL SECONDED THE MOTION AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION" WITH THE FOLLOWING 
RESULTs: MR. BLYTHE AYE; MR. HALL, AvE; MR, LoNG, AYE; MR. SPRINGER, AYE; MR. DoRAN, AYE; 
., 
. ' 
AoJUSTMENT IN SALARY, APPROVED 
MoTION WAS MADE ey MR. DoRAN THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE ACTION OF THE PRESIDENT IN 
MAKING THE SALARY ADJUSTMENT" FOR PROFESSOR PERKINS·" so THAT '~Ei MAY WORK'ON HIS DISSERTATION 
DURING THE SUMMER, MR. SPRINGER SECONDED THE MOTION AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. BLYTHE, AYE; MR, DoRAN, AYE; MR. HALL, AvE; MR. LoNG, AvE; 
MR. SPRINGER, AYE; AND MR. WHITE, AYE, 
18 
EMPLOYMENT oF CoL! E. B. STANSBURY, APPROVED 
'. 
I 
UPoN THE RECOMMENDATION oF PRESIDENT Wooos, MR. HALL MOVED THAT THE BoARD 
' 
APPROVE THE EMPLOYMENT OF CoL. E. B. STANSBURY AS ExECUTIVE AssrsTANT TO THE 
' 
PRESIDENT EFFECTrve; SEPTEMBER 1, 1961. THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR, LoNG AND 
THE ROLL WAS CALLE~ ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR, BLYTHE, AYE; . . . . . . ' 
MR, DoRAN, AYE; MR~ HALL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AvE; MR. SPRINGER, AvE; MR •.. Y'J'HITE, AYE. 
CoMMENCEMENT AND !;:!AcCALAUREATE SPEAKERS 
DR. Wooos STATED THAT DR. H~NR.v H. HrLL, PRESIDENT OF PEABODY CoLLEGE, ~~L~ sE I 
THE CoMMENCEMENT SPEAKER AND THAT DR, HENRY P. MosLEY, JR. WILL BE THE BAcCALAUREATE 
sPEAKER. CoMMENcE\...,ENT wrLL sE.AT·a:oo P.M,, MoNoAv, MAv 29. BAccALAUREATE SERvicEs 
I 
WILL BE SuNDAY AFTERNOON AT THREE O'CLOCK, MAY 28. 
I 
I 
CoNTRACT WITH CALL~WAY CouNTY BoARD OF EDuCATION 
DR. WooDs STAT~o THAT THE CALLOWAY CouNTY BoARD OF EoucATION HAS usEe THR~E 
ROOMS IN THE CoLLEG:E HIGH BuiLDING ouRI NG THE YEAR, BUT THAT AT THE PRESENT TIME WE 
DO NOT KNOW WHAT TH
1
EJR REQUEST WILL BE FOR THE COMING YEAR. 
I, 
MR. SPRINGER MOVED THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE PRESIDENT Wooos TO MAKE THE NECESSARY 
CONTRACTS WITH THE CALLOWAY CouNTY BoARD OF EoucATJON IN KEEPING WITH THE INTEREST OF 
THE CoLLEGE. THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. BLYTHE AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS 
- I . .- . 
THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. BLYTHE, AYE; MR. PoRAN, AYE; MR. HALL, AYE; 
' -ADOPTION WITH 
I 
CoNTRACT WITH THE ~URRAY CoLLEGE ScHOOL CoMPANY, CoNTINUED 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. HALL THAT THE BoARD coNTINUE WITH THE PRESENT CONTRACT 
WITH THE ·MuRRAY Co~LEGE ScHoOL CoMPANY As sET FORTH IN ITE~ XII oF THE AGENDA. I . , -
MR. BLYTHE SECONDEl? AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON THE ADOPTION OF THE MOTION W:ITH THE 
FOLLOWING RESULTs: :MR. BLYTHE, AYE; MR. DoRAN, AYE~ MR. HALL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AYE; 
MR. SPRINGER, AYE; ¥R· WHITE, AYE. 
CoNTRACT WITH THE D'IVISION OF VocATIONAL EDucATION 
MR. DoRAN MOVE!? THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE PRESIDENT WooDs TO ENTER INTO THE 
NECESSARY coNTRACTs' WITH THE Dr viSION oF VocATIONAL EoucATION AS OUTLINED TN ITEM XIII 
oF THE AGENDA. THE :MOTION WAS sEcoNDED BY MR. LoNG AND THE ROL~ wAs CALLED ON ITS 
ADOPTION wtTH THE Fo'LLOWING RESULTS: MR. BLYTHE, AYE; MR. DoRAN~ ~YE; MR. HALL, .AYE; 
MR. LoNG, AYE; MR. $PRING':R, AYE; AND MR. WHITE, AYE; 
' 
MARRIED HousrNG REPoRT 
DR. Wooos REVIEWED THE sTATEMENT IN ITEM XIV oF THE AGENDA CONCERNING THE MARRIED 
I 
STUDENT HOUSING CONSTRUCTION. 
I 
MR. E. B. HowToN AulrHoRIZED TO SELECT AND PURCHASE suRPLus PROPERTY 
~R. Do~AN MOVEj TH~T THE BoA~o AUTHOR~ZE TH~ INCLUSIO.N OF E_. B. How~oN IN TJ:iE 
DoNEE REsOLUTION PASSED BY THE BoARD oN APRIL 28, 1959, AUTHORIZING HIM TO SELECT 
I 
AND PURCHASE SURPLU~ PROPERTY FOR MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE. 
SECONDED AND THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUS'-;Y• 
I 
Mus1c ScHOLARSHJPs,IAPPROVED 
fN STATING THAT OUR PROGRAM IN MUSIC HAS BEEN VERY STRONG THROUGHOUT THE YEARS 1 
THAT THE FrNE ARTS ~UILOING IS NOW PAID FOR, AND THAT OTHER STATE INST;TUTI~NS ARE. 
PROVIDING LARGER MUS.IC SCHOLARSHIPS THAN ARE WE, DR. WooDS RECOMMENDED THAT MUSIC 




IN ITEM XVIII oF THE AGENDA BE PROVIDED BY THE BoARD. 







17 STRING ScHOLARSHIps AT $65.00 PER SEMESTER 
50 ORcHESTRA DEDUCTIONS AT $2Q.QQ PER SEMESTER 
GQ BAND DEDUCTIONS AT $45.00 PER SEMESTER 
2Q BAND DEDUCTIONS AT $2Q.QQ PER SEMESTER , 
20 VocAL, PrANO, oR ORGAN scHOLARSHIPS AT $40.00 PER 









THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. BLYTHE, AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH 
THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. BLvTHE, AYE;,MR. DoRAN, AvE; MR. HALL, AvE; MR. LoNG, AvE; 
MR. SPRINGER, AYE; AND MR. WHITE, AYE, 
REPORT oF THE THoMAS P. NoRRIS STUDENT LoAN FuNo, AccEPTED 
MR. SPRINGER MOVED THAT THE REPORT OF THE THOMAs P. NoRRIS STuDENT LoAN FuND BE 
ACCEPTED BY THE BoARD, MR. f-:IALL SECONDED AND THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT LoAN FuND, AccEPTED 
MR. SPRINGER MOvED THAT THE BoARD ACCEPT THE REPORT OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT 
LoAN PROGRAM. MR. HALL sEcONDED AND THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
REPORT OF THE BusiNEss MANAGER, AccEPTED 
REPORT OF. P. W, ORDWAY, BUSINESS MANAGER 
TO THE.PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
,MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
APRIL 28, 1961 
THE FOLLOWING REPORT IS SUBMITTED FOR THE INFORMATION AND CONSIDERATION OF THE PRESIDENT 
AND BoARD oF REGENTs· oF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE: 
I. SUMMARY OF FUND OPERATIONS- JuLY I, 1960 
AccouNT NuMBER 
36-2-01-001 STATE APPROPRIATION 
36-2-13-001 REVOLVING FuND 
36-2-13-tOt BuiLDING CoNSTRUCT. AND RENOVATI.ON 
36-7-37-107 242-BED MEN•s DoRMITORY 
36-7-37-108 ELECTRIC LINE TO 242-BED MEN•s DoRM 
36-7-37-110 MEN•s DoRMITORY No, 2 
36-7-37-111 CLASSRooM BuiLDING 
36-7-37-115 FRATERNITY HousE 
36-7-37-117 MARRIED STuDENTS HousiNG 
36~7-37-120 MISCELLANEOUS REPAIRS 
36-7-37-121 MAINTENANCE BuiLDING 
36-7-37-1 g2 DEvELOPMENT oF NuRsERY 
36-7-37-123 300-BED MEN'S DORM, AND CAFETERIA 
36-7-37-124 F1NE ARTS A1R CoNDITION RENOVATION 
36-7-37-125 PuRcHASE oF. LAND (CoLLIE 
36-7-37-126 Two MEN'S DoRMs. AND DEvELOPMENT oF 
SJTE AND UTILI~;-·y PLAN 
36-7-37-127 PLoT SuRvE.v. ' 
36-7-37-128 ADDITION TO MARRIED HousiNG 
36-7-37-129 SEwER LINE FOR MARRIED HouSING AND 
MEN•s DoRMI:rORV. 
36-7-37-130 INsTALLATION OF SwrM. PooL FrLTERS 



















5,000,00 ·: •: 5,000,00 
5,000,00 
I, 928,85 I, 928,85 
1,000.00 --- --
7,000.00 . -~· 6,547:76 
II, CANNERY STATEMENT- JuLY I, 1960- MARCH 31, 1961 
RECEIPTS: 



























REPAIRS TO EQUIPME~T 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLJ~s 
' 
RENTAL OF MACHINERIY 
MrscELLANEous 








FARM STATEMENT;--- .JuL-.: I, 1960- MARCH 31, . I 
RECEI P.TS: 
FARM AND GARDEN 






SALARIES AND WAGES 
I 
VETERINARY AND TESTING SERVICE 
TRAVEL 
ELECTRICITY 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPME~T 
MAINTENANCE OF Bu,JorNG 
FEEDs AND FoRAGE 1 
I 
MoTOR F u~~rs 
HEATING FuELS 
- VETERINARY .J:r1EDICAai. SUPPLIES 
CoMMERCIAL !:)uPPLIE,s 
AGRICULTURAL SuPPL~Es 




MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS 
BuiLDINGS AND FIXED !EQUIPMENT 
ExPENDITUREs IN Excj::ss oF REcEIPTs 
1961 
































. ToTAL SALES 
CosT oF Goons SoLo I 





SALARIES AMD WAGES I 
STUDENT WAGES i 
REPAIRS TO.EQUlPMENT 
LAUNDRY I 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES ; 
HousEHOLD AND KITCHEN SuPPLIES 
I 
RETAIL SALEs TAx 
DEPRECIATION o~ SuPPLIES AND EQuiPMENT 
ToTAL OPERATING ExJENSES 
NET PROFIT I 
LEss: NEw F1xTURESIAND EQuJ PMENT 
NET PROFIT FOR PERIOD 
I 
I 




























V, CAFETERIA STATEMENT:- JuNE 3, 1960- FEBRUARY 28, 1961 
RECEIPTS: 
CAsH REcEIVED AT DooR 
MEAL. TICKETS 
s·AL.E~ To SNACK BAR 
ExPENDITURES: 






CHINA, UTENSILS, ETC. 
0rHER SuPPLIES 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT 
On£ R ExPENSES 
SALES TAX 
NEw EQUIPMENT 
F. I, C, A, TAxEs 
K.E.R.S. 






















. . . 
VI, R~CREATION ROOM ST~TEMENT- JuNE 13, 1960- FEBRUARY 28, 1961 
RECEI F'TS: 
PooL 
P,, NG PoNG BALLS 





MERCHANDISE FOR RESALE 
SuPPLrss AND MATERIALS 
RET~IL SALES TAx 
PROFIT FOR PERIOD 
LEss; NEw EQUIPMENT 
NET PROFIT FOR PERIOD 









REPORT OF JAMES A.ROGERS. TREASURER 
TO THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
APRIL 28, 1961 
BONDED ACCOUNTS- STATEMENTS OF MARCH 31, 1961 
I, HEALTH Bult.:..DING AND HoME MANAGEMENT HousE 
BALANCE IN OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE AccT. 
U. S. TREASURY BoND PURCHASED FROM suRPLUS 
IN HEALTH BuiLDING AccouNTs: 
U, S, TREASURY BoND No, 15501 - 2-1-2 PERCENT 
$34,158,99 
10,000,00 
THE $6,000.00 BONDS ouTSTA~DING DEc~MBER 3( 1960 wERE . . 
PAID OFF DURING JANUARY 1961 PRIOR TO MATURITY. 
II. FINE ARTS BUILDING 
BALANCE IN OPERATION AND MArN. AccT. 9, 704.05 
$ 6,693.24 
2 190 48 






BANK oF MuRRAY 
DATE OF PuRCHASE 
JANUARY 21, 1956 
.. ' 
DEP0 5 1 TED 





1954 REVENUE .BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT (BASKETBALL FtEL.DHOUsE) 
' 
BALANCE IN BO:No AND INTEREST AccouNT $69,723,32 
DRTGINAL AMOU_NT OF'.BOND'ISSUE DATED JuLY 1, 1954 
BoNos OUTST~DJNG ON·THts AccouNT 
AMOUNT TO BE 
1
PAID DURING PERI 00 APRIL 
JuLY I, 1961 -~BoNDs 47-73, INCLusivE 
I SEMI-"ANNUAL INTEREST 
I, 1961- APRIL I, 1962: 
$9,000,00 
1.283. 75 
BoNDS Nos. 74:._125, INCLUSIVE TO BE CALLED 
Jut..v 1, 1961 PkiOR TO MATURITY 
I 
CALL PREMIUM, 2 PERCENT' 
JANUARY 1, 19~2- SE'MirANNUAL INTEREST ON 
' REMAINING BONDS 
I 
I 
1955 DoRMITORY REVENUE ·BoNos--Wooos HAL.L 
BALANCE IN 
BALANCE IN 
DoRMITORY. REvENUE AccouNT 
I 
Su1KING FuND AccouNT 
BALANCE IN SINKING FuND-INCOME AccouNT 
' 
u. s. TREASURY NOTES AND BONOS PURCHASED 
F~OM ,suRPLUS lN SINKING FuND AccouNT: 
U. 5. •TREASURY 4-3-4 PERCENT NOTE 
u. s. TREASURY 4-3-4 PERCENT NOTE 











ORIGINAL AMouNT oF aoNo' ISSUE DATED DEc. 1, 1955 
BoNDS ouTsTAN_biNG oN THIS AccouNT 
AMouNT TO BE ~AID cORING PERIOD APRIL 1, 1961 -
APRIL I, 1962 ~OR BONDS $13,000,00, INTEREST $21,422.50 




UNION· BoNDs oF 1957 
BALANcE IN STuDENT UNroN REVENUE AccT. 
' 
QEPOSITED 









'THE KY.~ TRUST Co. 




DATE oF PuRCHASE 
JULY 28, 1959 
Nov. 9, 1959 














L·INcOLN BANK AND 
TRUsT; LouiSVILLE. KY. 
I 
I 
DR1GU~AL AMouNT oF BOND JssuE DATED Nov. 1, 1959 
BoNDS OUTSTANbiNG ON THIS ACCOUNT 
• I I 
AMouNT TO BE fi>AID DURING PERIOD APRIL 1, 1961 -
APRIL I, 1962 ~OR BONDS $10,000,00, INTEREST $18,975,00 
INTEREST RATE 2-7-8 PERCENT AND FINAL MATURITY DATE Nov. 1, 1997. 
$670',000.00 




ED THAT THE BoARD ACCEPT THE REPORT oF THE BustNEss MANAGER. 
MR. LoNG SECONDED AND :-rHE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
SALARY ScHEDULE FOR 1961-62, AooPTED 
MR. DoRAN MOVED THAT THE SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 1961-62 AS SET ·FORTH IN ITEM XXII OF THE' 
AGENDA BE ADOPTED. MR·. HALL 'sECONDED AND' THE MOTION CARRIED uNANIMOusLY. 
' 
BuDGET FOR 1961-62 F1sCAL YEAR, APPROVED 
MR. DoRAN MOVED THAT PRESIDENT WooDst SALARY BE INCREASED TO $18,000 PER YEAR 
EFFECTIVE JuLY 1, 1961. I Mono·N wAs sECONDED BY MR. HALL AND THE ROLL WA~· cALLED" ON' rTs 
ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. BLYTHE, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; MR. HALL, AvE; 
I 
MR. LoNG, AYE; MR. SPRiNGER, AVE; AND MR~ WHITE, AvE. 
DR. WooDS EXPLAINED
1






MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
BUDGET- FISCAL YEAR 1961-62 
ALLOCATION OF F.1:EGISTRATION FEES 
23 
THE.FOLLOWING BUDGET IS SUBMITTED FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION, THIS BUDGET PROPOSAL IS BASED ON 
THE FOLLOWING: 
1, THAT WE RECEIVE OUR FULL LEGISLATJVE.tAPPROPRIATION OF .$1,899,35Q,QQ FOR THE 1961-62 
FISCAL YEAR, 
FOR THE 1961 FALL: 2A. THAT WE HAVE AN 
SEMESTER. IT IS 
ENROLLMENT EQUIVALENT TO 28QQ FULL-TIME STUDENTS 
ESTIMATED THAT 2QQ OF TH.ESE STUDENTS WILL RECEIVE 
DIFFERENT NATURE; SUCH AS ATHLETIC, BoARD OF REGENTS, 
SCHOLARSHIPS OF 
STRING, AND BAND, LEAVING 26QQ 
FULL-TIME STUDENTS WHO WILL PAY REGULAR FEES, THAT WE HAVE AN ENROLLMENT EQUIVALENT 
TO 27QQ FULL-TIME STUDENTS FOR THE 1962 SPRING SEMESTER, fT IS ESTIMATED THAT 2QQ OF THESE 
STUDENTS WILL RECELVE SCHOLARSHIPS OF DIFFERENT NATURE, LEAVING 2500 FULL-TIME STUDENTS 
WHO WILL PAY REGULAR FEES. THAT WE HAVE AN ENROLLMENT OF 1100 FULL-TIME STUDENTS FOR 
THE 1962 SuMMER SEMESTER WHO WILL PAY FULL REGISTRATION FEEs. 
2B.IN PREPARING THIS BUDGET wE HAVE NOT INCLUDED ANY COMPUTATION oF THE I~CIDENTAL FEE 
AS IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT THE FULL AMOUNT OF INCIDENTAL FEES PAID BY ALL STUDENTS 
WILL BE USED TO AMORTIZE BONDED BUILDINGS. THE INCIDENTAL FEES FOR THE 1961-62 
FISCAL YEAR WILL BE AS FOLLOWS: 
FoR THE FALL AND SPRING SEM-ESTERs 
FoR THE 1962 SuMMER SEMESTER 
$55.00 
$27.50 
THESE AMOUNT HAVE BEEN DETERMINED.BY THE CouNCIL ON .PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION. 
3A. THAT WE HAVE A BALANCE OF !f90,0QQ.0Q IN OUR REVOLVING FUND TO BRING FORWARD FROM THE 
1960-61 FtscAL YEAR AND THAT T.HE DEPARTMENT oF FINANCE PERMITS THis AMOUNT TO BE 
USED FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE,FOR THE 1961-62 F.ISCAL YEAR. 
3B.fF WE DO NOT RECEIVE OUR FULL LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATION, AND WE DO NOT COLLECT THE 
FULL REGISTRATION FEES FROM AS ·MANV STUDENTS AS LISTED IN· No. 2A ABOVE, AND WE DO HOT 
HAVE $~0.090.00 IN THE REVOLVING FuND TO BRING FORWARD FROM THE 1960-61 FJscAL YEAR, 
IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO REDUCE THE PROPOSED EXPENDITURES LISTED IN THIS BUDGET IN. ORDER 
TO OPERATE WITHIN THE FUNDS ACT·UALL.Y RECEIVED. .• . l 
THE INCIDENTAL FEES oF $55.00 FoR THE REGULAR SEMESTERS AND $27.50'FoR THE SuMMER 
SEMESTER FOR THE 1961-62 F1sCAL YEAR ARE ALLOCATED AS FOLLows: 
STuDENTS NOT LIVING IN RICHMOND, CLARK AND NEw 
MARRIED HousiNG: 
BoND RETIREMENT FOR SUB 
AvAILABLE FOR AMORTIZING FUTURE, BONDS 
STuDEN-TS LIVING IN RrcHMONo, CLARK, AND NEw 
MARRTEo HousiNG: 
BoNo RE·TIREMENT FOR SUB 
BONO RE·TIREMENT FOR RICHMOND, CLARK, AND 
NEw 'MARRIED HousiNG 































4. IN PREPARING THE BUDGET FOR THE 1961-62 FISCAL YEAR, WE HAVE INCREASED THE HOURLY RATE OF 
STUDENT PAY FROM SIXTY CENTS (60 CENTS) PER HOUR TO SEVENTY CENTS (70 CENTS) PER HOUR TO 
BECOME EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1, 1961. THIS WILL AMOUNT TO APPROXIMATELY FIFTEEN PER CENT. 
(15 PERCENT) INCREASE FOR THE FISCAL YEAR. 
5. THE HOURLY RATE FOR SEASONAL WORKERS IN THE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT, CONSISTING MOSTLY 
OF LABORERS FOR THE GROUNDS AND EXTRA JANITORIAL CLEANING SERVICE, HAS BEEN 'INCREASED FROM 
SEVENTY FIVE CENTS (75 CENTS) TO $1.00 PER HOUR. fT IS CONSIDERED ADVISABLE TO INCREASE THIS 
TO $1.00 IN VIEW OF PENDING LEGISLATURE IN CoNGRESS ON THE MINIMUM WAGE SCALE. 
' l.!t 
24 
SouRcE OF INCOME 
I 
STATE APPROPR IATIO~ 
REVOLVING FuND 1 
BALANCE BROUGHT F6RWARD 
ToTAL EsTIMATED; REcEIPTS 
I 
EsTIMATED ExPENDIT:UR:ES ~v FyNCTION 








I. EDUCATIONAL AND bENERAL 
I 
A. STUDENT FEES: ! 
1. INCIDENTAL FEES: 
Esn MATED RECEJ PTS 











SPRING 1962 FuLL-TIME STUDENTS $55.00) BoND AMoRTIZATION 
SuMMER 1962 FuLL-.TI ME STUDENTS $27.50) 
2. GENERAL LABi FEES: ' 
FALL 1961 2,600 AT $4.00 
SPRING 1962 I 2,500 AT $4,00 
SuMMER 1962 1,100 AT $2,00 
' 3. HEALTH FEEs
1
: 
FALL 1961 2,600AT$1,50 
' SPRING 196~ 2,500 AT $1,50 
SuMMER 1962 1,100AT$1,00 
4. NoN-REsiDENT FEE: 
I 
625 AT $?5,00 X 2 ~EM, 1961-62 
150 AT $27,50 SuMMER 1962 
' 5, CouRsE FEEs,: P, E, 
: Mus1c, ART, DRAMA. 
; OTHER COURSEs 
6. LATE REGISTRATION 
7. TRANSCRIPTS: 













1961 2,600. AT $4,50 
1962 2,500 AT $4,50 
SuMMER 1962 1, 100 AT $1.50 
GRADUATION FEE 
INousTR IAL AJ.Ts SuPPLIEs 
14. ExTENSION I I 
15. STUDY CENTERs 
16. CoLLEGE.HJG..J TutTIQN 
I 
17. PARKIM.,G PERr-.11TS 
18, PARKING FINES 
ToT~L STuDENT FEES 















C. MISCELLANEOUS I 
I 
1. FuEL AND UTILITIES FOR SUB 12 Mos. AT $'400 
' 2. UTILITIEs, FoR' BoNDED BuiLDINGS: 
I 
RICHMOND 12;,Mos, AT $300 $ 3,600,00 
CLARK 91 MOS, AT $350 3.150,00 
3. VETERANS TRAINING REPORTS 
4. SuPPLIEs FOR I BoNDED BLoGs; 
SUB, R1cHMO~o, CLARK 
































6. G. E. D. TESTS 
7. VocATIONAL Eo. REIMBURSEMENT 
FOR HoME EcoNoMics~ALARY, TRAVEL, suPPLIES 






D. ~GANIZEO AcTIVITIES RELATED TO EoucATIONAL DEPARTMENTS 
I. CoLLEGE GAME REcE 1 PTS $26,000.00 
2. CoLLEGE HIGH GAME REcEIPTS 1,300.00 
3. CoLLEGE NEWS ADVERTISING 2.200.00 
ToTAL 0RGAN,-ZEO ·AcTIVITIES $29,500.00 
ToTAL EoucATIONAL AND GENERAL 
II. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
E. I. FARM 
2. CANNERY 
F. RooM RENT 
1. HoME MANAGEMENT 
2. APARTMENTS: 
40 X $25 X II 1-2 MOS .. 
8 X $35 X II 1-2 MOS .. 
3. BAILEY HousE 12 Mos.' AT $50 
$11,500.00 
3,220.00 
4. EAsT HALL: 2 x IB WKS, AT $3 x 2 SEM, 216.00 







2 X $30 X II 1-2 MOS. 
5. ORDWAY HALL: 
690.00 $ I, 711.00 
G. 
FALL •61 - 122 x 18'WKS AT $4 
SPRING •62 - 122 x 18'WKS AT $4 
SuMMER t62- 75 " 8·wKs AT $6 
6, SwANN HALL: 
FALL"•61 - 50 x· 18 WKS AT $3,50 
SPRING t62 - 38 x· 18 WKS AT $3.50 
7. WELLS HALL: 
FALL ·61 - 150 ·x 18 WKS AT $4 
SPRING t62 - 100 ·x 18 WKS AT $4 
8. WHITE HousEs: 
13 X $25 X II t-2 Mos.' 
16 X $28 X II 1-2. Mos.· 
3 X $35 X II t-2. Mos.· 















2,394,00 $ 5,544.00 
10,800.00 
7,200.00 $18,000.00 
$ 3. 737.50 
5.152.00 
I, 207.50 $10,097.00 
$73,640.00 
$2, 158,935.00 







7. NEw MARRIED Hs. · ) 
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES $ 116,640.00 
Ill. AMOUNT BROUGHT FORWARD 1960-61 FISCAL YEAR 90,000.00 
TOTAL ESTIMATED RECEIPTS 1961-62 FISCAL YEAR $2,365,575.00 
SuMMARY OF EsTIMATED ExPENDITUREs 
A. EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
I. ADMINISTRATION 
I. BoARD oF REGENTS $ 450.00 
2. PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 34,900.00 
3. BusiNESS OFFICE 45,940.00 
_. 




II. STAFF BENEFITS 
Ill, 
IV, 
1. FICA TAXES : 
2. KERS 
3. WoRKMEN'S ec;MP~NsA'-rloN 
ToTAL STAFF EiENE~ITs 
I 
GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSE 
1. PROPERTY INS~RA~CE • 
2. BoNDED BuiLDING ,REN.;.AL 
3. UNDISTRIBUTED E~PEN~E 
4. 
. , I , 
PuBLIC RELATIONS 
I 




' 1. DEAN OF STuDENTS 
2. DEAN oF WoME,N 
3. REGISTRAR ' 
I 
4. HEALTH 5ERIIIC::E 
5, 
6. SoctAL CoMMI(TEE 
7. NATIONAL DEF~NSE STUDENT LoAN 
8. PuBLIC ExERCJ1SES 
9, BoARD oF REGENTS Sc'J-IOLARSH·, Ps 



















$138 .. 39i:I.OO 
V AND VI. INSTRUCTIONAr.;_ SALARIES AND OTHER iNSTRUCTIONAL COSTS 
1. DEAN oF FAcu~Tv. $ 18,560.00 
2. AGRICULTURE ; 




7. IN-SERVICE TE:ACHER EouCATI~N 
8. FINE ARTS 
9. HEALTH AND P~vsrcAL EoucATJON 





























NIGHT AND SATLRDAY CLASSES 
I 
SuMMER SAaa~TICAL LEAvEs 
DuPLICATING S~RvicEs 
























ToTAL INsTRUCTIONAL SALARIEs AND 0rHER CosTs 
$1, 173,775,83 
VII:. COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL 
I 
$132,177,91 
VIII. LIBRARY $103,128,00 
IX, ORGANIZED ACT.IVITIES RELATED TO EDUCATION 
I, FooTBAL.L. $44,990.00 
2, BASKETBAL.L. 33,867,90 
3, 8ASEBAL.L. 5, 922.00 
4, TRACK 3,249.00 
5, TENNIS 1,141,00 
6. Got..F 1,221.30 
I , 
7. CoLLEGE HIGH {\THLETics 
B. CoLLGGE NEWS I 
I . , 
ToTAL ORGANIZED AcTIVITIEs 
1,200,00 
12,730.00 





X AND XI. MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION 
1. BuiLDINGS AND GRoUNDS $270,185.00 
TOTAL EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL EXPENSES $2,169,292.91 
B. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
XII. I. FARM 
2. CANNERY 
I 
3. HoME MANAGEMENT HousE 
4. APARTMENTS 
5. CLARK HALL 
6. EAST HALL 
7. NEw MARRIED HousiNG 
8. ORowAv HALL 
9. RICHMOND HALL 
10. STuDENT UNION BurLDJNG · 
II. SwANN HALL 
12. WELLS HALL 
13. WHITE HousEs 
14. Wooos HALL 
15. STAFF BENEFITS FOR AuxiLIARY ENTERPRISES 
16. FrELD SEED RESEARCH 
TOTAL AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
C. PLANT FUNDS 
XIII. CAPITAL OuTLAY 
D. UNAPPROPRIATED SURPLUS 
XIV. CoNTINGENT FuND 
I TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES 
BUDGET UNIT: BOARD OF REGENTS 
AccouNT No; I-I 
1-1-304 TRAVEL 
BUDGET UNIT: PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 
AccouNT No. 1-2 
1-2-101 SALARIES 
TRAVEL' 
BUDGET UNIT: BUSINESS OFFICE 
AccouNT No: 1-3 
1-3-101 SALARIES 
304 TRAVEL· 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 




BuiLDING AND GRoUNDS 
11-1-355-1 ADMINISTRATION 
INSTRUCTION 
BurLDINGS AND GROUNDS 





























: .... · ... 
~ : 'I!' 
$44, 140.00' 
800.00 















"" BUDGET UNIT: PROPERTY INSURANCE :a:: r_.~ 
AccouNT No: 111-1 1-
111-1-353 INSURANCE $20,000.00 "'"' 
BUDGET UNIT: BONDED BUILDING RENTAL 
AccoUNT No: 111-2 
111-2-352 NEw GvMNASIUM 7,200.00 
BUDGET UNIT: UNDISTRIBUTED . ' 
AccouNT No: 111-3 
111-3-101-1 STUDENT WAGES $ 3,500.00 I 301 PosTA:GE, ~XPRESs 8,400,00 302 TELE~H0Nf7. TELEGRAPH 18,000.00 
305 PRINTING AND ADVERTISING 13,400.00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 2,160.00 
321 OF-Free: SuPPLIES 3,540.00 
353 PREMIUM FIDELITY BoNos 700.00 ,. 
372 M. SCELLANEOUS 1 '400.00 . ' 
REFUNDED FEES 2,500.00 . ' . 
~3.600.00 
BUIDGET UNIT: PUBLIC RELATIONS 
AccouNT No: 111-4 
111-4-101 SALARIES ..... ' $33,341.67 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 2,070.00 
304 TRAVEL 4,500.00 
321 DFFrcE SuPPLIES 700.00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY .. 400.00 
$41,01'1.67 
BUDGET UNIT: DEAN OF STUDENTS 
AccouNT No: IV-1 
I IV-1-101 SALARIES $15,580.00 101-1 STUDENT WAGES 1,080.00 
304 TRAVEL 450,00 
$17,110.00 
BUDGET UNIT: DEAN OF WOMEN 
AccouNT No: IV-2 
IV-2-101 SALARIES $21,810.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 690,00 
304 TRAVEL 300.00 
321 Or-Free: SuPPLIES 300.00 
$23,100.00 
BUDGET UNIT: REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
AccouNT No~ IV-3 
IV-3-101 SALARIES $33,420.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 805.00 
304 TRAVEL 600.00 
321 0:-FrCE ,SUPPLIES, PRINTING 1,800.00. 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 5,024.00 
$41,649.00 
BUDGET UNIT: HEALTH SERVICE 
I AccouNT No: IV-4 IV-4-101 SAL..ARI~S $12,740.00. 
304 TRAVEL ~00.00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 200.00. 
310 LAuNDRY 75.00 
328 Me:oJcAL SuPPLIES 4,500.00 
$18,215.00 
BUDGET UNIT: THE SHIIELD 
AccouNT No: IV-5 
IV-5-101-1 STUDENT WAGES $ 920.00 
29 
BUDGET UNIT: SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
AccoUNT No: IV-6 
IV-6-322 Fooo, I:..A:eoR, SuPPLIES $ '400.00'· 
BUDGET UNIT: NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT LOANS 
AccouNT No; IV-7 
IV-7-372 1-9 MATcHING FuNes $22,000,00 
BUDGET UNIT: PUBLIC EXERCISES 
I 
AccouNT No: IV-8 
IV-8-104 CoMMENCEMENT ExERCISES $ 1,400.00 
104-1 AovtsoRv CoNFERENcEs 1,000,00 
104-2 MEMBERSHIP DuEs 2,500,00' 
104-3 Ctvtc Mus:tc AssN. 1,500.00 
104-4 ALuMNt· CouNCIL 3,600.00 
$10,000.00 
BUDGET UNIT: BOARD OF REGENTS SCHOLARSHIPS 
AccouNT No: IV-9 
IV-9-372 ScHOLARSHt'PS $ 5,000.00 
(50 X $50,00 X 2 SEMESTERS) 
BUDGET UNIT: DEAN OF FACULTY 
AccouNT No: V-1 
V-1-101 SALARIES $17,960.00 
304 TRAVEL 600,00 
$18,560,00 
BUDGET UNIT: AGRICULTURE 
AccouNT No. : V-2 
V-2-101 5ALAR1ES • $34,620.00 
I 101-1 STUDENT WAGES 
·575,00 
304 TRAVEL 500.00' 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 100.00 
321 DFFtcE Su-PPLIES 100,00 
334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIES 350,00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 870 00 
$37,115.00 
BUDGET UNIT: BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
AccouNT No: V-3 '' 
- '·, 
V-3-101 5AL.ARII!:S $60,400,00 . 
101-1 STUDEN'r WAGES 2,450.00 
304 TRAVEL·. 600.00 
307 REPAIR·TO EQUIPMENT .• 250.00 
321 OFFICE -SUPPLIES 75.00 
334 CLASSRooM -SuPPLIES 2,500.00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 3,222,50 
$69,497,50 
BUDGET UNIT: BUSINESS 
AccouNT No: V-4 
V-il-101 SALARIES $92,750.00 
I 101-1 STUDEN"I' WAGES 2,580,00 304 TRAVEL· 800.00 307 REPAIR ·TO EQUIPMENT 1,800,00' 
321 DFFtcE -SuPPLIES . '. 500,00 
334 CLASSROOM ·SUPPLIES 550,00 
601 CAPITAl:.. OUTLAY 5,265,00' 
$104,245.00 
BUDGET UNIT: CHEMISTRY .. 
AccouNT No: V-5 
V-5-101 5AL.ARIE!:S $60,850.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 8,000.00 
304 TRAVEL· 500.00 




321 DFFrcE SuPPL..JEs !!' 100,00 ~~ 
334 CLASsRooM SuPPLIES 3,300,00 ~ 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 3,000,00., L; 
$76,350,00 
BUDGET UNIT: EDUCATION 
AccouNT No: V-6 .. ' ' V-6-101 SALARIES $87,192,33 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 2, 100.!)0 
304 TRAVEL - DEPARTMENTAL 700,00. 
I 304-1 TRAVEL - STUDENTS 5, 8~0.00 307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 125,00, 321 DFFrcE SuPPLIES 400.00 . '' 
334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIES 5oq.oo . ' 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 1,385,00" 
$98,202,33 
BUDGET UNIT: IN-SERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION 
AccouNT No: V-7 
V-7-101 SALARIES $ 3,600.90,. 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 2?0,00 
304 TRAVEL 900,00 
321 DFFrcE SuPPLIES . 6Q.OO 
334 CLASSROoM SuPPL..JEs 70,00 
$ 4,910,00 
... ::1 
BUDGET UNIT: FINE ARTS 
AccoUNT No: V-8 
V-8-101 SALARIES $118,245,00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 7,500,00 
304 TRAVEL 1,4oo.qo 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 2, 7QO.OO, 
I 321 OFFICE Su.~PLIES 485,00 334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIEs 5,325.QO 
372 Musrc ScHOLARSHIPS 12,010,00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 4,800.00 
$152,465,09 
BUDGET UNIT: HEALTH AND P. E, 
AccouNT No: V-9 
V-9-101 SALARIES $78,420,00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 1,6oo.oq . 
304 TRAVEL 6oq.oo 
' 307 REPAIR ,TO EQUJ PMENT 200.00 .. 
321 DFFrcE SuPPLIES 4oo.oq. 
334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIEs 3,00QOO 
$84,220,00 
BUDGET UNIT: HOME ECONOMICS 
AccouNT No: V-10 
V-10-101 SALARIES $51,050,09 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 1, 750.00 
304 TRAVEL-DEPARTMENTAL 685.00 
304-1 TRAVEL-REIMBURSABLE 1,500,00 I 307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 300,00. 321 OFFICE SuPPLIES 400,00 
321-1 OFFICE SuPPLIEs REIMBURSABLE. 200,00 
334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIES 2,100,00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 1,350.00 
$59,335,00 
BUDGET UNIT: INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
AccouNT NO: V-11 
V-11-101 SALARIES $49,100.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 2,450.00 ' 
HALF-T~ ME SEcRETARY 1,200,00, 
304 TRAVEL 500.00 
31 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT $ 500.00 
321 OF-FreE SuPPLIES 125.00 
334 CLASSROOM ,SUPPLIES 8,000,00 
601 CAPITAL Ou;rLAY 6.125.00 
$68,000.0~ 
BUDGET UNIT: LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
AccoUNT No: V-12. 
V-12-101 SALARIES $141,570.00 
101-1 5TUDEN:T WAGES 3,570.00 
I 
304 TRAVEL~DEPARTMENTAL 400.00 
304-1 TRAVEL-DEBATE 1,200,00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 150.00 
321 OFFICE SuPPLIES 200.00 
334 CLASSROOM.SUPPLIES- DEPT. 475·.00 
334-1 CLASSROOM ,SUPPLIES-DEBATE 275.00 
$147,840.00 
BUDGET UNIT: LIBRARY SCIENCE 
AccOUNT No: V-13 
V-13-101 SALARIES $ 8;550:00 
101-1 STUDEN.T WAGES 550.00 
304 TRAVEL 135.00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 60.00 
321 DFFtcE SuPPLIEs 75.00 
334 CLASSR.OOM.SUPPLIES 900.00 
$10,270.00 . 
. . 
BUDGET UNIT: MATHEMATICS 
AccouNT No: V-14 
V-14-101 SALARIES $50, 100.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 250.00 
I 
304 TRAVEL. 200.00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 50.00 
321 OFFicE SuPPLIES 150.00 
334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIES 50.00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 396.00 
$51,196.00 
·' . '' 
BUDGET UNIT: MILITARY SCIENCE 
AccouNT No: V-15 
V-15-101 5ALARIEO:S $ 2,880.00. 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 1,450.00' 
304 TRAVEL .. 1,604.50 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 150.00 
321 OFFICE SuPPLIES 115.00 
334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIES 50.00 
601 CAPITAL!. OuTLAY 720.50 
$ 6,970.00 
_( .· 
BUDGET UNIT: NURSING'.EDUCATJON 
AccouNT No: V-16 
V-16-101 SALARIES $ 9,400,00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 660.00 
I 304 TRAVE.L . 
350.00 
307 REPAIR TO, EQUIPMENT 150.00 
310 LA.uND.RY 50.00 
321 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60.00 
334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIES 500.00 
$11.170.00 
• • ' •. "J. 
BUDGET UNIT: PHILOSOPHY ' ... ·.• ·.~.~ 
AccouNT No: V-17. J .. ,, . 
V-17-101 SALARIES' $ 7,800.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 275.00 
304 TRAVEL 235.00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 5.00 
321 OFFICE SuPPLIEs 25.00 





BUDGET UNIT: PHYSICS l•' '-1 
AccouNT No: V-18 ~ 
V-18--101 SALARIES $30,700.00 e... 
101-1 STUDE~;r .. WJ!.GES ;. 4,580;00· 
304 TRAVEL· 250,00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 150,00 
321 OFFICE SuPPLIES 100.00 
334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIEs 2,400.00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 1,500.00 
$39,680.00 
I BUDGET UNIT: SOCIAL SCIENCES 
AccOUNT No.: V-19. 
V-19-101 5ALARJES $77,580.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 1,150.00 
304 TRAVEL 600.00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 50.00 
321 OFFICE SuPPLIES 200.00 
334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIES 400.00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 500.00 .. , $80,480.00 
BUDGET UNIT: EXTENSION -:-·. ~~ ~. 
AccouNT No: V-20 . ~ 
V-20-101 SAL..AR IS:S $14,460.00 
101-1 STUOEN.T WAGES 465.00 
304 TRAVEL 1,800.00 
$16,725.00 
BUDGET UNIT: NIGHT.AND SATURDAY CLASSES 
AccouNT No: V-21 
V-21-101 SALARif;::S . $10,000,00 
I .. BUDGET UNIT: SUMMER.SABBATICAL LEAVES · ·.--
ACCOUNT NO: V-22 • : r, .• 
V-22-101 SALARIES $10,000.00 
BUDGET UNIT: DUPLICATING SERVICE 
AccouNT No. : V-23 
V-23-101 SALARY $ 3,600.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 830.00 
307 REPAIR. TO EQUIPMENT 520.00 
$ 4,950.00 
BUDGET UNIT: VETERANS FARMER TRAINING- ... 
AccouNT No. : V-24 . f' .• 
V-24-101 SALARY. $ 2, 760;00 
304 TRAVEL. 350.00 
334 SuPPLIES 120.00 
$ 3,230,00 
BUDGET UNIT: COLLEGE ,HIGH SCHOOL 
AccouNT No: VII 
Vll-101 SALARIES $118,772.91 
I 101-1 STUDENT WAGES 1,005.00 304 TRAVEL 1,100.00 
307 REPAIR. TO EQUIPMENT . 700.00 
308 MAtNTE;.NANCE oF BuiLDING 1,000.00 
310 LAuNDRY 100.00 
321 DFFtcE SuPPLIEs 600.00 
334 CLASSROOM SuPPLIES 3,500.00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY '5.400.00 
"· $132,177.91 
83' 
BUDGET UNIT: LIBRARY 
AccouNT No: VIII 
Vlll-101 5ALARI'ES $ 38,600,00; 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 10, 120.00 
304 TRAVEL.:. 300.00 
305 PRINTING AND BtNOING 7,000,00 
307 REPAIR' TO EQUIPMENT 100.00 
321 OFFICE' SuPPLIES 1,500,00 
607 BooKs AND PERIODICALS 45,508.00 
$103,128,00 
I BUDGET UNIT: FOOTBALL 
AccouNT No: IX-I 
IX-1-101-1 STUDENT WAGES $ 220.80 
101-2 ScHOLARSHIPS 19:250.00 
303 CARE AND SuPPORT 5,640,00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 500.00 
309 TRAVEL 7,099,20 
309-1 CoNTRAcTs AND OFFICIALs 3,290,00 
310 LAuNDRY 800,00 
333 UNIFORMS, EQuiP., SuPP, 6,140.00 
336 BooKs· 1,600.00 
353 INSURANCE 450,00 
$44,990,00 
BUDGET UNIT: BASKETBALL 
AccouNT No: IX-2· 
IX-2-101-1 STUDENT WAGES $ 262,20 
101-2 ScHOLARSHIPS ;'9,625.00 
303 CARe: AND SuPPORT 2,653. 75 
307 REPAIR OF EQUIPMENT 50,00 
I 
309 TRAVEL 7,561·.95•' 
309-1 CoNTRACTS AND OFFICIALS 9,360;00 
310 LAuNDRY 5oo,oo• 
333 UNJF'ORMS, EQUIP,, SuPP · 2,995,00 
336 BooKs 800.00 ·, 
353 INSURANCE 60.00 
$33,867.90 ., 
BUDGET UNIT: BASEBALL 
AccouNT No: IX-3 
IX-3-101 303 CARe: AND SuPPORT $ 340,00 
309 TRAVEL 1,900,00'· 
309-1 CoNTRACTS AND OFFICIALS 1,450;00 
310 LAuNDRY' 100.00 
333 UNIFORMS, EaurP,, SuPP 2,082.00 
353 INSURANCE 50,00 
$5,922,00 
• I' 1", • 
BUDGET UNIT: TRACK • • 1 , I ; 
AccouNT No: IX-4· •, .. I ' 
IX-4-303 CARE ·AND SuPPORT $ 34o:oo·· 
309 TRAVEL 1,809,00. 
I 
310 LAuNDRY 30.00 
333 UNIFORMS; EQuJ P,, SuPP, 1,020.00 
353 INSURANCE 50.00 
$3,249.00' 
BUDGET UNIT: TENNIS - - " 
AccouNT No: IX-5· 
IX-5-303 CARE 'AND ·SUPPORT $ 16:00. 
309 TRAVE!:L 740;00' 
310 LAuNDRY t5~oo~. 
333 UNrFORMS, EQur P.,. SuPP 350,00 '. 




BUDGET UNIT: GOLF ~ 
AccouNT No: IX-6 
L·..; ..... 
IX-6-303 CARE AND SuPPORT $ 10,00 ~ 
309 TRAVEL 609,30 
309-1 CoNTRACT 150,00 
333 UN I F,OR M7-. EQuiP., SuPP 440.00 
353 INSURANCE 12,00 
$1,221,30 
BUDGET UNIT: COLLEGE HIGH ATHLETICS 
AccouNT No: IX-7 I IX-7-309 TRAVEL $ 100,00 309-1 CoNTRACTS AND 0=-FJCIALS 100,00 
310 LAuNDRY 50.00 
333 UNJFO.RMS, EQUIP, SuPP 950,00 
$1,200.00 
BUDGET UNIT: COLLEGE NEWS 
AccouNT No: IX-8 
IX-8-101-1 STuDENT WAGES $2,000,00 
302 PosTAGE 120,00 
304 TRAVEL 200,00 
305 PRINT.ING, CuTs 9,860,00 
307 REPAI.RS T,O EQUIPMENT wa ;OO 
321 OFFICE SuPPLIES 250.00 
372 MrscEL.LANEous 100,00 
$12,730,00 
BUDGET UNIT: BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 
AccouNT No: X-I 
X-1-101 SALARIES $115,160,00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 2,875,00 
109 SEASONAL LAseR 18,000,00 
I 
. . 
302 FREIG_HT, ~XPRESS 300.00 
304 TRAVEL 250,00 
306 ELEC~RICI,TV, WATER, SEwERAGE 3?,000,00 
307 REPAIR TO VEH. AND EQUIP. 6.500,00 
308 MAtN-.;-. OF BLoGs. AND GRos. 40,009.00 
310 LAuNDRY 400,00 . 
321 DFFtCE SuPPLIEs 100,00 
324 MoTOR FuELS :2,700.00 
325 HEATING FuELS 38,500,00 
327 JANITO~IAL SuPPLIES 6,000,00 
332 HousEHOLD SuPPLIES 400.90 
335 AGRICULTURAL AND BoTANICAL 3,000,00 
$270,185,00 
BUDGET UNIT: FARM 
AccouNT No: XII-I 
Xll-1-101 SALARIES $18,100.00 
104 VETERINARY AND TESTING 550,00 
304 TRAVEL 200,00 
306 UTILITIES 800,00 
307 REPAIR TO VEH. AND EQUIP 1,500,00 
308 MAINT •. oF BuiLDINGS 1,000,00 
I 323 FEEDS 8:000,00 324 MoToR FuELS 1,200,00 
325 HEATING FuELs 400,00 
328 MEDICAL SuPPLIES 250,00 
330 CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIES 400.00 
335 AGRICULTURAL SuPPLIES 800.00 
335-1 SEED AND FERTILIZER 2,300,00 
353 INSURANCE 1,400,00 
605 MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS 1,400,00 
606 BuiLDINGS AND F1XED EcurP. 2,000,00 
$40,300,00 
35 
BUDGET UNIT: CANNERY 
AccouNT No: XU-2, 
Xll-2-101 SALARIES AND WAGES $ I, 800.00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 200.00 
330 CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIEs !,800.00 
352 RENTAL OF EcuiPMENT 100.00 
372 MrscELLANEOus 200.00 
S:4 ,100.00 
I BUDGET UNIT: HOME MANAGEMENT HOUSE AccoUNT No: XU-3 
XU-3-308 M~INT. oF BuiLDING $ 200.00 
332 HousEHOLD SuPPLIES 450.00 
338 Fooo FOR REsALE 'l,800.00 
372 MISCELLANEOUS 150.00 
$ 2,600.00 
BUDGET UNIT: APARTMENTS 
AccouNT No: Xll-4 
XU-4-308 ~AINT. OF BuiLDINGS $ 7,500.00 
372 J\11 SCELLANEOUS -180.00 
$ 7.680.00 
BUDGET UNIT: CLARK HALL 
AccouNT No: XH-5 
XU-5-101 SALARIES $ 2,460.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 3,500.00 
307 Re;PAIR TO EcuiPMENT 300.00 
308 M~INT. OF BuiLDING 900.00 
310 L~uNDRY 120.00 
I 321 OF;FrcE SuPPLIES 50.00 327 JA,NITORIAL SuPPLIES I 650.00 332 HqusEI;-IOLD SuPPLIES 100.00 
372 MtsCEJ,...LANEous 100,00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY (OFFICE) 800.00 
$ 8,980.00 
• • 11 I 
BUDGET UNIT: EAST,HALL 
AccouNT No: XIJ--'6. 
XU-6-101 SALARIES $ ·270.00 
308 M.o!I-JNT. oF Buu::.otNG 600.00 
327 JANITORIAL SuPPLIES 20.00 
332 HousEHOLD SuPPLIES ' 100.00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 1,000.00 
$:1,990,00 
BUDGET UNIT: NJ;:W MARRIED HOUSING 
AccouNT No.: Xl.l-7. 
BUDGET UNIT: ORDWAY HALL ·' 
AccouNT No: Xll-8 .. ' 
I 
Xll-8-101 SALARIES $ !1. 310.00 
101-1 ST.UDENT WAGES 2,500.00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 400,00 
308 MAINT. oF BuiLDING 1,500.00 
310 LAUNDRY 400,00 
321 OFFICE SuPPLIEs 50.00 
327 JANITORIAL SuPPLIES 400.00 









BUDGET UNIT:' RICHMOND HALL 
l•...; 
~ 
AccoUNT No.: Xll-9 ~ 
Xll-9-101 SALARIES $2,360,00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 3,500,00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 300.00 
308 MArNT. oF BurLDINGS 700,00 
310 LAUNDRY 90.00 
321 OFFICE SuPPLIEs 50.00 
327 JANITORIAL SuPPLIES 600,00 
332 HousEHOLD SuPPLIES 100.00 
I 372 MISCELLANEOUS 100,00 601 CAPITAL OuTLAY (OF-Free:) 300.00 
$8,100.00 




Xll-10-101 SALARIES $ 7,800,00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 3, 726,00 
304 TRAVEL 250,00 
305 PRINTING 100,00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 400.00 
308 MAINT. oF BurLDJNG 800,00 
321 OFFICE SuPPLIES 100,00 
327 JANITORIAL SuPPLIEs 150,00 
$13,326,00 
BUDGET UNIT: SWANN HALL 
AccouNT No: XII-II 
Xll-11-101 SALARIES $1,660,00 
308 MArNT. oF BurLDING 1,000.00 
310 LAUNDRY 50,00 
327 JANITORIAL SuPPLIEs 200.00 I 332 HousEHOLD SuPPLIES 100,00 601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 3,290.00 
$6,500,00 
BUDGET UNIT:· WELLS HALL 
' 
AccouNT No: I XIJ-12 
XIJ-12-101 SALARIES $5,040.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 3,335,00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 600,00 
308 MAINT. OF BuiLDING 2,500,00 
310 LAUNDRY 200.00 
321 OFFICE SuPPLIES 100,00 
327 JANITORIAL SuPPLIES 600.00 
332 HousEHOLD SuPPLIES 40,00 
372 MrscELLANEous 100,00 
601 CAPITAL OuTLAY 200.00 
$14,515,00 
BUDGET UNIT: WHITE HOUSES 
AccoUNT No: XIJ-13 
XIJ-13-308 MArNT. oF BuiLDINGS $1,800.00 
I 372 MISCELLANEOUS 180,00 $1,980.00 
BUDGET UNIT: WOODS HALL 
AccouNT No: Xll-14 
Xll-14-101 SALARIES $5,820.00 
101-1 STUDENT WAGES 3,335.00 
304 TRAVEL 150.00 
305 PRINTING AND OFFICE SuPPLIEs 300.00 
307 REPAIR TO EQUIPMENT 1,000,00 
308 MAINT. oF BuiLDING 2,000,00 
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XIV CoNTINGENT FuNo BALANCE 
ADMINISTRATION 
PRESJDENTIS OFFICE 
R. H. WooDs 
·pAT'sv RowLAND 
BusiNEss OFFICE 
·P. w. ORDWAY 
FAY w. SLEDD 
JAMEs A. RoGERs 




'MARY ELIZABETH DAUG.HADAY 
PART-TIME AssiSTANTS 
PuBLIC RELATIONS. 
M. o. WRATHER 
(ToTAL SALARY.$10;800,00, 







AssT. TO Bus. MGR, 

































AssT. TO DIRECTOR 




'JoE 'T. ERwiN 
DoROTHY HoLLAND 
BETTY HINES 
DEAN OF STUDENTS 
J. MATT SPARKMAN 
RusyE K. PooL 
NAOMI B. RoGERS · 































ExTRA He:LP--W'EEK ENos 




DoNALD B. Hu~TER 
' 







He:AL TH Se:Rvrc'e: 
CHARLES D. CLARK 
ELLA MuRRAY Ke:e: 
I 
INSTRUCTION 
'De: AN OF F ACUL ~y . ---------------
WILLIAM G. NA-SH 
I 
SARAH H. PANZ,ERA 
' 
AGRICULTURE I 
E. 8, HowTON 1 . 
HERBERT ALLB~ITTEN 




A. M, WoLF'SO~ 
LIZA SPANN 
HuNTER HANcoC:K 
A. M. HARVILL,! JR, 
I c. WESLEY KEt.1PER 





THOMAS B. HoG'ANCAMP 
'VERNoN ANoERs'oN · 
i 
VERDA H. HAPPY 
Esco GuNTER I 
I 
KATHRYN CARM~N 
GEORGE LIGON I 
JoHNNY REAGAN~ 




De:AN oF WoMEN AND 
HEAD House: DIRECTOR 
AssT. House: D1R. 
AssT. House: D1R. 
AssT. House: DJR. 
AssT. House: DrR. 
AssT. House: DrR. 
WELLS HALL 



















































Ass c. PROF. 
INSTRucToR (10 Mo.) 
AssT, PROF' (IO Mo,) 
AssT, PRoF', (10 Mo,) 



















































w. E. BLACKBURN. 
RoBERTA WHtTNAH. 
PETE PANZERA 
KARL F. HussuNG. 
MAURICE CHR ISTOP.HER 
DoN HtcKs 
EoucATION 
HARRY M. SPARKS. 
R& B. PARSONS 
RoBERT F. AL.sUP. 
RAL.PH A. TESSENEER 
EowARD F. BRUNNER 
RusoE E. SMITH 
A. B. StMPSON 
. VERNON SHOWN 
(SEE PuBLIC RELATIONs) 
FRANKL.IN FITCH 
MARY EL.tZABETH BELL 
CHARL.ES A. HaMRA 
OFF CAMPUS PRAC.TICE TEACHING 
IN-SERVICE TEACHER EoucATION 
.EuGENE RussEL.L. 
FtNE ARTS 
RicHARD W. FARRE:L.L 
CL.ARA M. EAGL.E 
RoBERT E. JoHNSO.N 
R. w. TERHUNE 
JoHN C, WoNTER 
RoBERT K. BAAR 
DAvto J. GowANS 
FRANK GuNTER 
NEAL.E B. MASON 
RoMAN PRYDATKEV.YTCH 
LAwRENCE RicKERT 
PAUL. w. SHAHAN 
WtL.L.JAM A. WAL.MSLEY 
JoHN R. TusKA 
JosiAH DARNALL 
(TOTAL SALARY f$7, 700, SEE 
AssiGNMENT 
AssT, PRoF, (10 Mo.) 
AssT. PRoF. 
AssT PRoF, (10 Mo,) 









(0t< LEAVE. OF ABSENCE) _____ _ 
PROFESSOR 
Ass c. PRoF. 
PRoFEssoR. 












·Ass c., ·pROF, (1 0 MO,) 


















Assc, PRoF, (10 Mo,) 
INsTRUCTOR (10 Mo,) 










































CoL.LEGE HtGH FOR BALANCE oF SALARY) 
BEATRICE FARRELL INSTR. (9 Mo.) 
PART-TIME 
CLARICE JACOBS SEc~ 1 PART-TIME 











HEALTH AND P~vstcAL. EoucATION 
Rov STEWART ! 
REx ALEXANDE~ 
CALVIN C. LuTHER. 
I 
BAILEY GoRE I 
DoNALD R. SHELTON 
' ' CARRIE A. WHITE 
NITA GRAHAM I 
WILLIAM J. Hl~A 
WILLIAM J. Ho~T 
W. W. FuRGERSoN. , 














SEc., PART- TIME 

























MARY ALICE RAMER 
JEwELL DEAN ELLIS 
PEARL T. TucKER. 
I 
INousTRIAL AR.fs 
H. L. OAKLEY ; 
GEORGE T. LILLY . 
JosEPH G. Cow:IN . 
. PAUL K. LYNN : 
RosERT W. JoNEs 
LANGUAGES AND! LITERATURE 
GuY A, BATTLE; 
EDWIN LARSON ; 
BEATRICE FRYE: 
SIDNEY P. Mas~ 
JosEPH J. RoNo,v 
CLELL T. PETE~SON 
J. ALBERT TRAc;v~. 
LYNN WINGET 
CAROLYN B. CL~RK 
NELL GRIFFIN I 
JAMES s. HARRIS . 
ANNIE P. MARK~AM 
' ' 
ONNIE SKINNER : 
RALPH SLOW 
MILDRED HATcHkR. 
LoUis H. EDMO~DSON 
RoBERT UsREY 








AssT, PRoF, (IOMo,) 
PRoFEssoR 












Ass c. PRoF. 
PROFEssoR (IO Mo,) 
AssT, PRoF, (IOMo,) 
AssT PRoF, (10 Mo,) 
INSTRUCTOR (IOMo,) 
AssT. PRoF, (IOMo,) 
INsTRUCTOR (IOMo,) 






AssT. PRol', (I 0Mo,) 
AssT. PRoF, (IOMo,) 
AssT. PRor., (IOMp,) 
Ass:r. PRoF .-SPEECH 
(10 Mo,) 































































RoaERT L. PEBKIN.s 
PHYSICS 
WILLIAM G. READ 
A. G, CANON 
WILLIAM B. PHILLIPS 
RA.NDAL.L. L. STEPt:JENS, 
FRANK FE!OCK 
AssiGNMENT 




INSTRUCTO.R (10 MO,) 
As,.T, PRqF.(10Mo,) 
AsS;T. PeqF. 
As,.T, PRqF. (10Mo,) 
SECRETARY 






INSTRUqTOR (10 MO.) 























(JuLY $550-AuG, 201,63) 
ExTRA FOR SuMMER 348.37 
SociAL SciENCES 
C, S, LowRY 
WILL. FRANK STEELY 
EDMUND J. STEYTL.ER 
LEE A. DEw 
BossY McCARTER 
AusuRN WELLS 
RuE L. BEALE 
KENNETH HARRELL.. 
E. JAMES CLARK, JR. 
ExTENSION 






AssT. PRoF, (10Mo,) 
AssT. PRoF. 
INSTR-. PART-TIME 
Ass c. PRoF. 
AssT. PRoF, (10Mo,) 
AssT PRoF., (10Mo.) 
DrRECTOR, PART-TIME 
(SEE PuaL.IC REL.-ATIONS F,OB BALANCE OF SALARY) 
VrvrAN HALE CLERK· 
FACULTY MEMBERS GRADING PAPERS 
FACULTY MEMBER~ STUDY CENTERS 
DuPLICATING SERVJCE 
o. R. JEFFREY 
VETERANS FARMER. TRAINING 





































CoLLEGE HIGH :scHooL 
WILSON GANTT! 
















(ToTAL SALARY $7,700, 
CHARLES L. EJDRTOGE ' 
ALICE SuE FAJ~LEss 
R. E. GoooGJO~ 
EuGENE SMITH: 
SEE FINE ARTS DEPT. FOR BALANCE) 
LoTTYE SurTER. 












(SEE HEALTH !AND P. E. FOR BALANCE OF SALARY) 
ATTIE FAUGHN : INSTRUCTOR 
VANDA JEAN G1ssON AssT. PRoF. 
RrcHARD G. JAJKSON INsTRUCTOR (10Mo~) 
i 




DoN MAc PAcEI 
JoE NELL RAvaURN 
Le:o BuRNS I 
w. LLI AM B. T A'vL.OR 
I 










MAYME J. WHIT:NELL 
LA JEAN WJGGII'~S 
! ' 
BuiLDINGs AND GRoUNos 
JAMES 1.· ARMB~USTER 
Sue: MoRRIS ' 
J. '· PATTON ' ' ' 
JoHN C. WATER$, 
JAMES B. RAMSEY 
' 
ZELMA RuMFELT 
T. c. MILLER 
JAMES STONE 
I 
JAMEs H. Mn.L~R 
C. D. HoPKINS 1 • 
CLARENCE HoRTbN 












INsTRUcTOR (9 Mo.) 
INSTRucToR (2 Mo.) 
INSTRUCTOR 
LIBRARIAN 
(JuLY 1-AuG, 10,1961) 
LIBRARIAN (IOMo,) 
(SE-PT, I, .1961-






























JANITOR, Scr., BLDG. 







































































l.ALA BovD I 
Jovce: CANNON I 
I 




AoELL CoLSON I 
STARKEY Cor_s9N 
JAMES o. CLARY 
I L, G. CuRD 







ANGIE GIBBS I 
w. s. GROGAN I 
WILLIE B. HALE 
Rov D. HAMLlj 
Le:;rre: HoPKINs: 
LoRA HoPKINS I 
LILLIE HousTo~ 
JAMEs F. Hu1EI 
I J, D, JoNEs , 
THELMA JoNES: 
BA~BER P. LANjB 
F LOY LAYCOX I 
Q_A MoRRIS 
SHIRLEY N1x 1 
FLoRENCE NuNN 
EL~ZABETH OuT~LA~D 
MARK PARKER i 
I 
TAMSON PARKER 





DoLLIE B. RusSEL~ 
Gur STEEL.v 
RuPERT STORY : 
EwELL TINSLEY 
I 
Rusy R. T 1 NSLEY 
' ' 







P, M, SA'-;ADS 
CASHIER 
MEAT CooK AND 
Fooo Ro~TER 
A. M. BAKER 
A, M, PRoD, SuPv, 
STOCK CLERK l: 
NIGHT JANTTo~· 
DISHWASHER 
PoTs AND PANS 
MEAT CuTTER 








P, M, PROD, SuPv, 
HEAD DISHWASHER 

































MEAT ~OOK--SECOND CK. 






PoTs AND PANS 
MEAT CooK AND 
Fooo PoRTER 







VEG. CooK AND Fooo 
PoRTER 
















150 .. 00 
I 
RAYMOND T. HEWITT SuPERVISOR 
ANNUAL RATE 
$3,400.00 
(!?EE STuDEN~ UNtON BuiLDING FOR BALANCE oF sALARY) 
TENNIE CoLsoN! 
RuTH M. PARKE.R 
VroLA RoGERs 












AssT, P. M, (2 WKs,) 

























CLERK (II Mo.l 
CLE'RK (II Mo.) 
CLERK (II Mo.) 













MR. LoNG MOVED THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE BuDGET FOR THE 1961-62 F1scAL YEAR. 
MoTION WAS SECONDED BY MR, BLYTHE AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE 
'FoLLOWING RESULTs: MR. Bt..vTHE, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; MR. HALL, AvE; MR. LoNG, AvE; 
MR. SPRINGER, AYE; AND MR. WHITE, AVE. 
SuPPLEMENTING THE FOREGOING ADOPTEe BuoGET, MR. HALL MovEo THAT NAoMI RoGERS 
BE EMPLOYED AT $1,590 IF SHE DEVOTES THE SAME AMOUNT OF T.IME THAT SHE IS AT THE 
PRESENT AS PART-TIME soOKKEEPER OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE STuDENT. LoAN PROGRAM AND 
THAT THE REMAINDER OF THE AMOUNT BUDGETED BE USED TO PAY foE R IF AND WHEN IT IS 
NECESSARY FOR HER TO DEVOTE MORE Tl ME TO THE PROGRAM. THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY 
MR. LoNG AND THE ROLL wAs CALLE~ oN ITS ADOPTION WITH THE ~.c;>LLOWING REsuLTs: 
MR. BLYTHE, AYE; MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. HALL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AYE; MR. SPRINGER, AYE; 
AND MR. WHITE, AYE. 
RE~oLUTION AuTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE oF THE BoNDS AND APPRO~ lNG THE TRUST -~~DENTURE 
;N cONNECTION 'wiTH PROJ~cT No. K~-CH-56 (D), ADOPTED~ 
THEREUPON, MEMBER 0. B. SPRINGER INTRODUCED AND CAUSED TO BE READ A PROPOSED 
" RESOLUTION ENTITLED, A RESOLUTION PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE, SALE, AND DELIVERY OF 
$415,000.00 oF STUDENT HousiNG REVENUE BoNDS OF 1961, FOR Acc_ouNT _oF MuRRAY STATE 
CoLLEGE,'' SAID RESOLUTION BEING ATTACHED TO THE MINUTES OF THIS MEETING. 
I (SEE ATTACHMENT Nos. I AND 2) 
I 
THEREUPON,· MEMBER 8os T. LoNG sEcONDED THE MOTION FOR ADOPTION OF SAID RESOLUTION 
AND THE VICE CHAIRMAN HAVING PUT THE QUESTION, THE ROLL WAS CALLED, AND THE FOLLOWING 
MEMBERS VOTED: 
AYES FOR THE .MOTION 
R. H. WHITE, V1cE CHAIRMAN 
H. GLENN DoRAN 
c. H. HALL 
Bee TREAs LoNG 
MAx J. BLYTHE 
o. B. SPRINGER 
NAYS AGAINST THE MOTION 
NoNE 
WHEREUPON, THE V1cE CHAIRMAN DECLARED THAT SAID REs0LuT;oN HAD BEEN DULY ADOPTED. 
PRESIDENT~s AcTION IN S1~NJNG CoNTRACT No. H--30-2548, LoAN AGREEMENT WITH HouSING 
AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY FOR PRoJEcT No. KY-CH-56 (D),' AP~ROVED. 
MR.' BLYTHE INTRODUCED THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION AND MOVED THAT IT BE ADOPTED BY 
THE BoARD oF REGENTS: 
WHE;:REAS, THE BoARD oF REGENTS oF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE HAS AUTHORIZED 
R. H. Wooos, THE PRESIDENT OF THE CoLLEGE, TO SIGN THE LoAN AGREEMENT AND OTHER 
NECESSARY oocuMENTS IN CONNE,CTION ~ITH PROJECT No. KY-CH-56 (D), AND ... 
WHEREAS, SAID LoAN AGREEMENT, CoNTRACT l\lo. H,:-3Q2548, wAs SIGNED ON 
FEBRUARY 14, 1961, 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT WE, THE BoARD oF REGENTS, ACCEPT 
THE LoAN AGREEMENT, AND APPROVE T.HE ACTION OF THE PRESIDENT ;N AFFIXING HIS SIGNATURE 
TO THE LoAN AGREEMENT. 
46 
SECONDED THE MOTION FOR ADOPTION OF THE RESOLUTION AND UPON THE 
ROLL BEING CALl LED THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS VOTED: MR. BLYTHE, AVE; MR. DqRAN, AYE; 
I 
MR. HALL;-, AvE; MR. LoNG, AvE; MR. SPRINGER, AvE; AND MR. WHITE, AvE. 
APPLICATION F6R PRoFESSIONAL NuRsEs TRAINING GRANT, APPROVED. 
I 
DoRA~ 
' THE REQUEST TO 
MOVED THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE ACTION OF THE! PRESIDENT IN MAKING 
THE PusLJC HEALTH SERVICE FOR A GRANT oF $7,510 wrTH WHICH TO 
CONDUCT A SHORT TERM TRAINEESHif> FOR NURSES. MR. HALL SECONdED THE MOTION, AND 
' THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
I 
MuRRAY CoLLEGE TO OFFER 24 SEMESTER HOURS 'aEvoNb} THE' MAsTERS' DEGREE, APPROVE 
MR. SPRI~GER MOVED THAT THE BoARD 'APPROvE MuRRAY STATE 'COLLEGE'S OFFERING 
A GRADUATE PROGRAM OF 24 SEMESTER HOURS BEYOND THE MASTER'S DEGREE, THIS MOTION 
I I'·. 
WAS SECONDED BY MR, LoNG AND CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
' 
LrNEN CoNTRACT FOR DOR.MtTOR rEs 
MR, SPRINGER MovED THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE CoLLEGE'S ESTABLISHING A LINEN 
I ., . 
SERVICE ON A VOLUNTARY BASIS, THAT PARENTS AND STUDENTS BE NOTIFIED, AND THAT THE 
PRESIDENT 5Tubv THE' PROPOSALS suBMITTED ·AND BE AUTHORIZED TO coNTRACT wtTH THE FIRM 
PROVIDING THE MOST EFFECTIVE SERVICE AT THE LOWEST COST, THE MOTION viAS SECONDED BY 
MR. LoNG AND UPON THE ROLL BEING CALLED THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS VOTEo: MR. BLYTHE, 
Ave:; MR. DoRA~, AYE; MR, HALL, AYE; MR, LoNG, Ave:; MR, SP~;~·GER, Ave:; AND MR. WHITE, 
AYE, 
RECESS FOR LUNCH 





THE MEETING OF THE BoARD oF REGENTS RECONVENED AT 1 :15 P,M, 
I 
RESOLUTioNs REGARDING THE IssuANCE OF BoNDS FOR CLASSROOM a·~~LDING 
ALso PRES.ENT FOR THIS PORTION oF THE MEETING wAs MR. P. M. CoNwAY oF GRAHAM-
CoNWAY Co,, LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY, REPRESENTING THE Frs~At.: AGENTS EMPLOYED ev THE 
STATE PRoPERTY AND Bun .. DtNGS CoMMISSION TO ASSIST IN THE PREPARATION AND MARKE~ING 
OF CoNSOLTDAT~D EDUCATIONAL BuiLDINGS REVENUE BoNDS, 
' 
' 
THE CHAIR~MAN INVITED MR. CoNWAY TO PRESENT AND EXPLAIN cERTAIN 'RESoLUTIONS 
WHICH WERE BEFORE THE BoARD FOR CONSIDERATION, MR, CoNWAY EXPLAINED THAT PURSUANT 
TO ADVICE coMMUNICATED TO HIM BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE CoLLEGE .REGARDING THE BoARD'S 
PURPOSE TO 1ssUE CoNSOLIDATED EDuCATIONAL BuiLDINGS Re:ve:Nu~ BoNos TN AN INITIAL 
SERIES OF $1,400,000, THE FrsCAL kENTS HAD MADE A CAREFUL STUDY OF THE FINANCIAL 
SITUATION OF THE CoLLEGE AND HAD PREPARED AND FURNISHED TO BoNo CouNSEL, CHAPMAN 
AND CuTLER, CtucAGo, ILLINOis, AND GRAFTON, FERGusoN, AND FLEISCHER, LouiSVILLE, 
KENTUCKY, 
He: STATED 
' ' . A RECOMMENDED MATURITY SCHEDULE, REDEMPTION PROVISIONS AND OTHER DETAILS, 
I . 
THAT ADVICE 'HAD BEEN RECEP.ie:o FROM THE CoMMJSSJONER OF FINANCE oF KENTUCKY 
THAT CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRusT CoMPANY, LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY, SHOULD BE NAMED 
AS THE TRuSTE~ AND THAT CHEMJC;L BANK Ne:w YoRK TRusT CoMPA~Y sHoUl.:D eE NAMED AS 
' . ' 
ALTERNATE PAYI:NG AGENT, 
I 
MR, CoNWAY EXPLAINED THAT THERE WERE TWO RESOLUTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE 
8 I • • • CARD, THE FIR~T BEING A RATHER LONG ONE COMPRISING THIRTY-NINE Ml MEOGRAPHED PAGES, 
USUALLY REFER~ ED TO AS THE, "BASIC" RESOLUTION, WHERE.'IN TH'E ·a~RD WOULD CREATE AND 
ESTABLISH A Co:NsOLIDATED EDuCATIONAL BuiLDINGS PROJECT oF THE CoLLEGE, cOMPRISING 
' 
ALL OF THE EDuCATIONAL e'uJLbJNGS ON THE cAMPUS EXCEPT HOUSING BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES 





OR MAY BE, WHOLLY OR PRINCIPALLY FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION, fN THIS RESOLUTION 
I 
PROVIDES FOR THE ISSUANCE FROM TIME TO TIME- OF CoNSOLIDATED EDUCATIONAL 
' 










SHARED IN COMMON BY THE INDIVIDUAL BOND ISSUES SEPARATELY AUTHORIZED FROM TIME TO 
TIME BUT ALL PAYABLE EQUALLY FRQM A FUND CONSISTING OF ALL OF THE STUDENT REGISTRATION 




REsOLUTION, WHEREIN THE PRESENTLY CONTEMPLATED BOND ISSUE WOULD BE AUTHORIZED IN 
DETAIL. 
CoPIES OF THE TWO RESOLUTIONS WERE .AVAILABLE FOR EXAMINATION AND THESE WERE 
CONSIDERED AND DISCUSSED FULLY BY THE MEMBERS OF THE BoARD. 
THEREUPON BoARD MEMBER LoNG,INTRooucEo, CAUSED TO sE READ JN FULL, AND MOVED 
SUSPENSION OF ALL RULES AND IMMEDIATE' ,ADOPTION O,F A RESOLUTION IDENTIFIED BY ITS 
TITLE OR CAPTION AS FOLLOWS: 
A RESOLUTION CREATING AND ESTABLtSHI,NG A CoNSOLIDATED EDuCAT_IOf':IAL 
BuiLDINGS PROJECT oF THE MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE; CREATING AND ESTABLISHING 
AN.'tssuE oF CoNSOLIDATED EDUCATIONAL BuiLDINGS REvENUE BoNDS OF THE 
BoARD oF REGENTS oF THE MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE; PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE FROM 
TIME TO TIME OF SAID BONDS; PROVIDING FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF 
AND INTEREST ON SAID BONDS AND REPEALING ALL RESOLUTIONS OR PARTS OF RESOLUTIONS 
IN CONFLICT WITH THIS RESOLUTION. 
(SEE ATTACHMENT No, 4) 
THE MO:TION FOR THE IMMEDIATE ADOPTION Of SAID REsOq.JTION WAS SECONDED BY BOARD 
MEMBER SPRINGER. AFTER, FURTHER DISCUSSION THE PRE SID lNG OFFIC~R PUT THE QUESTION AND 
THE FOLLOWING VOTED: 
VoTING 
11 
AvE": BLYTHE, DoRAN, HALL, LoNG, SPRINGER, AND WHITE • 
. VoTING ''NAv'': ·NoNE~ 
THE CHAIRMAN THEN ANNOUNCED THAT SAID RESOLUTION HAD BEEN DULY ADOPTED, SIGNED 
Ti.HE SAME AND CAUSED IT TO BE ATTESTED UNDER SEAL 'BY THE -SECRETARY·, 
THEREUPON BoARD MEMBER SPR.INGER INTRODUCED, CAUSED TO BE READ IN FULL, AND 
MOVED SUSPENSION OF ALL RULES AND IMMEDIATE ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION IDENTIFIED BY 
ITS, TITLE OR CAP.TION AS FOLLOWS: 
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE QF 
$1,400,000 CONS01:.JDATED EDUCATIONAL BUH:..DINGS 
REVENUE·BONDS, SERIES A, .OF THE BOARD OF 
REGENTS OF MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
(SEE ATTACHMENT No, 5) 
THE MOTION FOR THE- IMMEDIATE "ADOPTION. OF SAID REsOLUTION WAS sEcONDED BY BoARD 
MEMBER BLYTHE, AF.TER FURTHER DISCUSSION THE PRESIDING• OFFICER PUT THE 'QUESTION AND 
THE FOLLOWING VOTED: 
VoTING ''AvE'': BLYTHE, DoRAN, HALL, LoNG, SPRINGER, AND WHtTE. 
VoTING "NAv": NoNE. 
THE CHAIRMAN THEN ANNOUNCED THAT SAID RESOLUTION HAD BEEN DULY.ADOPTED, SIGNED 
THE SAME AND CAUSED IT TO BE ATTESTED UNDER SEAL BY THE SECRETARY, 
THE PRESIDENT oF THE CoLLEGE THEN REcoMMENDED TO THE BoARD <1\HAT AUTHORIZATION 
BE GIVEN FOR THE PUBLICATION OF NOTICES IN APPROPRIATE FORM SOLICITING SUBMISSION OF 
SEALED BIDS FOR THE PURCHASING OF" THE AFORESAID $1,·400,000.00 ':CoNSOLIDATED EouCATIONAL 
ButLDINGS REvENUE BoNos, SERIES A." THE SAME TO BE RECEIVED IN THE OFFICE OF THE 
PRESIDENT"OF THE CoLLEGE UNTIL THE OCCASION OF THE NEXT CONTEMPLATED MEETING OF THE 
BoARD OF REGENTS AND ·r:·A.--r.- THAT TIME OPENED AND coNSIDERE·o· BY 'THE BoARD, AFTER 
DISCUSSION IT WAS DETERMINED THAT THE BoARD WOULD NEXT CONVENE ON THE 29TH DAY OF 
MAY, 1961 AT THE HOUR OF 11:30 O'CLOCK IN THE FORENOON, CENTRAL STANDARD TtME. 
MR. CoNWAY SUGGESTED THAT IF THE BoARD SHOULD DETERMINE TO HOLD THE PUBLIC SALE 
OF THE BONDS ON THAT OCCASION IT WAS THE REQUEST OF BoND CoUNSEL THAT THIS MEETING 
48 
I 
OF THE BoARD BE ADJOURNED TO CONVENE AGAIN AT THAT TIME, SINCE SUCH MEETING WOULD 
I 
. ' 
NOT BE ONE OF ITHE REGULAR QUARTERLY MEETINGS, AND BY SHOWING AN ADJOURNMENT IN THE 
MINUTES IT WOULD BE UNNESSARY TO GIVE SPECIFIC; NOTICE OF TIME, PLACE AND PURPOSE 
I 
OF THE MEETJN~ AS OTHERWISE REQUIRED IN THE CASE OF SPECIAL MEETINGS, 
THEREUPO~ BoARD MEMBER DoRAN MOVED susPENSION OF ALL RULES AND IMMEDIATE 
ADOPTION OF THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION.: 
THE BoAR~ oF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLL..EGE HEREBY RESOLVES THAT 
SEALED BI~S FOR THE PURCHASE- OF $1,4QQ,QQQ.QQ "CoNSOLIDATED EDUCATIONAL 
Buu .. oiNGsj REvENUE BoNos, SERIEs A..., AS AUTHORIZED sv REsOLUTION THIS 
DAY ADOPTED SHALL BE RECEIVED IN THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE 
CoLLEGE ~NTIL THE 29TH DAY oF MAY, 1961 IN THE HOUR oF 11:30 O'CLOCK 
A.M •• CENTRAL STANDARD TIME, AND THAT AT THE CONCLUSION OF BUSINESS 
THIS MEETING OF THE BoARD OF REGENTS BE ADJOURNED TO CONVENE AGAIN AT 
I 
SUCH TIMEIAND PLACE FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECEIVING, CONSIDERING AND ACTING 
' 
UPON' SUCH~ BIDS AND FOR THE TRANSACTION OF ANY AND ALL OTHER BUSINESS 




THE BOARd HEREBY FURTHER RESOLVES THAT AN APPROPRIATE FORM OF "NoTICE 
! " oF SALE oF BoNDs AS MAY BE. PREPARED AND RECOMMENDED BY THE FiscAL 
I 
AGENTS AND BoNo CouNsEL, 1s HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO BE PUBLISHED IN THE 
I 
CouRIER-JouRNAL, LoursVILLE, KENTUCKY, AND IN THE BoND BuYER, NEw YoRtc, 
NEW YoRK~ ACCORDING TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF LAW, THE SAME TO BE SIGNED 




IN THAT CONNECTION HAS BEEN PREPARED AND SUBMITTED 
I . 
BY THE FISCAL AGENTS THE SAME SHALL BE EXAMINED BY THE PRES
1
TDENT AND 
BusiNESS MANAGER OF THE CoLLEGE, AND IF FOUND TO BE ACCURATE AND IN 
CONFORMITY WITH THE FACTS, SIGNED ON BEHALF OF T.HE COLL.._e':GE B.;, THE PRESIDENT 
I 
AND FURNIS;HED TO ALL INTERESTED PARTIES UPON REQUEST 0 
THE MOTIO~ FOR THE IMMEDIATE ADOPTION OF SAID RESOLUTION WAS SECONDED BY 
BoARD MEMBER; LoNG, AFTER DISCUSSION, THE PRESIDING OFFICER PUT THE QUESTION 
AND THE RESOL~TION WAS UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED. 
I 
PARIETAL AND RATE REsOLUTION IN CONNECTION WITH PRoJECT No. Kv-CH-56 (Qt AooPTED 
THEREUPON', MEMBER c. H. HALL INTRODUCED AND CAUSED TO BE READ A PROPOSED 
' II · 
RESOLUTION ENT,ITLED, PARIETAL AND RATE REsoLUTION REGARDI,NG THE OccuPANCY AND 
UsE oF PRoJEcT No. KY-CH-56 (D), ,11 SAID RESOLUTION BEING ATTACHED TO THE MINUTES 
OF THIS MEETING, 
I 
(SEE ATTACHMENT No. 3) 
THEREUPON:. MEMBER o. B. SPRINGER SECONDED THE MOTION FOR ADOPTION OF SAID 
RESOLUTION, AND THE VICE CHAIRMAN HAVING PUT THE QUESTION, THE, ROLL WAS CALLED, 
i 
AND THE FOLLOW! NG VOTED : 
I 
AYES FOR THE MOTION 
R. H. WHJ-yjE, VICE CHAIRMAN 
H. GLENN DoRAN 
I c. H. HAL'-2 
' 
Boa TREAs! LoNG 
MAx J. BL-(THE 
o. B. SPRI ~GER 
I 




THE. VtcE CHAIRMAN DECLARED THAT SAID REsOLUTION HAD BEEN DULY ADOPTED. 
I 
' 
THERE BEIN~ NO FURTHER BUSINESS BEFORE THE MEETING THE PRESIDING OFFICER DECLARED 












A RESOLUTION PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE, SALE AND rDEL.IVERY OF 
$415,000 OF STUDENT HouSING R~vENUE BoNos DF 1961, FOR ACCOUNT OF MuRRAY 
STATE CoLLEGE. 
WHEREAS, THE EXISTING BUILDINGS USED FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES AT 
MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, AT MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, ARE wHOLLY INADEQUATE, AND tT HAS 
BEEN HERETOFORE DETERMINED TO BE NECESSARY THAT A NEW STUDENT HOUSING PROJECT 1 
CONSISTING OF FOUR TWO-STORY HOUSING UNITS, WITH APPURTENANT FACILJTIES 1 TO 
HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 48 MARRI&:D STUDENT FAMILIES, BE CONSTRUCTED ON THE CAMPUS 
OF THE COL.LEGE 1 THE TOTAL COST OF WHICH IS ESTIMATED TO BE NOT LESS THAN $415,0QQ; 
ANO 
WHEREAS, IT IS NECESSARY THAT FUNDS TO DEFRAY SUCH COSTS BE PROVIDED 
THROUGH THE ISSUANCE OF REVENUE BoNOS TO THE AMOUNT OF $415,000, PURSUANT TO 
SECTION 162.340, ET. SB'O. OF THE KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES~ 
NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF MURRAY STATE 
COLLEGE, AT MURRAY, KENTUCKY, DOES HEREBY RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS: 
SECTION 1. THAT THE ERECTION OF A NEW STUDENT HOUSING PROJECT CONSISTING 
OF FOUR TWO-STORY HOUSING UNITS, WITH APPURTENANT FACILITIES, TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 
48 MARRIED STUDENT FAMILIES, ACCORDING TO THE PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS HERETOFORE 
PREPARED AND APPROVED, IS HERESY RATIFIED AND CONFIRMED, 
StGTION 2 JN ORDER TO DEFRAY THE COST OF ERECTING SAID BUILDINGS, 
STUDENT HouSING REvENue: BoNos oF 1961 SHALL ee: AND ARE HEREBY ORDERED 1ssue:o 
BY THE BoARD oF REGENTS OF SAID MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE IN THE AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL 
AMOUNT OF FouR HuNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND DoLLARS ($415,000), DATED APRIL I, 1961, 
OF THE DENOMINATION OF $1,QQQ, TO BE NUMBERED CONSECUTIVELY FROM 1 TO 415, INCLUSIVE, 
BEARING INTEREST TO BE EVIDENCED BY COUPONS ATTACHED TO EACH 80NO, PAYABl-E SEMJ-
ANNUALLY ON THE FIRsT DAYS oF APRIL AND OcTOBER IN EACH YEAR. SAID BoNos sHALL 
BEAR INTEREST AT SUCH RATE OR RATES NOT EXCEEDING AN AGGREGATE INTEREST COST OF 
THREE AND ONE-HALF PERCENT (3-1/2 PERCENT) PER ANNUM, AS MAY BE HEREAFTER FIXED 
AS A RESULT OF COMPETITIVE BIDDING FOR THE PURCHASE OF SAID BoNOS, AS HEREINAFTER 
PROVIDED, AND SHALL. BE IN SUBSTANTIALLY THE FORM AND IN ALL RESPECTS CONFORM TO 
THE SPECJFICA_:TI~~~:AN'b\q,ET.AI,LS SET FORTH IN THE TRUST fNOI!:NTURE REFERRED TO IN 
~·~ . "-; ... ..... ··~: ~ 
AND SET ouT UNDER Se:cTIOH 3 oF THIS RESOLUTION. 
·. .-~ rl 
, 
SECTION 3. SAID BoNes SHALL ee: 1ssue:o PURSUANT TO AND sEcuRED evA 
TRusT INDENTURE BETWEEN THE BoARD oF Re:G&:HTS OF MuRRAY STATE Cot..LitGE, PARTY 
OF THE FIRST PART, AND THE KENTUCKY TRUST COMPANY, A COMBINED BANK AND TRUST 
COMPANY HAVING CORPORATE POWERS, ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER AND BY VIRTUE OF 
' 
THE LAWS OP' THE CC?MMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AND HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICE AND 
PLACE OF BUSINESS IN THE CtTY OF LoutsvtLLE, KENTucKY, PARTY OF THE SECOND PART. 
THE CHAIRMAN AND THE SEcRETARY oF THE BoARD oF REGENTs ARE HEREBY AUTHORIZED 
AND DIRECTED TO MAKE, EXECUTE AND DELIVER SUCH TRUST )NOENTURE IN SUBSTANTIALLY 
THE FORM, TEXT, TERMS AND PROVISIONS HEREINAFTER SET OUT1 AND THIS BoARD OF 
REGENTS HEREBY APPROVES, RATIFIES AND CONFIRMS A~~ OF THE COVENANTS, PROVISIONS, 





SECTION 4. THE ENTIRE FouR HuNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND DoLLARs ($415,000) 
oF BoNos AUTHORIZED av THE AFOREMENTIONED TRusT INoENTuRe: SHALL se: OFFEREe FOR 
SALE, WHICH SHALL BEt PUBLICLY ADVERTISED AS REQUIRED BV L..AW, UPON THE BASIS OF 
SEALED, COMPETITIVE 8108 1 WHICH SHALL BE PUBLICLY OPENED AND ACTED UPON BY THE 
BoARD oF REGENTS. To THAT e:No, THE Se:cRETARv oF THts BoARD as HEREBY AuTHORIZED 
I "N S " AND DIRECTED TO CAUSE A OTICE OF ALE TO BE PUBLISHED ONE TIME IN THE CouRIER-
JOURNAL., A DAILY NEWSPAPER PUBLISHED IN LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY, AND OF GENERAL. 
CIRCULATION THROUGHOUT THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, WHICH NEWSPAPER HAS BEEN 
DESIGNATED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF Fa HANCE OF THE STATE OF KENTUCKY, MEETING THE 
REQUIREMENTS oF KRS 424.180 AND KRS 424.360, AND ONE TIME IN~ BoNo~. A 
FINANCIAL JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN NEw YoRK CITY, NEw YoRK, OF GENERAL CIRCULATION 
THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, SOLICITING SEALED COMPETITIVE PROPOSALS 
FOR THE PURCHASE OF SAID BONDS, THE SAME TO BE RECEIVED IN THE OFFICE OF SAID 
SEcRETARY IN MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, uNTIL SOME DAY AND HOUR WHEN TH&: BoARD OF REGENTS 
WILL BE IN SESSION. PuBLICATION IN THE CouRIER-JOuRNAL SHALL SE MADE ONCE NOT 
LESS THAN TEN DAYS AND NOT MORE THAN TWEHTv-"ONE DAYS PRECEDING THE DAY ON WHICH ,-
THE SALE IS HELD, AS REQUIRED BY KRS 424.130, AND PUBLICATION IN THE~~ 
SHALL BE MADE NOT LESS THAN FIFTEEN DAYS PRIOR TO THE TIME STATED IN SAID NoTICE 
OF SALE FOR THE OPENING AND CONSIDERATION OF SUCH PURCHASE PROPOSALS. IN SAID 
NOTICE, PURCHASER8 SHALL BE INSTRUCTED THAT PROPOSALS MAY BE FOR THE PURCHASING 
OF (A) THE ENTIRE $415,000 OF AUTHORIZED BONoS; OR (e) BoNoS MATURING IN THE YEARS 
1964 TO 1971, INCLUSIVE; OR (c). 80NOS MATURING IN THE YEARS 1972 TO 1981, INCLUSIVE; 
OR (c) E'ONOS MATURING IN THE YEARS 1982 TO 1991, INCLUSIVE; OR (E) 80NOS MATURING 
IN THE YEARS 1992 THROUGH 2001, INCLUSIVE; THAT BIDDERS MAY STIPULATE ONE OR MORE 
INTEREST COUPON RATES WITH RESPECT TO SAID 80NDS 1 PROVIDING THE AGGREGATE INTEREST 
COST DOES NOT EXCEED THREE AND ONE-HALF PERCENT (3-1/2 PERCENT) PER ANNUM, AND 
ONLY ONE COUPON RATE MAY BE STIPULATED FOR BoNOS MATURING ON THE SAME DATE. A 
MINIMUM BID OF PAR PL.US ACCRUED INTEREST SHALL BE REQUIRE!:D, THE RIGHT TO REJECT 
BIOS SHALL BE KXPRESSLY RESERVED. (N CONNECTION WITH SUCH SALE, THE Se:cAETARV 
OF THE BoARD IS ADDITIONALLY AUTHORIZED TO SIGN, CAUSE TO BE REPRODUCED IN 
MIMEOGRAPHED, PRINTED OR OTHER MULTIPL-E COPY FORM, AND TO SUPPLY ANY INTERESTED 
PARTY UPON REQUEST, "CFFICIAL NCTICE OF SALE AND STATEMENT OF ESSENTIAL 
FACTS,•• GIVING A MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION oF THE BoNos, AND BETTING FORTH TERMS 
-!I-
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AND CONDITIONS CALCULATED TO BRING ABOUT UNIFORMITY IN BIDDING, SUGGESTED FORMS 
oF A "NoTICE oF SALE," ANo THE "OFFICIAL NOTICE OF SALE AND STATEMENT 
OF ESSENTIAL FACTS," HAVING BEEN PREPARED AND SUBMITTED BY THE APPROVING 
BOND ATTORNEY, AND THE SAM£ HAVING BEEN EXAMINED BY THE 80ARD OF REGENTS AND 
FOUND TO BE IN ORDER, THE SAME ARii HE REB"( APPROVED AND MAY BE USED FOR THE 
PURPOSES OF THIs SECTION 4. 
SECTION 5. THIS RESOLUTION SHALL BE IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT FROM AND 
AFTER ITS ADOPTION, 
AooPTEO ev THE BoARD oF REGENTS oF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE AT A MEETING 
HELD ON THE TWENTv-EIGHTH DAY OF APRIL,, 1961. 
ATTEST: 
II Se:cRETARV 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY 
)55 
) 
·~-~~HAIR MAN, BOARD OF REGENTS 
I, PATSY RowLAND, SEcRETARY oF THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE 
Coa_L.EGE, AT MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, DO HEREBY CERTIFV THAT THE FOREGOING CONSTITUTES 
A TRUE, CORRECT AND COMPLETE COPY OF A RESOLUTION DULY ADOPTED SY SAID BoARD OF 
REGENTS (oN APR I\.. 28, 196 1) RELATING TO AND PROVIDING FOR THE ISSUANCE OF $415,QQQ 
oF STuDa:NT HouSING REvEHUE BoNDS oF 1961. TO BE DATED APRIL. 1, 1961. 
WITNESS MY OFFICIAL SIGNATURE AND THE OFFICIAL SEAL OF SAID BOARD 
OF REGENTS ON THIS TWENTv-EIGHTH DAY OF APRIL, 1961. 
-4-
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TRUST INDENTURE 
THIS INDENTURE DATED AS OF THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL, 1961, MADE BY AND 
BETWEEN BOARD OF REGENTS OF MURRAY STATE COLLEGE, A BDOY CORPORATE, 
AS AN EouCATIONAL INsTITUTION AND AGENCY OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AT 
M K ( "8 ") IURRAY, ENTUCKY HEREINAFTER CALLED THE OARD 
1 
PARTY OF THE FIRST PART, AND 
THE KENTUCI<Y TRUST COMPANY, A COMBINED BANK AND TRUST COMPANY ORGANIZED 
AND EXJSTING UNDER AND BY VIRTUE OF THS: LAWS OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF f<ENTUCKY, 
HAVING FULL POWERS TO ACT AS A CORPORATE TRUSTEE, AND HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL. OFFICE 
AND PLACE OF eus1NESS IN THE CITY oF LoutsviLL.E, KENTUCKY, AS TRUSTEE (HEREINAFTER 
"T ") CALLED THE RUSTEE 
1 
PARTY OF THE SECOND PART, 
WITNESSETH: 
THAT WHEREAS, PURSUANT TO SECTION 164.350 OF THE KENTUCKY REVISED 
STATUTES NOW IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT, THE!: BoARD IS A BODY CORPORATE, WITH ALL 
POWERS GENERALLY INVESTED IN CORPORATIONS, AND AS SUCH IS THE GOVERNING BODY OF 
I MuRRAY STATE Cos...L.EGE, AN EoucATIONAL. INsTITUTION AND AGENCY OF THE CoMMONWEALTH 
OF KENTUCKY, HAVING FULL CONTROL. OP' THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION Ofl' SAID CCLL.EG:&:, 
TOGETHER WITH THE PROPERTY AND FUNDS THEREOF; AND 
VVHEREAS, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OP' SECTION 162.340 ET S&:Q. OF 
SAID KENTUCKY Re:v1sEo STATUTES, SAID BoARD, AS THE GOVERNING BODY OF sAao STATE 
EouCATIONAL INSTITUTION AND AGENCY IS AUTHORIZED TO ERECT &IUILDINGS AND APPURTENANCES 
TO BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH SAID COL.L.EGE FOR EDUCATIONAL. PURPOSES AND ISSUE ITS 
REVENUE BONDS, PAYABLE SOLELY FROM THE INCOME AND REVENUES OF SAID PROJECT; AND 
WHEREAS, THE. BoARD HAS DETERMINED THAT SAID CoLLEGE AND ITS STUDENTS 
ARE NOT AT THIS TIME PROVIDED WITH ADEQUATE BUIL.DINGS AND ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 
EDUCATIONAL PURPOSEs; AND HAS DETERMINED THAT IT IS NECESSARY TO CONSTRUCT FOUR 
TWD-STORV HOUSING UNITS, WITH APPURTENANT FACILITIES, TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 48 
MARRIED STUDENT FAMILIES (REFERRED TO HEREIN AS THE tl PROJECT
11
), TO BE SITUATED 
UPON A BITE WHICH IS A PART OF THE CAMPUS OF SAID COLL.EGE, AND WHICH IS HEREINAFTER 
DESCRIBED FOR THE PURPOSE OF IDENTIFYING THE PROJECT; AND 
f 
f 
• • -- . 
WHEREAS, TEMPORARY FUNDS FOR THE COST OF SAID PRO.JECT HAVE SEEN 
ARRANGED BY SAID 80ARO OF REGENTS, AND IT IS NECESSARY THAT THE TOTAL COST OP' 
SAID PROJECT BE PROVIDED THROUGH THE 19SUANCI!: OF REVENUE BONOS TO THE AMOUNT 
OF FouA HuNDRED AND FIFTEEN THousAND DoLLARS ($415,000), AND THE BoARD HAS 
ADOPTED AN APPROPRIATE RI!:SOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF SUCH BoNoS, TO 
BE DESIGNATED As ••sTuDENT HoustNG Re:ve:NuE BoNos oF 1961," AS HEREINAFTER oe:scRtBEo 
AND HAS DULY AUTHORIZED THE EXECUTION OF THIS TRUST INDENTURE IN THE FORM HEREOF 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF Se:CURIHG THE PAYMENT OF SAID BoNOS AND THE INTEREST THEREON 
AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE PROPER AND ORDERLY ADMINISTRATION OF THE REVENUES OF SAID 
PRoJECT ANo OF THE BoNo PROCEEos; AND 
WHEREAS, THE BoNDs oF SAID SERIES, ANo THE couPoNs APPERTAINING THERETo, 
AND A TRUSTEEIS CERTIFICATE WITH RESPECT TO ALL SUCH 80NDS AND PROVISIONS FOR 
THE REGISTRATION OF SAID BONDS AS TO PRINCIPAL ONLY, ARE TO BE SUBSTANTIALLY IN 
THE FOLLOW! NG FORM WITH APPROPRIATE IHSEIII:TIONS, OMISSIONS AND VARIATIONS AS IN 
THIS )NDELNTURE PROVIDED OR PERMITTED! 
(FoRM OF BoNo) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
STUDENT HOUSING REVENUE BONDS OF 1961 
NuMBER. ______ _ $1,000.00 
THE BoARo oF REGENTs OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, A eoov coRPORATE, AS 
AN EoucATIONAL INsTITUTION AND AGENCY oF THE CoMMONwEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AT 
MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, FOR VALUE RECEIVED, HERESY PROMISES TO PAY, SOL.ELV FROM THE 
SPECIAL FUND PROVIDED THEREFOR AS HEREINAFTER SET FORTH, TO THE BEARER, OR, IF 
THIS 80NO BE REGISTERED, TO THE REGISTI!:REO OWNER HEREOF, AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED, 
THE suM oF ONE THousAND DoLLARS ($1,000) ON THE FIRST DAY oF APRIL, 19. ____ • AND 
TO PAY, SOLELY FROM SAID SPECIAL. FUND, INTEREST THEREON FROM THE DATE HEREOF, UNTI_L 
PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL., AT THE RATE OF--------------------- PER CENTUM 
'------------ F'ER CENT) PER ANNUM, SUCH INTEREST BS:ING PAYABLE SEMI-ANNUAL.L.Y 
ON THE FIRST DAYS OF APRIL AND OcTOBER IN EACH YEAR 1 EXCEPT AS THE PROVISIONS 
HEREINAFTER SET FORTH WITH RESPECT TO PRIOR REDEMPTION MAY BE ANO BECOME APPLICABLE 
HERETO, SUCH INTERilST AS MAY ACCRUE ON AND PRIOR TO THE MATURITY DATE OF THIS 80NO 
-2-
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TO BE PAID ONL.Y UPON PRESENTATION AND SURRENDER OF THE ANNEXED COUPONS AS THEY 
SEVERALL.V MATURE, BOTH PRINCIPAL. AND INTEREST BEING PAYABLE IN ANV COIN OR CURRENQJ.y 
WHICH, ON THE RESPECTIVE OATES OF PAYMENT OF SUCH PRINCIPAL. AND INTEREST, IS LEGAL. 
f 
TENDER FOR THE PAYMENT OF DEBTS DUE THE UNITED STATES OF AMe::RICA 1 A-t THE PRINCIPAL. 
OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE {KENTUCKY TRusT CoMPANY IN THE CrTv OF LoursVJLLE, KENfllcKv) 
OR, AT THE OPTION OF THE HOLDER HEREOF, OR OF THE INTEREST COUPONS HEREUNTO 
APPERTAINING, AT THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF CHEMICAL CoRN ExcHANGE BANK, IN THE BoRouGH 
OF MANHATTAN, C1Tv oF NEw YoRK, STATE OF NEw YoRK, 
THrs BoNo JS ONE OF A DULY AUTHORIZED SERIES OF BoNos IN THE AGGREGATE 
PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT OF $415,QQQ, ALL OF SAID 80NDS BEING OF THE SAME FORM 1 TENOR, AND 
EFFECT (EXCEPT FOR NUMBERS, MATURITY DATES, PROVISIONS WITH RESPECT TO REDEMPTION 
PRIOR TO MATURITY, AND POSSIBLE VARIATION IN INTEREST RATES), ISSUED FOR FINANCING 
THE COSTS OF CONSTRUCTING FOUR TWO-STORY HOUSING UNITS, WITH APPURTENANT FACILITIES, 
TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 48 MARRIED STUDENT FAMILIES IN CONNECTION WITH THE MuRRAY 
f 
C ( II ") STATE OLLEGE AT MuRRAY, I<ENTUCKY HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS THE PRoJECT , 
uNDER AND IN FULL. CoMPLIANCE WITH THE CoNSTITUTION AND STATUTES OF THE CoMMONWEALTH 
OF KENTUCKY, INCLUDING, AMONG OTHERS, SECTIONS 162.350 TO 162.380, INCLUSIVE, OF 
THE KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES, NOW IN FULL. FORCE AND EFFECT. 
ALL OF SAID BoNos ARE 1ssue:D uNDER AND PURSUANT TO A TRusT INDENTURE 
(sAID INDENTURE, TOGETHER WIT-H ALL INDENTURES SUPPLEMENTAL THERETO AS THEREIN 
"I ") PERMITTED, BEING HEREIN CALLED THE NDENTURE OF EVEN DATE, HEREWITH EXECUTED 
BY AND BETWEEN SAID BOARD OF REGENTS AND THE KENTUCKY TRuST CoMPAr-Jv, AS 
TRUSTEE (sAID TRUSTEE AND ANY succESSOR TRUSTEE UNDER SAID INDENTURE BEING HEREIN 
"T ") CAL.LED THE RUSTE.E 1 AN &:XECUTED COUNTERPART OF WHICH IS ON FILE AT THE OFFICE 
OF SAID TRusTEE IN THE CITY OF LouiSVILLE, KENTuCKY, REFERENCE as HEREBY MADE 
TO THE INDENTURE FOR A MORE SPECIFIC INDEHTIFICATION OF THE ProJECT AND FOR THE 
PROVISIONS, AMONG OTHERS, WITH RESPECT TO THE CUSTODY AND THE APPLICATION OF THE 
PROCEEDS OF THE 80NDS, THE COLLECTION AND DISPOSITION OF THE REVENUES, THE FUND 
CHARGED WITH AND PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE INTEREST ON AND THE PRINCIPAL OF 
SAID BoNOS, THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE SECURITY, THE RIGHTS, DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS 
OF SAID BoARD OF REGENTS AND OF THE TRUSTEE AND THE RIGHTS OF THE HOLDERS OF THE 
80NOS, AND, BY THE ACCEPTANCE OF THIS 8oNb, THE HOLDER HEREOF ASSENTS TO ALL- OF 
THE PROVISIONS OF SAID INDENTURE. UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE STATUTES PURSUANT TO 
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WHICH THIS BoNo IS ISSUED, THIS BONO !!HALL HAVE ALL OF THE QUALITIES AND INCIDENTS 
OF A NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT, AND, SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS FOR REGISTRATION ENDORSED 
HEREON AND CONTAINED IN THE INDENTURE• NOTHING CONTAINED IN THIS BoNo OR IN SAID 
INDENTURE SHALL AFFECT OR IMPAIR THE NEGOTIABILITY OF THIS 80ND, 
f THE HOLDER OF THIS 80ND SHALL HAVE NO RIGHT TO ENFORCE THE PROVISIONS a-'lJ OF THE INDENTURE .. TO INSTITUTE ACTION TO ENFORCE THE COVENANTS THEREIN, OR TO ~~ 
TAKE ANY ACTION WITH RESPECT TO ANY DEFAULT UNDER THE INDENTURE, OR TO lfro18.T!TUTE 1 
APPEAR IN OR DEFEND ANY SUIT OR OTHER PROCEEDINGS WITH RESPECT THERETO, EXCEPT 
AS PROVIDED IN THE INDENTURE, THE INDENTURE PROVIDES FOR FIXING, CHARGING AND 
COLLECTING RENTALS AND OTHER CHARGES FOR THE USE OF SAID PROJECT, WHICH RENTS 
AND CHARGES WILL BE SUFFICIENT TO PAY THE PRINCIPAL. OF AND THE INTEREST ON SAID BoNoS 
AS THE SAME BECOME CUE AND TO PROVIDE RESERVES FOR SUCH PURPOSES AND ALSO TO PAY 
THE COST OF MAINTENANCE, OPERATION AND REPAIR OP' THE PROJECT, THE INDENTURE PROVIOES 
FOR THE CREATION oF A SPECIAL FUND o&:SIGNATED 
11 
MARRIED STUDENTS APARTMENTS BoNo 
AND INTEREST SINKING FuNo AccouNT OF 1961 11 (HEREIN CALLED THE "SINKING FuNo"), 
f AND FOR THE DEPOSIT TO THE CREDIT OF SAID SINKING FuND OF A FIXED AMOUNT OF THE GROSS 
REVENUES OF SAID PROJECT TO PAY THE PRINCIPAL. OF AND THE INTEREST ON THE BoNOS AS 
THE SA.ME BECOME DUE, AND TO PROVIDE A RESERVE FOR SUCH PURPOSE, WHICH SINKING FuND 
IS PLEDGED TO AND CHARGED WITH THE PAYMENT OF SAID PRINCIPAL. AND INTEREST. 
THIS BoNO AND THE SERIES OP' WHICH IT IS ONE ARE PAYABLE ONLY FROM A FIXED 
AMOUNT OF THE GROSS INCOME AND REVENUES TO BE DERIVED FROM THE OPERATION OF SAID 
PROJECT wHICH wiLL BE SET ASIDE 1N SAID SINKING FuND, AND THIS BoNo oDES NOT 
CONSTITUTE ANY INDEBTEDNESS oF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE oR OF ITS BoARD OF REGENTS OR 
OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY WITHIN THE MEANING OF ANY PROVISIONS OR LIMITATIONS 
OF THE CoNsTITUTION OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY. 
THE RIGHT IS HEREBY RESERVED TO CALL AND REDEEM THE 80NOS NUMBERED 50 
TO 415, MATURING APRIL 1, 1972, THROUGH APRIL 1, 2001, INCLUSIVE, OF THE SERIES OF 
WHICH THIS BONO 19 A PART, PRIOR TO MATURITY, AS A WHOLE OR FROM TIME TO TIME IN 
PART 1 IN THE INVERSE ORDER OF THEIR NUMBERING, SA.ID BONDS NUMBERED 327 TO 415 MATURING 
APRIL 1, 1997, THROUGH APRIL 1, 2001. INCLUSIVE, BEING SO REDEEMABLE ON ANY INTEREST 
PAYMENT DATE UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE REDEMPTION DATE 1 ANO 
BoNos NuMBERED 50 TO 326, MATURING APRIL 1, 1972. THROUGH APRIL 1. 1996, INCLUSIVE, 
BEING SO REDEEMABLE ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT DATE FALLING AFTER APRIL 1. 1971, UPON 
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TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE REDEMPTION DATE PLUS A REDEMPTION 
PREMIUM OF THREE PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION 
ON OR PRIOR TO ,A.PRil- 1, 1S76; TWO AND ONE-HALF PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT 
THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR TO APRIL 1, H]g1; TWO ~ 
f PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THERE IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR TO APRIL 1, 1986; ONE AND ONE•HALF PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF 
IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR TO APRIL 1, 1991, AND ONE 
PERCENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER. 
PRIORITY AS TO CALL SHALL EXTEND TO BoNDS NUMBERED 327 THROUGH 415, INCLUSIVE, 
OVER 80NOS NUMBERED 50 THROUGH 326, INCLUSIVE. NOTICE OF ANY SUCH INTENDED 
REDEMPTION, IDENTIFYING THE 80NDS TO BE REDEEMED, WIL.L Bi: ON FIL.E AT THE OFFICE 
OF THE TRUSTEE AT LEAST THIRTY DAYS PRIOR TO THE SPECIFIED REDEMPTION DATE, AND 
SUCH NOTICE SHALL BE PUBLISHED AT LEAST ONCE NOT LESS THAN THIRTY DAVS PRIOR TO 
SAID REDEMPTION DATE IN A FINANCIAL NEWSPAPER OR JOURNAL OF GENERAL CIRCULATION 
PUBLISHED IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN THE CITY OF Ne:w YoRK, Ne:w YoRK. ANY BoNos 
f CALLED FOR REDEMPTION AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF WHICH FUNDS ARE DEPOSITED WITH SAID 
TRUSTEE ON THE SPECIFIED REDEMPTION DATE, SHALL.. CEASE TO BEAR INTEREST ON SAID 
REDEMPTION DATE •. 
THIS EoNO SHALL. PASS BY DELIVERY UNLESS REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL. ON 
THE eooKs OF SAID BoARD OF REGENTs AT THE OFFICE OF THE TRusTEE uNDER THE 
INDENTURE, AND SUCH REGISTRATION NOTED HEREON, AFTER WHICH NO VALID TRANSFER 
HEREOF SHALL. BE EFFECTIVE UNLESS MADE ON SAID BOOKS AND SIMILARLY ENDORSED HEREON 
AT THE WRITTEN REQUEST OP" THE REGISTERED HOL-DER OR HIS DULY AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE 
BUT THIS 8oNO MAY BE DISCHARGED FROM REGISTRATION BY BEING IN LIKE MANNER REGISTERED 
TOBEARER 1 WHEREUPON FULL NEGOTIABILITY AND TRANSFERABILITY BY DELIVERY SHALL BE 
RESTORED, BUT MAY AGAIN FROM TIME TO TIME BE REGISTERED AS AFORESAID. SuCH 
REGISTRATION, HOWEVER, SHALL. NOT AFFECT THE NEGOTIABILITY OF THE INTEREST COUPONS, 
WHICH SHALL ALWAYS REMAIN PAYABLEt TO BEARER AND TRANSFERABLE BY OEL.IVERY MBRELY, 
THa: BoARD OF REGENTS AND THE TRusTEE MAY DEEM AND TREAT THE BEARER oF THIS BoNo, 
IF NOT REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL, AND THE BEARER OF ANY COUPON HERETO APPERTAINING. 
WHETHER OR NOT THIS BoND BE SO REGISTERED, OR IF THIS 80NO BE REGISTERED AS HERE!: IN 
AUTHOR I ZED, THE PERSON IN WHOSE NAME THE SA ME IS REG I STI!.RE 0 0 AS THE ABSOLUTE 
OWNER FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECEIVING PAYMENT, AND FOR ALL.. OTHER PURPOSES, 
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A STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN, WHICH IS HEREBY RECOGNIZED AS VALID AND BINDING 
ON SAID PROJECT PROPERTY, IS HEREBY CREATED AND GRANTED IN FAVOR OF THE HOL.OER OR 
HOLDERS OF THIS 8oNO.ANO THE ISSUE OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART AND IN FAVOR OF THE 
f 
HOL.DER OR HOLDERS OF COUPONS ATTACHED TO SAID 80NOS, AND SAID PROJECT PROPERTY 
AND ANY APPURTENANCES THERETO SHALL. REMAIN SUBJECT TO SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE 
Hf-/ 
LIEN UNTIL. THE PAYMENT IN FULL. OF THE PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST "8P THIS 80NO AND THE ISSUE~ 
OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN IS 
AND SHALL. BE RESTRICTED IN ITS APPLICATION TO THE PROJECT BUILDINGS AND APPURTENANCES 
THERETO FINANCED BY THIS 8oNO AND THE ISSUE OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART, AND SUCH 
EASEMENTS AND RIGHTS OF WAY FOR INGRESS, EGR&:SS AND THE RENDERING OF SERVICES 
THERETO AS MAY BE NECESSARY FOR THE PROPER USE AND MAINTENANCE OF THE SAME; 
THE RIGHT BEING HEREBY EXPRESSLY RESERVED TO ERECT OR CONSTRUCT UPON THE Sl"rE 
DESCRIBED IN THE TRUST INDENTURE AUTHORIZING AND SECURING "rHE ISSUANCE OF SAID 
ISSUE OF BoNDS, OTHER INDEPENDENTLY FINANCE. COLLEGE BUILDING PROJECTS. FREE 
f 
AND CLEAR OF SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN, WHICH OTHER INDEPENDENTLY FINANCED 
CoLLEGE BUILDING PROJECTS MAY OR MAY NOT HAVE A PARTY WAL.L (oR WALLS) WITH AND 
ADJOIN THE PROJECT BUILDINGS AND APPURTENANCES WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO SAID STATUTORY 
MORTGAGE LIEN, PROVIDED NO PART OF THE COST OF SAID OTHER INDEPENDENTLY FINANCiiD 
COLLEGE BUILDING PROJECTS IS PAID FROM THE PROCEEDS OF THE SALE OF THIS BoNO AND 
THE SERIES OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART~ AND PROVIDED THE NECESSARY EASEMENTS FOR 
INGRESS, EGRESS, SEWAGE LINES, SEPTIC TANK LINES AND OTHER UTILITY LINES SHALL BE 
DEEMED TO EXIST AND CONTINUE TO EXIST FOR ALL. COLLEGE PROJECTS, BUILDINGS, 
IMPROVEMENTS AND ADDITIONS FINANCED BY THIS OR OTHER 80NOS, 
THIS 80NO SHALL. NOT BE VALID OR BECOME OBLIGATORy FOR ANY PURPOSE, OR BE 
ENTITLED TO ANY SECURITY OR BENEFIT, UNDER THE INDENTURE, UNTIL IT SHALL. HAVE BEEN 
AUTHENTICATED BY THE E>..I!CUTtON BV THE TRUSTEE OF THE CERTIFICATE HEREON ENDORSED. 
IT IS HEREBY CERTI FlED, RECITED AND DECLARED THAT ALL. ACTS, CONDITIONS AND 
THINGS REQUIRED TO EXIST, TO HAPPEN1 AND TO BE PERFORMED PRECEDENT TO AND IN THE 
ISSUANCE OF THIS BoNo, DO EXIST, HAVE HAPPENED, AND HAVE BEEN PERFORMED IN DUE 
TIME, FORM AND MANNER AS REQUIRED BV LAW, AND THE AMOUNT OF THIS BoNO, TOGETHER 
WITH ALL OTHER OBLIGATIONs OF SAID BoARD oF REGENTS AND oF SAID MuRRAY STATE 
COLLEGE, DOES NOT VIOL.AT!: ANV PROVISION OR EXCEED ANY LIMIT PRESCRIBED BY THE 





OPI!RiATED 1 AND THAT A SUFFICIENT PORTIO~ OF ~HE GROSS ti..COM£ Af,fo REVENUES THEREFROM 
HAS SEEN PLEDGED TO AND WILL. BE SET ASIDE INTO SAID SINKING FUND FOR THE PAYMENT OF 
THE PRINCIPAL OF AND INTEREST ON THIS 8DND AND THE SERIES OF WHICH IT IS A PART, AS 
THE SAME WILL RESPECTIVELY BECOME DUE. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, THE BoARD o.- REGENTS o.- MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
AT MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, HAS CAUSED BoNo No. 1 OF THE SERIES OF ~eNos OF WHICH THIS 
BoNo ts ONE, TO BE SIGNED sv ITS CHAIRMAN, AND THE coRPORATE sEAL oF THE BoARD TO 
' BE AFFIXED THERETO AND HAS CAUSED ALL. THE BoNOS OF SAID SERIES TO BE EXECUTED WITH 
THE FACSIMILE SIGNATURE OF SAID CHAIRMAN, WITH A FACSIMILE OP' ITS CORPORATE SEAL 
IMPRINTED UPON ALL OF SAID BONDS, HAS CAUSED ALL OF SAID 80NOS TO BE ATTESTED BY ITS 
SECRETARY, AND THE COUPONS HERETO ATTACHED TO Bit EXECUTED WITH THE FACSIMILE 
SIGNATURES OF BOTH SAIO CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY, WHICH OFFICERS, BY THE EXECUTION 
OF SAID 80NO No. 1, DO ADOPT SAID FACSIMILE SIGNATURES TO BE THEIR RESPECTIVE 
AUTHORIZED AND PROPS:R SIGNATURES, ALL. BEING DONE AS OF THE FIRST DAY OF APRIL, 1961 . 
. ~t?~ 
CHAIRMAN, BoARD oF Re:G&:NTS 
Se:cRETARY, BoARD OF REGK -.~. 
(FoRM o.- CouPoN) 
(FIRST PARAGRAPH OF COUPON FORM GOES IN COUPONS 
ATTACHED TO 8oNOS NUMBERIU:I' 'jQ - 415) 
NuMBER $. _______ _ 
UNLEss THE BoNo TO wwtcH THIS CouPON APPERTAINS 1s REDEEMABLE AND 
ACCORDINGLY 9HAL.l. HAVE BEEN THERETOFORE CAL.L.ED FOR PRIOR REDEMPTION. 
ON THE FIRST DAY OF-----------------· 19'------· THE 
BoARD oF R.e:GENTS oF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE AT MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, WILL. PAY TO 
BII:ARER'---------------------------00LLARS ($ _______ _, 
IN ANY COIN OR CURRENCY WHICH AT SAID DATE OF PAYMENT IS LEGAL TENDER FOR THE 
PAYMENT OP' DEBTS CUlt THE UNtTED STATES OF AMERICA, OUT OF ITS tl MARRIED STUDENTS 
APARTMENTs BoND AND INTEREST SINKING FuND AccouNT oF 1961.' 1 AT THE PRINCIPAL. 
OFFICE OF THE KENTuCKY TRusT CoMPANY IN THE CITY OF LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY, OR, AT 




BANK IN THE BoROUGH OF MANHATTAN, CITY OF Ne:w YoRK, STATE OF Ne:w YoRK, AS PROVIDED 
IN AND FOR INTEREST THEN ous ON ITS STuDENT HousiNG Re:ve:NuE BoNo OF 1961, NuMBERED 
' CHAIRMAN, BoARD OF REGENTS 
SECRETARY. BoARD OF Re:GENTs 
(FoRM OF AuTHENTICATION Ce:RTIFICATE) 
THts BoNo •s ONE OF THE BoNos oe:scRaee:o OR PROVIDED FOR '"THE WITHIN-
MENTIONED INDENTURE. 
KENTUCKY TRUST COMPANY, TRUSTEE 
Bv·--------------------------------AuTHORIZED OFFICER 





SIGNATURE OP AuTHORIZED 
OFFICER OF' TRUSTEE 
AND, WHEREAS, THE BOARD HAs ouL.v AUTHORIZED THIS ISSUANCE OF THE BoNos 
AND THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF THIS INDENTURE AND ALL OTHER ACTS AND THINGS 
NECE5SARv oR REQUIRED ev THE LAws oF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, oR OTHERWISE, 
TO MAKE TlotE BoNDS WHEN DULY &:XECUTED ON BEHALF OF THE 80ARD AND AUTHENTICATED BY 
THE TRUSTEE AND ISSUED, VALID AND BINDING: LEGAL OBLIGATIONS OF THE BoARD IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THEIR TERMS AND TO MAKK THIS INDENTURE A VALID AND BINDING INDENTURE FOR THE 
SECURITY OF THE '80ND51 HAVE BEEN DULY DOME AND PERFORMED: 
NOW, THEREFORE. THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH: 
THAT IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PRE ~!fUSES, OF THE ACCEPTANCE BY THE TRUSTEE OF 




HOLDERS THEREOF• AND ALSO FOR AMO•IN·'CQHSICiit'AATICN OP' TN SUM OF 0NE DOLLAR ($1.00) 
TO THE 80ARO IN HAND PAID BY THE TRUSTEE AT OR BEFORE THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY 
OF THIS )NOENTURE 1 THE RECEIPT OF WHICH IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEOGED1 AND FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF FIXING AND DECLARING THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS UPON WHICH THE BoNDS AND INTEREST 
COUPONS ARE TO BE AND MAY BE ISSUED, AUTHENTICA-z:_Er:-.4 DELIVERED, SECURED AND ACCEPTED 
BY AL..L PERSONS WHO SHALL FROM Tl ME TO TIME BE OR BECOME HOLDERS THEREOF, AND IN 
ORDER TO SECURE THE PAYMENT OF ALL. THE 80NDS AT ANY TIME ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING 
HEREUNDER, AND THE INTEREST THEREON ACCORDING TO THEIR TENOR, PURPORT, AND EFFECT, 
AND IN ORDER TO SECURE THE PERFORMANCE AND OBSERVANCE OF ALL. OF THE COVENANTS, 
AGREEMENTS, AND CONDITIONS THEREIN AND HEREIN CONTAINED, THE 80ARO HAS Pl-EDGED AND 
DOES HEREBY PLEDGE TO THE TRUSTEE, TO THE EXTENT PROVIDED IN THIS INDENTURE, THE 
REVENUES OF THE PROJECT AS SECURITY FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE 80NDS AND THE INTEREST 
THEREON, AND IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED AND COVENANTED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERETO, 
FOR THE EQUAL AND PROPORTIONATE BENEFIT AND SECURITY OF ALL. AND SINGULAR THE PRESENT 
AND FUTURE HOI..DER$ OF THE BONDS AND INTEEREST COUPONS ISSUED AND TO BE ISSUED UNDER 
THIS INDENTURit, WITHOUT PREFERENCE, PRIORITY, OR DISTINCTION AS TO LIEN OR OTHERWISE, 
EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE HEREIN PROVIDED, OF ANY ONE 80ND OVER ANY OTHER 80NO BY REASON 
OF PRIORITY IN THE ISSUE, SALE OR NEGOTIATION THEREOF OR OTHERWISE, AS FOLLOWS; 
ARTICLE ONE 
DEFINITICN OF TERMS 
SECTION 1.01. IN EACH AND EVERY PLACE IN AND THROUGHOUT THIS INDENTURE 
WHEREIN THE FOLLOWING TERMS, OR ANY OF THEM, ARE USED, THE SAME, UNLESS THE CONTa ·.(T 
SHALL INDICATE ANOTHER OR DIFFERENT MEANING OR IHTENT 1 SHALL. BE CONSTRUED, ARE USED, 
AND ARE INTENDED TO HAVE MEANINGS AND TO BE INCLUSIVE, AS FOLLOWS: 
(e) 
(c) 
" ., c Cot..l.EGE --MuRRAY STATE OLL.EGE, SITUATED IN MuRRAY, 
CAL-LOWAY CouNTY, KENTUCKY. 
,'( !' 
doARD --THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE. 
" TRuSTEEtt --KENTUCKY TRusT CoMPANY, A COMBINED SANK AND TRUST 
COMPANY CREATED UNDER AND EXISTING BY VIRTUE OF THE LAWS OlE' THE 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, HAVING PROPER TRUST POWERS, AND 
HAVING ITS PRINCIPAl.. OFFICE AND PLACE OF BUSINESS IN THE CITY OF 
LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY, OR ANV succEssoR TRusTEE DESIGNATED 
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE, 







-- 'T~~ "MARRIED STUDENTS APARTMENTS BoNo AND 




CoNsTRUCTION FuHo" --THE sPECIAL ACCOUNT OR FUND CREATED tN 
THIS )NOENTURE, INTO WHICH PROVISION IS MADE FOR THE DEPOSIT OF THE 
BoNo PROCEEDS (EXCLUSIVE OF ACCRUED INTEREST RECEIVED FROM THE 
PURCHASER OR PURCHASERS) AND SUCH OTHER FUNDS AS MAY BE LEGALLY 
AVAILABLE AND REQUIRED TO PAY FULLY THE DEVELOPMENT COSTS OF 
THE PROJECT. 
11 '' PROJECT --THE FOUR TWO•STORY HOUSING UNITS, WITH APPURTENANT 
FACILITIES, TO HOUSE APPA!)XIMATELY 48 MARRIED STUDENT FAMILIES, TO 
BE CONSTRUCTED THROUGH APPLICATION OF THE PROCES:CS OF THE 
CoNSTRUCTION FuND, UPON A PORTION oF THE CAMPUS OF THE MuRRAY 
STATE CoLLEGE AT MuRRAY, KENTuCKY, SAID PORTION OR SITE BEING 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED IN ARTICLE TWELVE HEREOF. 
11 " CHAIRMAN -- THE CHAIRMAN AND EACH AND EVERY VICE CHAIRMAN 
AND EACH AND EVERY OTHER OFFICER OF' THE BoARD AUTHORIZED TO 
EXERCISE THE POWERS AND AUTHORITY REPOSED IN THE CHAIRMAN OF 
TH~ BoARD. 
11 " SECRETARY --THE SECRETARY AND EACH AND EVERY AssiSTANT 
SECRETARY AND EACH AND EVERY OTHER OFFICE OF THE BoARD AUTHORIZED 
TO EXERCISE THE POWERS AND AUTHORITY REPOSED IN THE SECRETARY OF 
THE BoARD. 
It 11 
TREASURER --THE TREASURER AND EACH AND EVERY AssiSTANT 
TREASURER AND EACH AND EVERY OTHER OFFICE OF THE BoARD AUTHOR I ZED 
TO EXERCISE THE POWERS AND AUTHORITY REPOSED IN THE TREASURER 
OF THE BoARD. 
() 
U U II tl 
K ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER --ANY LICENSED ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER 
APPOINTED BY THE BOARD, INCLUDING ANY SUCH ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER IN 
THE EMPLOY OF THE BoARD oR OF THE CoLLEGE AND so APPOINTED • 
.. 
FISCAL Ye:AR'' -- SHALL. MEAN THE 12-MONTHS PERIOD BEGINNING 
APRIL 1, AND ENDING THE FOLLOWING MARCH 31 INCLUSIVE. 
SECTION 1.02. WoRDS OF THE MASCULINE GENDER SHALL BE DEEMED AND CONSTRUED 
TO INCLUDE CORREL.ATIVE WORDS OP' THE FEMININE AND NEUTER GENDER, 
S I 03 T . 11 1, '' 1 t t 1 1 t 11 n ECTICN •• HE WOROS BoNo, OWNER HOLDER, AND PERSON 
SHALL INCLUDE THE PLURAL AS WELL AS THE SINGULAR NUMBER UNLESS THE CONTEKT SHALL 
11 .. 
OTHERWISE INDICATE. THE TERM BoNDHOLDER MEANS AND CONTEMPLATES, UNLESS THE 
CONTEXT OTHERWISE INDICATES, THE HOLDERS OF THE BoNoS AT THE Tl ME ISSUED AND OUT-
E " " " It STANDING HEREUNDER. ACH OF THE WORDS PERSON ~~ CORPORATION SHALL INCLUDE 
THE OTHER, UNL.I!.SS THE CONTEXT SHAL..L OTHERWISE!: INDICATE, 
SECTION 1.04. WHENEVER IN THIS INDENTURE IT IS PROVIDED THAT ANY FACTS OR 
OPINION BE EVIDENCECJ TO THE TRUSTEE BY MEANS OF A CERTIFICATE, STATE:MENT, OPINION, 
OR OTHER DOCUMENT, IT SHAL.L CONS"riTUTE COMPLIANCE HEREWITH IF THE VARIOUS FACTS AND-
OR OPINIONS INTENDED SO TO BE EEVIOENCEO TO THE TRUSTEE BE INCLUDED IN DIFFERENT 




OR DIFP"ERENT PERSONS OF THE SAME QUALIFICATIONS, 
ARTICLE TWO 
GENERAL PROVISIONS REGARDING EXECUTION. 
AUTHENTICATION AND REGISTRATION OF BONOS. 
SECTION 2.01, SAVE A8 IS HEREIN PROVIDED IN RESPECT OF MUTILATED, LOST, 
DESTROYED OR STOLEN 80NDS 1 8CNOS MAY BE ISSUED HE!:REUNOER TO THE AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL 
AMOUNT OF NO MORE THAN FouR HuNDRED AND FIFTEEN THousAND DoLLARS ($415,000). THE 
BoNos SHALL ee: ISSue:o AS CoupoN BoNos IN THE DENOMINATION oF ONE THousAND DoLLARS 
($1,QQQ) EACH, REGISTERABLE AS TO PRINCIPAL ONLY AND NUMBERED 1 TO 415, INCLUSIVE. 
THE PRINCIPAL. OF EACH BoNo AND THE INTEREST THEREON SHALL BE PAYABLE AT THE 
PRINCIPAL OFFICE Of' THE KENTUCKY TRuST CoMPANY, IN THE CtTY OF LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY, 
OR OF ITS SUCCESSORS IN TRUST UNDER THIS INDENTURE, OR, AT THE OPTION OF THE HOL.OER, 
AT THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE oF CHEMICAL. CoRN ExcHANGE BANK, IN THE CITY OF NEw YoRK, 
NEw YoRt<, IN sucH cOIN oR CURRENCY OF TH&: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AS AT THE TIME 
OF PAYMENT SHALL. BE LEGAL. TENDER FOR THE PAVMIENT OF DEBTS DUE THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA. THE BoNos AND THE INTEREST couPONs APPEATAJNING THERETO SHALL. BE 
• 
RESPECTIVEL.V SI.JIHITANTIALL.V IN THE FORMS HEREINBEFORE SET FORTH, WITH SUCH OMISSIONS, 
VARIATIONS AND INSERTIONS AS ARE REQUIRED OR PERMITTED BY THE TERMS OF THIS INDENTURE 
TO EVIDENCE THE TEAMS THEREOF. 
SECTION 2.02. THE sA·Io BoNos SHALL BE DATED APRIL 1, 1961, AND SHALL. BEAR 
IN'T"EREST AT ONE OR MORE INTEREST COUPON RATI!:S HOT TO EXCEED AN AGGREGATE INTEREST 
COST OF THREE AND ONE-HALF PER CENT (3-J'Z.j) PER ANNUM 1 TO BE ESTABLISHED UPON THE 
BASIS OF COMPETITION AMONG BIDDERS WHEN SAID BoNDS ARE SOLD AT AN ADVERTISED 
PUBL.IC COMPETITIVE SALE, AS HEREIN PROVIDED. ALL SUCH INTEREST TO THE RESPECTIVE 
MATURITY DATES OF PRINCIPAL SHALL BE EVIDENCED BY COUPONS ATTACHED TO THE BoNoS, 
FA.:v~et.E SEMI-ANNUALLY oN EACH APRIL 1 ANo OcTOBER 1. SueJECT TO THE RESERVED RIGHT 
OF REDEMPTION OF A FORTI ON OF SAID 80NOS PRIOR TO MATURITY AS PROVIDED IN ARTICLE 
THREE OF THIS INDENTURE, SAID SERIES OF BoNDS SHALL. MATURE AS TO PRINCIPAL. ON 
APRIL. 1 OF THE RESPECTIVB. YEARS, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE. 
- II -
DAT£ OF 
BONDS NUMBERED PRINCIPAL MATURITY 
(INCLUSIVE) AMCUNT APRIL I, 
1- 5 $ 5,000 1964 
6- 11 6,000 1965 
12- 17 6,000 1966 
f 
18- 23 6,000 196:7 
24- 29 6,000 1968 
30- 35 6,000 1969 
36- 42 7,000 1970 
43- 49 7,000 1971 
so- 56 7;000' 1972 
57- 63 7,000 1973 
64- 71 8,000 1974 
72- 79 8,000 1975 
80- 87 8,000 1976 
88- 95 8,000 1977 
96-104 9,000 1S78 
105-113 9,000 1979 
114-122 9,000 1980 
123-132 10,000 1981 
133-142 10,000 1982 
143-152 10,000 1983 
153-163 11,000 1984 
f 
164-174 11,0{)0 1985 
175-186 12,000 1986 
187-198 12,000 1987 
199-210 12,000 1988 
211-223 13,000 1989 
224-236 13,000 1990 
237-250 14,000 1991 
251-264 14,000 1992 
265-279 15,000 1993 
280-294 15,000 1994 
295-310 16,000 1995 
311-326 16,000 1996 
327-343 17,000 1997 
344-360 17,000 1998 
361-378 18,000 !999 
379-397 19,000 2000 
398-415 18,000 2001 
SEcTION 2.03. THE BoNos SHALL BE oFFERED FOR SAL.E ev THE BoARD, WITHOUT 
TME INTERVENTION OF THE TRUSTEE, AT SUCH TIME OR Tl MESAS THE BoARD MAY DIRECT 
UPON THE BASIS OF NOTICES PUBLISHED SV THE SOARD IN A NEWSPAPER OF,~.l.N&RA.b.C:IACU&:.ATI!OHo 
THROUGHOUT THE CoMMONWEALTH oF Ke::NTUCKY AND IH~BoNo BuvER, A FINANCIAL 
JOURNAL PUBLISHED 1N NEw YoRK, NEw YoRK, OF GENERAL CIRCULATION THROUGHOUT THE 
UNITED 5TATI!tS OF AMERICA, AND UPON THE BASIS OF SEALED COMPETITIVE BIOS WHICH 
SHALL. BE OPENED, coNSIDERED AND ACTED uPoN BY THE Bo.t-~o. BoNO No. 1 OF SAID SERIES 
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OF DONOS SHALl.. BE SIGNED ON BEHALF OF THE &:.•CARD BY THE CHAIRMAN UNDER THE CORPORATE 
SEAL OF THE 80ARDo AL-L OF SAID BONOS SHALL BE EXECUTED WITH THE FACSIMILE SIGNATURE 
OF SAID CHAIRMAN, AND A FACSIMILE OF THE CORPORATE SEAL OF SAID 80ARO SHALL BE DUL-Y 
IMPRINTED UPON ALL OF SAID 80NC.S NUMBERED., TO 4i5, INCL.USIVE 1 AS PROVIDED IN ;:)ECTION 
f 61.390 OF THE KENTuCKY i~e:vase:o STATUTEs, AND ALL OF SAle BoNos NUMBERED 1 TO 4 i5, INCLUSIVE, SHALL BE ATTESTED BY ITS 3ECRETARV1 AND SHALL BE DELIVERED TO THE TRUSTEE 
FOR AUTHENTICATION BY IT, AND THEREUPON THE TRUSTEE SHALL., UPON RECEIPT BY THE 
TRUSTEE OF EVIDENCE SATISFACTORY TO THE TRUSTEE OF THE PROPER EXECUTION OF THIS 
INDENTURE, AUTHENTICATE SAID ·seNDS. THE 80ARD SHALL MAKE DELIVERY OF SAID 30NDS 
TO THE PURCHASER OR PURCHASERS, BUT ONLY UPON PAYMENT OF THE STATED PURCHASE PRICE, 
WHICH SHALL IMMEDIATELY BE DEPOSITED TO THE CREDIT OF THE SPECIAL. FUNDS OR ACCOUNTS, 
AS HEREINAFTER PROVIDED, 
ONLY BoNOS AS SHALL. BEAR THEREON ENDORSED A CERTIFICATION OF 
AUTHENTICATION, SUBSTANTIAL.L.Y IN THE FORM HEREINBEFORE RECITED, EXECUTED ON BEHALF 
OF THE TRUSTEE BY ITS AUTHORIZED OFFICER, SHALL. BE SECURED BY THIS INDENTURE OR BE 
f 
ENTITLED TO ANY RIGHT OR BENEFIT HEREUNDER, THE AUTHENTICATION BY THE TRUSTEE UPON 
ANY i30NDS SHALL BE CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE AND THE ONLY EVIDENCE THAT THE 30ND 50 
AUTHENTICATED HAS BEEN DULY ISSUED HEREUNDER AND THAT THE HOLDER THEREOF IS 
ENTITLED TO THE BENEFIT OF THIS INDENTURE. 
THE aoNOS SHALL BE PREPARED AND PRINTED IN COMPLIANCE WITH STANDARD 
REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS. 
SECTION 2.04. IN CASE ANY PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE, OR A FACSIMILE OF 
WHOSE SIGNATURE, SHALL APPEAR ON ANY 30ND$ OR COUPONS ISSUABLE UNDER THIS INDENTURE 
AS AN OFFICER OF THE i30ARD, SHALL. HAVE CEASED TO BE SUCH OFFICER BEFORE THE 30ND 
BEARING SUCH SIGNATURE SHALL. HAVE BEEN ACTUALLY AUTHENTICATED BV THE TRUSTEE AND 
DELIVERED TO THE PURCHASER, SUCH 80ND NEVERTHELESS MAY BE AUTHENTICATED AND 
D£LIVEREO AND ISSUED AS THOUGH THE PERSON WHOSE SIGNATURE APPEARS THEREON IN SUCH 
MANNER HAD NOT CEASED TO BE SUCH OFFICER. 
ANY GoNe ISSUABLE HEREUNDER MAV BE SIGNED, SEALED, OR ATTESTED IN PEHALF 
OF THE BOARD BY ANY PERSON AT THE ACTUAL DATE OF THE EXECUTION OR AUTHENTtCATrON OF 
SUCH 80ND BEING THE PROPER OFFICER OF THE GoARD ALTHOUGH ll..'T TH.E OATE OF SUCH 




THE COUPONS TO BE ATTACHED TO 80HOS ISSUED HEREUNDER SHALL BE SJGHED BY 
THE FACSIMILE SIGNATURES OF THE PRESENT CHAIRMAN AND SEcRETARY OR OF ANY FUT\JRE 
CHAIRMAN AND SEcRETARY oF THE BoARD, AND THE BoARD MAY ADOPT AND use: FOR THAT 
PURPOSE THE FACSIMILE SIGNATURES OF A~'tY·.':IERSONS WHO SHAL.L HAVE BEEN SUCH CHAIRMAN 
OR SECRETARY, NOTWITHSTANDING THE FACT THAT EITHER OR BOTH OF THEM MAY HAVE 
CEASED To BE sucH CHAIRMAN OR Se:cRa:TARY AT THE TIME WHEN sucH BoNos SHALL ae: 
ACTUALLY AUTHENTICATED AND DELIVERED. 
SECTION 2.05. THE BoARD SHALL KEEP AT THE OFFICE oF THE TRusTEE, BOOKS FOR 
THE REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER OF REGISTRATION OF BoNOS ISSUED HEREUNDER, WHICH, AT 
ALL REASONABLE TIMES, SHALL BE OPEN FOR INSPECTION BY THE HOLDER OF ANY 80ND ISSUED 
HERE;UNQER 1 AND UPON PRESENTATION FOR SUCH PURPOSE AT SUCH OFFICE, THE BoARD WILL 
REGISTER OR TRANSFER OR CAUSE TO BE REGISTERED OR TRANSFERRED THEREIN, AS HEREINAFTER 
PROVIDED, AND UNDER SUCH REASONAB\,.E REGULATIONS AS IT MAY PRESCRIBE, ANY 80NDS ISSUED 
UNDER THIS INDENTURE AND ENTITLED TO BE SO REGISTERED OR TRANSFERRED, THE TRUSTEE 
SHALL ACT AS REGISTRAR IN EFFECTING ALL REGISTRATIONS ON THE BOOKS KEPT AT ITS OFFICE, 
ALL 8oNOS ISSUED HEREUNDER SHALL BE NEGOTIABLE AND SHALL PASS BY DELIVERY 
UNt.ESS REQISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL IN THE MANNER HEREINAFTER PROVIDED, THE HOLDER 
OF ANY BOND ISSUED HEREUNDER MAY HAVE THE OWNERSHIP OF THE PRINCIPAL. THEREOF 
REGISTERED ON SAID BOOKS OF THE BOARD AT THE OFFICE OF THI!!: TRUSTEE, AND SUCH 
REGISTRATION SHALL BE NOTED ON THE 8oNo, AFTER SUCH REGISTRATION, NO TRANSFER SHALL 
BE VALID UNLESS MADE ON THE SAID BOOKS AT THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE REGISTERED 
OWNER OR HIS DULY AUTHORIZED ATTORNEY. AND SIMILARLY NOTED ON THE 8oNo; BUT 
THE SAME MAY BE DISCHARGED FROM REGISTRATION BY BEING IN LIKE MANNER TRANSFERRED 
TO BEARER, AND THEREUPON NEGOTIABILITY AND TRANSFERABILITY BY DELIVERY SHALL BE 
RESTORED; AND SUCH BoNoS MAY AGAIN, FROM Tl ME TO TIME, BE REGISTERED OR TRANSFERRED 
TO BEARER AS BEFORE. SucH REGISTRATION, HOWEVER, SHAt L!"fOT AFFECT THE NEGOTIABILITY 
OF THE COUPONS, BUT EVERY SUCH COUPON SHALL CONTINUE TO BE TRANSFERABLE BY 
DELIVERY MEREl-Y, AND SHALL REMAIN PAYABLE TO BEARER. SuCH Rl!:GISTRATIONS AND 
DISCHARGES FROM REGISTRATION SHALL. BE WITHOUT EXPENSE TO THE HOLDER OF THE 80NDS 1 
EXCEPT ANY TAXES OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL CHARGES REQUIRED TO BE PAID WITH RESPECT 
TO THE SAME. 
Se:cTION 2.06. 8s:FOR£ AUTHENTICATING ANV BoNos, THE TAusTa:s: SHALL cuT OFF AND 
CAN::.EL AL..L MATURED COUPOHS 1 IF ANY, THEREON, AND THE TRUSTEE SHALL O£L.IVER TO THE 




SECTION 2.07. UPON THE RECEIPT ev THE BoARD AND THE TRUSTEE oF EVIDENCE 
SATISFACTORY TO THEM OF THE LOSS, THEFT, DESTRUCTION OR MUTILATION OF ANY OUTSTANDING 
BoNO OR BONOS HEREBY SECURED, AND OF INDEMNITY SATISFACTORY TO THEM, AND UPON 
suRRENDER AND CANCELL.ATION OF sucH BoNo oR BoNos IF MUTJL.AT&:D, THE BoARD MAY 
EXECUTE AND THE TRUSTEE MAY AUTHENTICATE AND THERE MAY BE DELIVERED, A NEW BoNO 
OR BoNDS OF LIKE TENOR, MATURITY AND SERIAL NUMBERING IN LIEU OF SUCH LOST, STOLEN, 
DESTROYED on MUTILATED BoNo on BoNos, EAcH sucH NEw BoNo MAY SEAR sucH 
ENDORSEMENT AS MAY BE AGREED UPON BY THE 80AAD AND BY THE TRUSTEE TO BE NECESSARY 
TO EVIDENCE THAT IT HAS BEEN ISSUED IN LIEU OF A LOST, STOLEH1 DESTROYED OR MUTILATED 
BoNo. THE BoARD MAY REQUIRE THE PAYMENT OF THE EXPENSES WHICH MAY ae: INCURRED 
By THE BoARD AND THE FlEES AND EXPENSES OF THE TRUSTEtE IN THE PREMISES, 
SECTION 2.08. As TO ALL. BoNDS REGISTERS:D AS TO PRINCIPAL., THE PERSON IN WHOSE 
NAME THE SAME SHALL. BE REGISTERED SHALL. BE DEEMED AND REGARDED AS THE OWNER 
THEREOF, FOR AL.L. PURPOSES OF THIS INDENTURE, AND THEREAFTER PAYMENT OF OR ON 
ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF SUCH BoNO SHALL BE MADE ONLY TO OR UPON THE ORDER IN 
WRITING OF SUCH REGISTERED OWNER THEREOF, BUT SUCH REGISTRATION MAY BE CHANGED AS 
ABOVE PROVIDED, THE BoARD AND THE TRUSTEE MAY DEEM AND TREAT THE BEARER OF ANY 
BoNO WHICH SHAL.L NOT AT THE TIME BE REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL, AND THE BEARER OF 
ANY COUPON FOR INTEREST ON SUCH BoNo, WHETHER SUCH 80ND SHALL BE REGISTERED OR 
NOT, AS THE ABSOLUTE OWNER OF SUCH 8oNo OF COUPON FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECEIVING 
PAYMENT THERSOF 1 AND FOR Al..L OTHER PURPOSES WHATSOEVER, AND THE BOARD AND THE 
TRUSTEE SHALL. HOT BE AFFECTED BY ANY NOTICE TO THE CONTRARY. 
ARTICLE THREE 
REDEMPTION OF BONDS 
SecTION 3.01. THt: RIGHT 1s HEREBY RESERVED TO CALL. AND REDEEM THE BoNos 
NUMBERED 5Q TO 415, MATURING APRIL. 1, 1972. THROUGH APRIL 1, 2001, UC4SL.U8&VK, 
PRIOR TO MATURITY, AS A WHOLE OR FROM TIME TO TIME IN PART Nil THE INVERSE ORDER 
OF THEIR NUMBERING, SAID BoNOS NUMB&:RS:O 327 TO 415, MATURING APRIL. 1, 1997, 
THROUGH APRIL. 1, 2QQ1, INCLUSIVE, BEING SO REDEEMABLE ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT 
DATE UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE REDEMPTION DATE, AND 80NDS 
NUMBERED 5Q TO 326, MATURING APRIL 1, 1972, THROUGH APRIL. 1, 1996, INCLUSIVE, 
BEING SO REDEEMABLE ON ANY INTEREST PAYMENT DATE FAL.L.ING AFTER APRIL 1, 1971, UPON 
TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUS:D INTEREST TO THE REDEMPTION DATE PL.US A REDEMPTION PREMIUM 
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OF THREE PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION ON OR 
PRIOR TO APRIL 1, 'i976; TWO AND ONE-HALF PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF 
IF CALLED FOR Re:DEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR TO flo.PRIL. 1, 1981; TWO PER CENT 
OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR 
PRIOR TO J'oPRIL. ], 1986i ONE AND ONE-HALF PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF 
f IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR TO APRIL ], 1991, AND ONE PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CAL.LEO FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER. 
?RJORITV AS TO CALl- SHALL. EXTEND TO 8oNOS NUMBERED 327 THROUGH 415, INCLUSIVE, 
OVER E::.oNDS NUMBERED !jQ THROUGH 326, I NCL..USIVE, 
IN CASE THE BoARD SHALL. DESIRE TO EXERCISE ITS RIGHT OF REDEMPTION, 
IT SHALL. CAUSE TO BE FIL.EO WITH THE TRUSTEE (AT LEAST 30 DAYS IN ADVANCE OF THE 
REDEMPTION DATE) A COPY OF A NOTICE SPECIFYING THI;: REDEMPTION DATE AND THE 
NUMBERS OF THE SONOS TO BE REDEEMED, AND SHALL. CAUSE NOTICE OF SUCH REDEMPTION TO 
BE PUBLISHED IN A FINANCIAL NEWSPAPER OA JOURNAL, OF GENERAL. CIRCULATION, PUBLISHED 
IN THE ENGL..ISH LANGUAGE JN THE CaTv OF NEw YoRK, NEw YoRK, AT LEAST ONCE NOT LESS 
THAN 3Q DAYS BEFORE THE DATE FIXED FOR REDEMPTION, SUCH PUBLISHED NOTICE TO IDENTIFY 
f THE 80NOS TO BE REDEEMED AND TO STATE THAT INTEREST WILL. CEASE TO ACCRUE THEREON FROM AND AFTER THE SPECIFIED REDEMPTION DATE. JF ANY OF THE BoNoS TO BE REDEEMED 
ARE AT THE TIME REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL, SIMILAR NOTICE SHALL. BE SENT BY THE 
GoARD THROUGH THE MAILS1 POSTAGE PREPAID, AT LEASiT THIRTY (30) DAYS PRIOR TO SUCH 
REDEMPTION OATE 1 TO THE PERSONS RESPECTIVELY WHO SHALL. APPEAR TO BE BONOHOL.OERS1 
BY THE TRANSFER REGISTER OF THE 80ARO AT THE OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE:, BUT SUCH 
MAILING SHALL NOT BE A CONDITION PRECEDENT TO SUCH REDEMPTION, AND FAILURE SO TO 
MAIL. ANY NOTICE SHALL NOT AFFECT THE VALIDITY OF THE PROCEEDINGS FOR THE REDEMPTION 
OF sucH BoNos. 
ON OR BEFORE THE REDEMPTION DATE SPECIFIED IN THE NOTICE ABOVE PROVIDED 
FOR, THE 80ARO SHAL.L. 1 AND IT HEREBY COVENANTS THAT IT WILL 1 DEPOSIT WITH THE TRUSTEE 
AN AMOUNT OF CASH SUFFICIENT TO EFFECT THE REDEMPTION OF THE 80NOS SPECIFIED IN 
SUCH NOTICE, OR CAUSE THE TRUSTEE TO APPLY TO SUCH PURPOSE MONEYS THERETOFORE 
DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE UNDER THE PROVISIONS HEREOF AND PROPI!!RLY AVAILABLE FOR 
SUCH PURPOSE. ALL MONEYS DEPOSITED BY THE SOARD WITH THE TRUSTEE• OR SET APART BY 
THE TRUSTEE, UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE, FOR THE REDEMPTION OF BoNOS, 




RESPECTIVELY UPON PRESENTATION AND SURRENDER OF SAID 80NDS ACCOMPANIED BV ALL r, -. 
INTEREST COUPONS, IF ANY, MATURING AFTER THE DATE FIXED FOR REDEMPTION THEREOF, 
PROVIDED. HOWEVER, IF ANY SUCH BoNDS SHALL BE REGISTERED, THE SAME SHALL BE 
ENDORSED IN BLANK FOR TRANSFER IF THE TRUSTEE SHALL SO REQUIRE, 
FROM AND AFTER THE DATE OF REDEMPTION DESIGNATED IN SUCH NOTICE(SUCH NOTICE 
HAVING BEEN GIVEN AS AFORESAID AND SUCH DEPOSIT HAVING BEEN MADE OR MONEYS SET 
APART AS AFORESAID), NO FURTHER INTEREST SHALL. ACCRUE UPON ANY OF THE BoNDS ~0 TO BE 
REDEEMED, AND ANY COUPONS FOR INTEREST PERTAINING TO ANY SUCH BoNOS AND MATURING 
AFTER SUCH DATE SHALL BE VOID, AND ALL SUCH 80NDS, INSOFAR AS SUCH DEPOSIT SHALL HAVE 
BEEN MADE OR MONEYS SET APART AS AFORESAID, AND ALL SUCH COUPONS SHALL. CEASE TO BE 
ENTITLED TO THE BENEFIT OF THE LIEN OF THIS (NOENTURE, AND THE BoARD SHALL BE UNDER 
NO FURTHER LIABILITY IN RESPECT THEREOF. 
SECTION 3.09. ALL 80NOS SO REDEEMED SHALL FORTHWITH BE CANCELLED BY THE 
TRUSTEE, WHICH SHALL DELIVER SUCH CANCELLED 80NDS TO THE BoARD. 
ARTICLE FOUR 
DISPOSITION AND CUSTODY OF INCOME 
AND REVENUES OF THE PROJECT. 
SECTION 4.01. As SOON AS ANY PORTION OF THE PROJECT BECOMES REVENUE PRODUCING 
ALL RENTALS, CHARGES, INCOME AND REVENUE ARISING FROM THE OPERATION OR OWNERSHIP OF 
THE PROJECT SHALL BE DEPOSITED TO THE CREDIT OF A SPECIAL FUND UPON THE BOOKS AND 
" RECORDS OF THE BoARD, TO BE DESIGNATED MARRIED STUDENTS APARTMENTS REvENUE FuND 
"( .. 11) AccouNT OF 1961 HEREINAFTER soMETIMES REFERRED TO AS THE REVENUE FuNo , AND 
WHICH REVENUE FuNo IS HEREBY CREATED. SucH REvENUE FuND SHALL BE HELD IN THE 
CUSTODY OF THE TREASURER OF THE BoARD, SEPARATE AND APART FROM ALL. OTHER FUNDS. 
SucH REVENUE F uNo SHALL BE MAINTAINED so LONG AS ANY OF THE BoNos ARE ouTsTANDING, 
AS A TRUST FUND IN A BANK WHICH 18 A MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL 0EPOSIT INSURANCE 
CoRPORATION AND SHALL BE EXPENDED AND USED BV THE TREASURER ONLY IN THE MANNER 
AND ORDER HEREINAFTER SPECIFIED. 
SECTION 4.02. THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES, IMMEDIATELY UPON THE SALE AND 
DELIVERY OF ANY OF THE 8CNDS 1 TO CREATE AND ESTABLISH WITH THE TRUSTEE, A SEPARATE 
ACCOUNT, RECORDED ON THE BooKs OF THE BoARD, TO BE DESIGNATED "MARRIED STuDENTS 
APARTMENTS BoNo AND INTEREST SINKING FuNc AccOUNT OF 1961"(HEREtNAFTER soMETIMES 
REFERRED TO AS THE "SINKING FuNo''). So LONG AS ANY OF THE BoNos ARE ouTSTANDING, 





BANKING CHANNELS, INTO THE CUSTODY OF THE TRUSTEE, AND SHALL BE USED BY THE TRUSTEE 
TO PAY INTEREST AS IT BECOMES DUE ON 80NDS FROM TIME TO TIME, AND TO PAY AND TO 
RETIRE THE BONOS AT OR BEFORE MATURITY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS 
INDENTUREt. 
)N CONNECTION WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF THE SINKING FuND, 
THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGRB.KS AS FOLLOWS: 
(1) THAT INITIAl-LY, THERE WILl. BE DEPOSITED 1N THE SINKING FuND 
THC ACCRUED INTEREST, IF ANY, RECEIVED AT THE TIME OR TIMES 
OF THE SALE OR SALES OF THst 8oNDS 1 TOGETHER WITH SUCH FURTHER 
SUM FROM THE 80NO PROCEEDS AS WILL CAUSE THE TOTAL. SO DEPOSITED 
TO EQUAL. ALL INTEREST MATURING UNTIL THE PROJECT BECOME REVENUE-
PRODUCING. 
(2) THAT AS SOON AS ANY PORTION OF THE PROJ£CT BECOMES REVENUE-
PRODUCING, THE BoARD SHALL TRANSFER"FROM THE REvENUE Fut~o ON OR 
BEFORE SEPTEMBER 15, 1961, MARCH 15, 1962, SEPTEMBER 15, 1962, 
AND MARCH 15, 1963, RESPECTIVELY, SUCH SUMS AS WILL. BE SUFFICIENT 
TOGETHER WITH BALANCES IN SAID SINKING FuND, TO PAY INTEREST ON 
ANY ouTSTANDING BoNos TO BECOME cuE oN OcTOBER 1, ~961, APRIL 
1, 1963, RESPECTIVELY, AND THEREAFT'ER1 THE 8oARD SHALL DEPOSIT 
TO THE CREDIT OF THE SINKING FuNo THE suM oF AT LEAST $13,500 
ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 15, 1963, AND ON OR BEFORE EACH MARCH 
15 AND SEPTEMBER 15, UNTIL THE AMOUNTS ACCUMULATED IN SAID 
SINKING FUND1 INCLUDING ANY INVESTMENTS CARRIED TO THE CREDIT 
OF SAID SINKING FuND, ARE SUFFICIENT TO rvlF.ET TEE INTEREST cult 
ON THE OUTSTANDING BoNOS ON THE NEXT EN~UIHG INTEREST PAVMEI"IT 
DATE, PLUS AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO ONE-HAL.F OF THE PRINCIPAL MATURITY 
DUE WITHIN THE NEXT ENSUING YEAR 1 PLUS A DEBT SERVIC<:: r..cESERVE 
OF $4Q,QQQ, AND THEREAFTER, ON OR BEFORE EACH SUCCIZ£Ol:~G 
MARCH 15 AND SEPTEMBER 15, IN LIKE MAI~NER SUCI-I SUMS FROM SAID 
SOURCES AS MAYSE NECESSARY TO MEET THE INTEREST ON THE BoNOS 
DUE ON THE NEXT INTEREST PAYMENT DATE AND ONE-HALF OF PRINCIPAL 
DUE WITHIN THE SUCCEEDING TWELVE MONTHS AND TO MAINTAIN A 
DEBT SERVICE RESERVE IN THE AMOUNT OF $40,000.00. 
SECTION 4.03. THE AMOUNT BY WHICH THE AFORESAID PAYMENTS INTO THE SINKING 
FuND EXCEEDS THE AGGRitGATE AMOUNT OF INTEREST ON AN~PRINCIPAL OF SAID BoNOS 
THEN CURRENTLY BECOMING DUE SHALl. BE HELD AS A RESERvE; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT 
NO FURTHER PAYMENTS NEED BE MADE INTO SAID SINKING FUND WHENEVER AND SO LONG AS 
SUCH AMOUNT OF THE BoNoS SHALL HAVE BEEN RETIRED THAT THE AMOUNT THEN HELD 
THEREIN, INCLUDING THE RESERVE, IS SUFFICIENT TO ACCOMPLISH RETIREMENT OF ALL OF 
THE BONOS THEN OUTSTANDING AND TO PAY ALL INTEREST THAT IS TO BE PAID ON ALL. OF 
SUCH 80NOS PRIOR TO SUCH RETIREMENT. 
IF, FOR ANY REASON, THERE SHALL BE A FAILURE TO MAKE ANY PAYMENTS INTO SAID 
SINKING FuND AS AFORESAID, ANY SUMS THEN HELD AS A RESERVE SHAl-L BE USED FOR THE 
PAYMENT OF ANY PORTION OF THE INTEREST OR PRINCIPAL. AS TO WHICH THERE WOULD OTHER-
WISE BE DEFA.Ul..T, BUT SUCH FlESERVE SHALL BE REIMBURSED THEREFOR FROM THE FIRST 
AVAILABLE PAYMENTS MADE INTO THE SINKING FUND BY INCREASING THE SUBSEQUENT SEMI-
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ANNUAL. PAYMENTS To AT LEAST 12Q PER CENT OF THk rwhNii..UM AMOUNTS OTHERWISE REQUIRED 
TO BE MADE INTO THE SaNKU.tG FuNo. 
ALL MO~avs HELO IN +HE SanKt~a FuND SHALL BE HE!:Lc, SECURED, AND INVESTED sv 
THE TRUSTEE, AS PROVIDED BY SecTJdNS 4o08 AND 4.09 oF THis INDENTURE. SAID SINKING 
FuND SHALL Bit USED SOLELY AND ONL..V FOR THE PURPOSE OF PAYING THE INTEREST ON SAID 
I 80NDS Si!:CURS:D HEREBY AND ACCOMPLISHING RETIREMENT 6P" SAID BoNDS AT OR BEFORE MATURITY, AND IS HEREBY IRREVOCABLY PLEDGED FOR THAT PURPOSEl AND SHALL BE USED FOR 
NO OTHER PURPOSE WHATSOEVER, AND ONL.Y THE AMOUNT IN SAID SINKING F~o tN EXCESS OF 
TNE DEBT SERVICE REQUIREMENTS ON THE OUTSTANDING 80NDS DURING THE CURRENT YEAR 
AND DEBT SERVICE RESERVE OF $40,000 MAY BE USED AT ANY TIME FOR THE RETIREMENT OF 
80NOS IN ADVANCE OF THEIR MATURITY. 
SECTION 4.04. DuRING THE THIRTY DAYS PRECEDING EACH APRIL 1 AND OcTOBER 1, 
THE TRUSTEE SHAL.L TRANSFER FROM THE SINKING FIJ"'D TO THE PRINCIPAL OFFICE OF CHEMICAL. 
CoRN ExcHANGE BANK, IN ITS CAPACITY AS THE NEw YoRK PAYING AGENT NAMED HEREIN, 
FUNDS SUFFICIENT TO ENABLE SAID NEw YoRK PAYING AGENT To PAY MATURING BoNDS ANO 
INTEREST COUPONS AS ARE THERE PRESENTED; OA THE TRUSTEE SHALL. MAKE SUCH 
f ARRANGEMENTS WITH sAte NEw YoRK PAYING AGENT AS TO ASSURE THE PROMPT PAYMENT OF MATURING BoNOS ANQ COUPONS AS ARE THERE PRESENTED. THE TRUSTEE SHALL MAKE 
SIMILAR ARRANGEMENTS IN THE EVENT OF REDEMPTION OF ANY BoNOS PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 
THREE OF THIs INDENTURE. 
SECTION 4.05. CuRRENT ExPENsEs OF THE PROJECT SHALL BE PAYABLE AFTER 
COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 4.02 HEREOF FROM THE REVENUE FUND AS 
THE SAME BECOME DUE AND ARE PAYAB.:..E. CuRRENT EXPENSES SHALL INCLUDE ALL 
NECESSARY OPERATING EXPENSES, CURRENT MAINTENANCE CHARGES, EXPENSES OF REASONABLE 
UPKEEP AND REPAIRS, PROPERLY ALLOCATED SHARE OF CHARGES FOR INSURANCE AND ALL OTHER 
EXPENSES INCIDENT TO THE OPERATION OF THE PROJECT; BUT SHALL. EXCLUDE DEPRECIATION, 
ALL GENERAL. ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES OF THE 8oARD AND THE PAYMENT INTO THE 
1 1
REPAIR 
f .. AND REPLACEMENT Re:sERvE AccouNT oF !961, HEREINAFTER PROVIDED FOR. SECTION 4.06. THERE IS HEREBY CREATED A SPECIAL ACCOUNT UPON THE BOOKS OF 
THE BoARD, SEPARATE AND APART FROM ALL OTHER ACCOUNTS AND FUNDS, THE SAME TO BE 
DESIGNATED "REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT REsERVE AccouNT OF 1961
11
(HEREJNAFTER soMETIMEs 
" "' REFERRED TO AS TH£ REPAIR FuNo 1• $0 LONG AS ANY OF THE BoNDS ARE OUTSTANDING 





CHANNELS INTO THE CUSTODY OF THE TRUSTEE. As SOON AS THE RE6.1:RVI! IS ACCUMULATED 
IN THE SINKING FuND AS REQUIRED BY SECTION 4.02, THE BoARD SHALL DEPOSIT FROM THE 
REVENUE FuND, ON OR BEFORE THE CLOSE OF EACH FISCAL. YEAR, THE SUM OF' AT LEAST 
$3,000.00, ANNUALLY, UNTIL THE AMOUNT ACCUMUl-ATED IN SAID REPAIR F '-"'0 1 INCLUDING ANY 
INVESTMENTS CARRIED TO THE CREDIT OF SAID REPAIR FuND, SHALL AGGREGATE $3Q,QQ0, 
Af<40 1 THEREAFTER, SUCH SUMS, BUT NOT MORE THAN $3,0QQ.QQ ANNUAl-LY, AS MAY BE 
REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN (AND RESTORE) A BALANCE OF $30,000. IN THE REPAIR FUND, WHICH 
FUND MAY BE DRAWN ON AND USED BY THE SoARD FOR THE PURPOSE OF PAYING THE COST OF 
UNUSUAL OR EXTRA-ORDINARY MAINTENANCE OR REPAIRS, RENEWALS AND REPLACEMENTS, 
AND THE RENOVATING OR REPLACEMENT OF THE EQUIPMENT NOT PAID AS PART OF THE ORDINARY 
AND NORMAL EXPENSES OF PROJECT OPERATION, HowE.VER1 IN THE EVENT THE FUNDS IN THE 
SINKING FUND SHOULD BE REDUCED BELOW THE AMOUNT REQUIRED TO MEET THE INTEREST DUE 
ON THE OUTSTANDING 80NDS ON THE NEXT ENSUING INTEREST PAYMENT DATE, PLUS AN AMOUNT 
EQUAL TO ONE-HALF OF THE PRINCIPAL MATURITY DUE WITHIN THE NEXT I!:NSUIHGI YEAR, PL.US 
THE REQUIRED DEBT SERVICE RESERVE OF $4Q,QQQ FUNDS ON DEPOSIT IN THE REPAIR FUNDSKAL.L 
BE TRANSFERRED TO THE SINKING FuNo TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED TO ELIMINATE THE 
DEFICIENCY IN sucH SINKING FuMo. 
SECTION 4.07. SuBJECT TO THE FOREGOING MAXIMUM DEPOSITS, WHICH ARE CUMUL.ATIVE, 
THE SoARD MAY use: THE BALANCE OF e:xeEss FUNDS aN THE Re:vENUE FuND (1) TO REDEEM 
OUTSTANDING 80NDS ON THE NEXT INTEREST PAYMENT DATE, IN INVERSE NUMERICAL AND 
MATURITY ORDER, IN AMOUNTS OF NOT LESS THAN $5,000 PAR VALUE AT ONE TIME, AT A PRICE 
WHICH IS NOT IN EXCESS OF THE CALL PRICE ON THE NEXT INTEREST PAYMENT DATE; ( 2) 
FOR ANY EXPENDITURES, INCL.UDING THE PAYMENT OF DEBT SERVICE, IN IMPROVING OR ADDING 
TO OR RESTORING THE PROJECT, OR (3) FOR ANY LAWFUL PURPOSE. 
SECTION 4.08 ALL. MONEYS DEPOSITED WITH AND IN THe: CUSTODY OF THE TRUSTEE 
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS )NDENTURI! SHALL BE TRUST FUNDS AND SHALL. NOT BE 
SUBJECT TO LIEN OR ATTACHMENT BY ANY CREDITOR, SUCH MONEYS SHALL. BE HELD IN TRUST 
AND APPLIED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE AND SHALL BE SECURED 
IN SUCH MANNER AS MAY AT THE TIME BE REQUIRED OR PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE STATE OR 
FEDERAL. LAWS AND REGULATIONS REGARDING THE SECURITY FOR, OR GRANTI NO A PREFERENCE 
IN THE CASE OF 1 THE DR PCB IT OF TRUST FU NOS, 
Se:cTION 4.09. MoNa:vs HELD FOR THE CREDIT OF THE REPAIR Ft.Nc AND THE AMOUNT 
THEREOF IN THE SINKING FuND IN EXCESS OF ALL l?oNO PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST REQUIREMENTS 
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FOR THE ENSUING TWEL.VE MONTHS1 PERIOD SHAL.L BE INVESTED By THE TRuSTEE, IP' SO 
DIRECTED BY RESOL.UTION OF THE 80AR01 IN DIRECT OBLIGATIONS OF, OR OBLIGATIONS THE 
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST OF WHICH ARE UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED BY, THE UNITED STATES 
GovERNMENT, WHICH MATURE OR ARE REDEEMABLE AT THE OPTION OF THE HOLDER WITHIN 
I 
FIVE YEARS FROM THE DATE OF INVESTMENT THEREIN. 0DLIC!IATIONS SO PURCHASED SHALL. 
BE DEEMED AT ALL TIMES To BE A PART OF THE REPAIR FuND AND StNKING FuND RESPECTIVELY 
THE TRUSTEE SHALL SELL AT THE BEST PRICE OBTAI HABLE ANY OBLIGATIONS SO PURCHASED .,. .. .• 
WHENEVER IT SHALL BE NECESSARY SO TO DO IN ORDER TO PROVIDE MONEYS TO MEET ANY 
PAYMENT FROM THE REPAIR FuND oR SINKING FuND. NEITHER THE TRusTEE NOR THE BoARD 
SHALL. BE LIABLE OR RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS RESULTING FROM ANY SUCH INVESTMENT. 
IN DETERMINING THE ADEQUACY OF RESERVES, ALL SUCH INVESTMENTS SHALL BE VALUED IN 
TERMS OF THEIR MARKET VALUE ON THE THEN NEXT PRECEDING JuNE 30 OR DECEMBER 31, 
WHICHEVER WAS LATER. 
ARTICLE FIVE 
PARTICULAR COVENANTS OF THE BOARD 
f 
SEiOcTtON 5.01. THE BoARD covENANTS AND AGRE!'as THAT IT HAS THE LAWFUL CONTROL 
OF THE SITE oF THE PROJECT, AS HEREINAFTER DESCRIBED IN ARTICLE TwELVE HEREOF, 
THAT SAID PROPERTY IS FREE FROM ANY AND ALL LIENS AND ENCUMBRANCES AND THAT THE 
BoARD WILL WARRANT AND DEFEND THE TITLE THERETO AGAINST ALL CLAIMS AND DEMANDS 
WHATSOEVER. 
SECTION 5.021 THE 80ARO COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT WILL DULY AND PUNCTUALLY 
PAY OR CAUSE TO BE PAID THE PRINCIPAL SUM 1 AND THE INTEREST ACCRUING ON SAID PRINCIPAL, 
ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF THE BoNDS SECURED HEREBY, AT THE DATES AND PLACES, AND 
IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN SAID BoNOS AND IN THE COUPONS THEREUNTO APPERTAINING, 
ACCORDING TO THE TERMS THEREOF AND OF THIS (NOENTURB:. 
SECTION 5.03, THE 80ARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT UPON ACCEPTANCE OF THE 
f 
PROJECT FROM THE CONTRACTOR OR UPON OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT, WHICHEVER SHALL 
OCCUR FIRST, THE SoARD SHALL PROCURE AND MAJNTAIN1 SO LONG AS ANY OF THE 80NDS 
ARE OUTSTANDING, FIRE AND EXTENDED COVERAGE INSURANCE ON THE PROJECT, IN AMOUNTS 
SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE FOR NOT LESS THAN FULL. RECOVERY WHENEVER THE LOSS FROM 
CAUSES COVERED BV SUCH INSURANCE DOES NOT EXCEED 80 PER CENTUM (80 PER CS:NT) 
OF THE FULL INSURABLE VALUE OF THE PROJECT, AND ALSO BOILER EXPLOSION INSURANCE 
COVERING ANV STEAM BOILERS SERVING THE PROJECT, TO THE EXTENT AUTHORIZED BV LAW. 
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SucH INSURANCE SHALL BE IN THE STATE FIRE AND ToRNADO INSURANCE FuND OF THE CoMMON-
WEALTH OP' KENTUCKY OR REPUTABLE INSURANCE COMPANIES AND BY POLICIES IN FORM 
SATISFACTORY TO THE TRUSTEE, LOSS, OF ANY, TO BE MADE PAYABLE TO THE TRUSTEE AS ITS 
INTEREST MAY APPEAR, THE SoARD WILL. 1 WITHIN A REASONABLE TIME AFTER THE EXECUTION 
I 
HEREOF, AND WITHIN FOUR (4) MONTHS AFTER THE CL.OSE OF EACH CALENDAR YEAR THEREAFTER, 
FURNISH TO THE TRUSTEE A STATEMENT IN WRITING, SIGNED BY AN OFFICER OF THE COLLEGE, 
SETTING FORTH THE FULL INSURABLE VALUE OF THE PROJECT AND FULLY DESCRIBING ALL 
INSURANCE THEN IN FORCE, BUT THE TRUSTEE MAY, AT ITS OPTION, REQUIRE THE BoARD TO 
DEPOSIT WITH IT ANY OR ALL OF SUCH INSURANCE POLICIES, AND SHALL REQUIRE SUCH DEPOSIT 
IF ANV EVENT OF DEFAULT OCCURS. (F THE TOTAL. RECEIVED BV THE TRUSTEE UPON AL.L. POLICIES 
SHALL., IN CASE OF ANY PARTICULAR LOSS, BE LESS THAN THE SUM OF TEN THOUSAND DoLLARS 
($10,000), THE AMOUNT SHALL BE PAID OVER BY THE TRUSTEE TO OR UPON THE ORDER OF THE 
BoARD, AND SHALL. BE APPLIED TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED, FOR REPLACEMENT OR REPAIRS OF, 
OR SUBSTITUTES FOR, THE DAMAGED OR DESTROYED PROPERTY, BUT THE TRUSTEE SHALL NOT 
BE OBLIGATED TO SEE TO THE APPLICATION THEREOF; THAT IN ALL OTHER CASES THE PROCEEDS 
OF ANY AND ALL. INSURANCE ON ANY PART OF SUCH PROPERTY WHICH MAY BE RECEIVED BY THE 
f TRUSTEE SHALL BE HELD AND APPLIED BY THE TRUSTEE AS HEREINAFTER IN THIS SECTION PROVIDED. IN THE EVENT OF ANY DAMAGE TO, OR THE DESTRUCTION 0F 1 THE PROJECT, THE 
80ARO, UNLESS IT ELECTS TO PAY AND REDEEM ALL OUTSTANDING BoNOS, SHALL PROMPTLY 
ARRANGE FOR THE REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DAMAGED OR DESTROYED PORTION THEREOF, 
AND SHALL ARRANGE FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE PROCEEDS OF THE INSURANCE FOR THAT 
PURPOSE, AS IS HEREINAFTER IN THIS SECTION PROVIDED. 
IMMEDIATELY UPON OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT AND SO LONG THEREAFTER AS THE FUND$ 
AND IHV&STMENTS OF THE SINKING FUND ARE INSUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE DEBT SERVICE FOR THE 
CURRENT YEAR PLUS THE REQUIRED RESERVE, THE 80ARO WILL PROCURE AND MAINTAIN USE 
AND OCCUPANCY INSURANCE ON THE PROJECT1 IN AN AMOUNT SUFFICIENT TO ENABLE THE 80ARD 
TO DEPOSIT IN THE SINKING FuND OUT OF THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH INSURANCE, AN AMOUNT EQUAL 
f TO THE SUM WHICH WOULD NORMALLY HAVE BEEN AVAILABLE FOR DEPOSIT IN SUCH SINKING FuND FROM THE REVENUES OF THE DAMAQED BUILDING DURING TH6. TJMii THE DAMAGED BUILDING IS 
NON-REVENUE-PRODUCING AS A RESULT OF LOSS OF USE CAUSED BY HAZARDS COVERED BY FIRE 




At.L INSURANCE MONEYS (EXCEPT THE PROCEEDS OF USE AND OCCUPANCY INSURANCE, 
WHICH SHALL BE DEPOSITED IN THE SINKING FUND, AND ALL. PROPERTY INSURANCE IN AMOUNTS 
OF LESS THAN TEN THOUSAND llOLLARS ($1Q,QQ0) ABOVE PROVIDED TO BE PAID OVER TO THE 
80ARD) RECEIVED BY THE TRUSTEE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION SHALL BE HELD 
BY THE TRUSTEE AS SUBSTITUTED SECURITY, AND THE SAME SHALL. 
BY THE TRUSTEE PAID OUT FROM TIME TO TIME UPON WRITTEN ORDER OF THE80ARD, SIGNED 
BY THE CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY, AND ACCOMPANIED BY AN APPROVING CERTIFICATE OF AN 
ARCHITECT OR ENGittEER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF PAYING THE REASONABLE COST OF REP-"'IRING 
OR REPLACING PART OR ALL OF THE PROPERTY DAMAGED OR OESTROYEOj PROVIDED, HOWEVER, 
THAT THE BoARD SHALL. HAVE FURNISHED IN ADDITION TO THE PROCEEDS OF SUCH INSURANCE, 
SUCH MONEYS AS MAY BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE SUCH REPAIRS OR REPLACEMENTS, AND 
SAID INSURANCE MONEYS SHALL BE PAID OUT BY THE TRUSTEE ONLY WHEN THE SAME SHALL 
BE FULLY SUFFICIE)(T TO COMPLETE SUCH REPAIRS OR REPLACEMENT, AS SHOWN BY THE SAID 
CERTIFICATE OF AN ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER. EvERY SUCH ORDER OF THE BoARD FOR THE 
PAYMENT OF INOURANCE MONEYS SHALL STATE THAT THE BoARD IS NOT JN DEFAULT UNDER ANY 
OF THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE. THE TRUSTEE SHALL BE FULLY 
PROTECTED IN PAYING ANY SUCH CASH TO OR UPON THE ORDER OF THE BoARD UPON RECEIPT 
OF THE SHOWINGS ABOVE SPECIFIED, BUT THE TRUSTEE SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT, BUT SHALL 
NOT BE OBLIG£0 1 TO REQUIRE THE 80ARD TO FURNISH SUCH ADDITIONAL. EVIDE,..ICE IN THE 
PREMISES AS THE TRUSTEE MAY DEEM NECESSARY IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH THE RIGHT OF THE 
'BoARD TO THE WITHDRAWAL OF ANY SUCH INSURANCE MONEYS, )N THE EVENT INSURANCE 
PROCEEDS SHALL REMAIN AFTER THE COMPLETION OF SUCH REPAIRS OR REPLACEMENTS, THEN 
THE TRuSTEE SHALL DEPOSIT sucH MONEYS IN THE SINKING FuND PROVIDED FOR BY ARTICLE 
FoUR HEREOF, AND SUCH MONEYS SHALL BE APPLIED TO THE REITREMENT OF 80NOS. 
SgcxtON 5.0.41 THE BOARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT SO LONG AS ANY OF THE 
80NDS ARE OUTSTANDING THE BOARD WIL..L. 1 lF SUCH INSURANCE IS NOT ALREADY IN FORCE, 
PROCURE AND MAINTAIN PUBL.IC L.IABIL.JTY INSURANCE TO THE EXTENT AUTHORIZED BY L..AW1 
TO PROTECT THE BOARD FROM CLAIMS FOR BODILY INJURY AND OR DEATH WHICH MAY ARISE 
FROM THE OPERATION OF THE PROJECT, INCLUDING ANY USE OR OCCUPANCY OF ITS GROUNDS, 
STRUCTURES AND VEHICLES. 
SEcTION 5.0~. THE BoARD covENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT wtL.L. AT ALL. TIMES 
MAINTAIN, PRESERVE AND KEEP THE PROJECT AND EVERY PART THEREOF IN GOOD CONDITION, 
REPAIR, AND WORKING ORDER AND WILL. FROM TIME TO TIME MAKE ALL.. NEEDFUL AND PROPER 





AND BUSINESS OF AND PERTAINING TO THS: PROJECT AND EVERY PART THEREOF SHAL.L. AT ALL 
TIMES BE CONDUCTED PROPERLY AND ADVANTAGEOUSLY; AND WHENEVER ANY PORTION OF THE 
PROJECT SHALL. HAVE BEEN WORN OUT OR DESTROYED OR SHALL HAVE BECOME OBSOLETE, 
INEFFICIENT OR OTHERWISE UNFIT FOR USE, THE 80ARD WILL. PROCURE AND INSTALL SUBSTITUTES 
OF AT L.EAST EQUAL VALUE, UTILITY AND EFFICIENCY SO THAT THE VALUE AND EFFICIENCY 
OF THE PROJECT SHALL AT ALL TIMES BE FULLY MAINTAINED, AND TO THE EXTENT OTHER 
FUNDS ARE NOT AVAILABLE, THE BOARD SHAL.L. SET APART, USE AND APPLY FUNDS IN THE 
MAINTENANCE t: ND FOR THE FOREGOING PURPOSES. 
u 
IT as HEREBY REPRESENTED, COVENANTED AND AGREED THAT MuRRAY STATE Cot..t..EGE, 
WITH THE APPROvAL OF THE CouNCIL.. OF PuBLIC HIGHER EoucATION, HAS HERETOFORE 
ESTABLISHED, AND SO LONG AS ANY OF THE BoNoS ARE OUTSTANDING, WILL. CONTINUE TO FIX, 
IMPOSE, CHARGE AND COLLECT SUCH RENTALS, CHARGES, INCOME, REVENUES AND INCIDENTAL 
FEES ARISING FROM THE OPERATION AND OWNERSHIP OF THE PROJECT, AND SHALL ESTABLISH 
INITIALLY A BASE RENTAL. FOR USE AND OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT APARTMENTS, OF NOT 
LESS THAN $55.00 MONTHLY FOR EACH UNIT, AND THEREAFTER SHALL MAINTAIN SUCH RATES 
AND CHARGES FOR USE AND OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT APARTMENTS, AS, TOGETHER WITH 
THE AMOUNT PRODUCED BY THE PLEDGED INCIDENTAL FEES, SHALL BE SUFFICIENT TO PAY 
OPERATING EXPENSES PLUS PRINCIPAL. AND INTEREST REQUIREMENTS OF THE 80NCS HEREIN 
AUTHORIZED, AND ALL SUCH CHARGES SHALL BE SET APART AND PAID INTO THE REVENUE 
FuND HEREINBEFORE CREATED, AS PAYMENT FOR THE SERVICES AND FACILITIES AFFORDED 
BY SAID PROJECT. lT IS HEREBY SPECIFICAL.LY CERTIFIED THAT NOT L.ESS THAN $29a00 OF 
THE INCIDENTAL FEE ASSESSED TO EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT OF THE PROJECT FOR EACH 
SEMESTER OF THE REGUL.AR TERM OF TWO SEMESTERS, AND NOT LESS THAN $15.00 OF THE 
INCIDENTAL Fa:E ASSESSED TO EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT OF THE PROJECT FOR THE REGULAR 
SUMMER SESSION, ARE HEREBY DECLARED TO CONSTITU11£ INCOME AND REVENUES FROM SAID 
PROJECT, AND SHALL BE PAID INTO THE PRoJECT REVENUE FuND AccouNT As OTHER INCOME 
AND REVENUES. 
SECTION 5.06. THE 80ARD COVENANTS ANO AGREES THAT WHENEVER NECESSARY TO 
AVOID OR FILL A VACANCY IN THE OFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE, THE BOARD1 IN THE MANNER 
PROVIDED IN ARTICLE ELEVEN HEREOF, WILL APPOINT A TRUSTEE SO THAT THERE SHALL AT 
ALL.. Tl MES BE A TRUSTEE HEREUNDER WHICH SHALL AT ALL Tl MES BE A BANK OR TRUST 
COMPANY HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL. OFFICE AND PLACE OF BUSINESS IN THE COMMONWEALTH 
OF KENTUCKY, IF THERE BE SUCH A BANK OR TRUST COMPANY WILLING AND ABLE TO ACCEP"!" 
THE TRUST UPON REASONABLE OR CUSTOMARY TERMS. 
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SECTION 5.Q], THE SoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT IS DULY AUTHORIZED UNDER 
THE LAWS OF KENTUCKY AND UNDER ALL OTHER APPLICABL-E PROVISJOHS OF LAW TO CREATE 
AND ISSUE THE 80NOS HEREIN PROVIDED FOR, TO EXECUTE AND DELIVER THIS JNOENTURE 1 AND 
TO PLEDGE THE INCOME AND REVENUES OF THE PROJECT, AS HEREIN PROVIDED, THAT ALL 
I 
CORPORATE AND OR OTHER ACTION ON ITS PART FOR THE CREATION AND ISSUE OF SAID BoNOS 
AND THE EXECUTION OF THIS INDENTURE HAS BEEN DULY AND EFFECTUALLY TAKEN, THAT SAID 
BoNDS WHEN ISSUED AND IN THE HANDS OF THE HOLDERS THEREOF ARE AND WILL BE VALID AND 
ENFORCEABLE OBLIGATIONS OF THE 80AR01 AND THAT THIS INDENTURE IS AND ALWAYS WILL. BE 
A VALID INDENTURE TO SECURE THE PAYMENT OF SAID i30NDSi AND THAT THE BoARD HAS 
COMP~ETE AND LAWFUL. AUTHORITY AND PRIVILEGE TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND OPERATE 
THE PROJECT. 
SECTION S.Q§:. THe: BoARD coveNANTS AND AGREES THAT IT w1 LL NOT 1 ssue:, OR PERMIT 
TO BE ISSUED, ANY 80NOS HEREUNDER IN ANY MANNER OTHER THA .... IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
PROVISIONS OF THIS )NOENTURE AND THE AGREEMENTS IN THAT BEHALF HEREIN CONTAINED, 
AND THAT IT WIL~ FAITHFULLY OBSERVE AND PERFORM ALL CONDITIONS, COVENANTS AND 
REQUIREMENTS OF THIS )NOENTURE AND OF ALL INDENTURES SUPPLEMENTAL THERETO. 
Se:cTtoNJh.Q..9,.. THE BoARD covENANTs AND AGREES UPON coMPLETION OF THE PROJECT, 
TO PROVIDE FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN THE PROCEEDS OF THE SALE OF THE 8oNOS SECURED 
HEREBY AND FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN THE FUNDS PLEDGED HEREUNDER AND IN A MANNER 
WHICH WILL NOT -'EOPARDIZE THE SECURITY OF THE 80NDS, THE FURNISHINGS AND MOVABLE 
EQUIPMENT NECESSARY TO THE FU~L EN.JOYMENT OF THE USE AND OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT. 
SecTION 5.10. THE BoARD covENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT WILL ESTABLISH AND 
MAINTAIN ~9 LONG AS ANY 80NOS ARE OUTSTANDING UNDER THIS INDENTURE SUCH PARIETAL 
RULES, RENTAL RATES, AND CHARGES FOR THE USE OF THE PROJECT FACILITIES AS MAY BE 
NECESSARY (1) TO ASSURe; MAXJMUM OCCUPANCY AND USE OF THE PROJECT, (2) TO PAY THE 
INTEREST ON AND PRINCIPAL OF THE 80NOS AS THEY RESPECTIVELY MATURE, TO PROVIDE THE 
REQUIRED RESERVES THEREFOR AND THE REPAIR FuND, AND THAT IT WILL SET UP AND 
MAINTAIN RESERVES SPECIFICALLY REQUIRED HEREUNDER, AND SUCH FURTHER RESERVES AS 
MAY BE REASONABLE, WiTH RESPECT TO THE OPERATION OF THE PROJECT, FOR MAINTENANCE, 
DEPRECIATION, AND OTHER RESERVES CUSTOMARILY PROVIDED FOR IN THE ACCOUNTING OF 
BUSINESS CORPORATIONS FOR PROFIT. 
SECTION 5, 1J. THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT IT WILL KEEP ACCURATE 




BOOKS SHAL.L. BE OPEN TO INSPECTION BY THS: 80NDH0L.DERS AND THEIR AGENTS AND 
RS:PRESENTATIVE.S. IT FURTHER COVENANTS THAT AFTER THE CL.OSZ OF EACH Fl SCAt.. YEAR1 
CONSISTENT WITH FISCAL. POLICIES OF THE CoMMONWI!AI.TH Or' KENTUCKY, IT WILL FURNISH 
TO THE TRuSTEE, OR ANY BONOHC!..DER WHO REQUESTS SAME IN WRITING, COPIES OF THE AUDIT 
REPORT PREPARED BY AN INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, OR BY THE STATE AuDITOR OF 
PuBLIC AcCOUNTS, AS MAY BE REQUIRED BY LAW, REFLECTING IN REASONABLE DETAil_ THE 
FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RECORD OF OPERATION OF THE PROJECT AND THF. COLLEGE. 
' 
ARTICLE SIX 
CUSTODY AND APPLICATION OF BOND PROCEEDS 
~ 6 0 I A '"·• ., C .::JECTIOI-!,. FUtlO IS HEREBY CREATED AND DESIGNATED .VIUP.RAY .!:>TATE OL.LEGE 
" ( APRIL 1, 1961, PRoJECT CoNSTRUCTION FuND HEF:~:o:N SOMETIMES CALLED THE 
"C F ") ONSTRUCTION UNO 1 TO THE CREDIT OF WHICH THERE SHALL BE DEPOSITED, AS RECEIVED, 
THE PROCEEDS OF THF.: 80NDS (wiTH THE EXCEPTION OF ACCRUED INTERE:!JT; IF ANY. WHICH 
IS REQUIRED BY 5ECTIOH 4.02 HEREOF TO BE DEPOSITED IN THE SINKING f"UNo), THE MONEYS 
IN THE CoNSTRUCTI~N FuND SHALL BE PAID TO THE STATE TREASURER OF T!-IF. ~OMMOt\..WEALTH 
OF KENTUCKY AND HELD IN TRUST AND APPLIED ON ORDERS OF THE 80ARD TO THE PAYMENT 
OF THE COSTS OF THE PROJECT IN ACCORDANCE WITH AND SUB.!ECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF 
THIS ARTICLE, AND, PENDING SUCH APPLICATION, S!-IALL ES: SUBJ;!CT i'O A L~!O::N AND CHARGE 
IN FAVOR OF THE HOLDERS OF TilE 80NOS ISSUED AND OUTS"";".~IiDINC UNDER THIS INDE!-ITURE 
AND SHALL BE HELD FOR THE FURTHER SECURITY OF SUCH HOLDERS UflTIL PAID OUT AS 
HEREIN PROVIDED. 
SECTION 6.02~ FoR THE PURPOSES oF THIS ARTICLE THE ccsT oF THE PROJECT 
SHAL.L INCL..UDE, WITHOUT INTENDING THEREBY TO LIMIT OR RESTRICT OR EXTF.:ND ANY PROPER 
DEFINITION OF SUCH COST UNDER ANY APPLICABLE LAWS OR UNDER THIS JND~NTURE, THE 
FOLL..OWING: 
(A) OBLIGATIONS INCURRED FOR L.ABOR AND TO CONTRACTORS, 9UILDE.RS 
AND MATERIAL MEN IN CONNECTION WITH THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS 
PRoJEcT; 
(a) THE INTEREST ACCRUING UPON THE BoNoS DURING THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF THE PROJECT AFTER WHICH IT IS HEREBY REPRESENTED THAT THE PROJr:CT 
WILL BE REVENUE PRODUCINGi 
(c) FEES AND EXPENSES OF ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS FOR SURVEYS AND 
ESTIMATES AND OTHER PRELIMJNARY INVESTIGATIONS, PREPARAT!O~I OF 
PLANS, DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS AND SUPERVISING CONSTRUCTION, 
AS WELL AS FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF ALL OTHER DUTIES OF ENGIUEERS 
ANC ARCHITECTS IN RELATION TO THE Pl-ANNING OR CONSTRUCTION OF THE 




(o) EXPENSE OF ADMINISTRATION PROPERLY CHARGEtASL.E TO THE PROJECT. 
LEGAL EXPENSES AND P'EES1 FINANCING CHARGES, ADVS:RTISING EXPENSES, 
COST OF PRINTING BoNes, COST OF AUDITS AND OF ISSUING THE BONDS AND 
ALL. OTHER ITEMS OF EXPENSE NOT ELSEWHERE IN THIS 5£CTION SPECIFIED, 
INCiosHt TO tHE CONStRuctiON OF THE PROJECT AND PLACING IT INOP«RATIO"' 
SPECIFICALLY INCLUDING t.Js: AGREED FIXED FEE OF THE HOUSING AND HoME 
FtNANCE AGENCY OF TkE UNtTEo ~AtB:s Gova:RNMEN"t IN SUPERVISING AND 
INSPECTING THE WORK APPERTAiNiko TO tHE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRoJECT 
AND OF AUDITING THE 800KS, RECORDS AND ACCOUNtS PERTAINING To Tt-tE 
PRoJECT As sa:r FORTH IN THE LoAN AGREEMENT ss:rws:s:k THE SOARD ANa 
THE UNITED $TATES OF AMERICA, DATED AS OF APRIL I, 1961. 
SectiON 6.03. VVtTHIN THS: THIRTY DAYS PRECEDING a:ACH APRIL 1 AND OcroeER I 
PRIOR TO THE DATE THE FIRST PAYMENT JS MADE INTO THE $INKING FUNO FROM THE 
REvENUE FuND, PURSUANT ro THE PROVISIONs OF SEcTION 4.02 OF THIS INDENTURE THEA£ 
SHALL. BE tRANSFERRED AND PAID INTO THE SINKING FuND FROM THI!i: CoNSTRUCTION FuNo 
AN AMOUNT SUFFICIENT TO PAY THE INTEREST ON THE BONDS BECOMING DUS. ON SUCH J1PRIL. 1 
AND OcTOBER 1 AND THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES TO CAUSE EACH SUCH TRANSFER AND 
PAYMENT TO BE SO MADEo 
.f S§STION 6.04, Y..'HEN THE PROJECT SHALL HAVE SEEN COMPLETED ANY BALANCE 
REMAINING IN THE CoNSTRUCTION fo'"uNO AND NOT NECESSARY IN THE OPINION OF THE BoARD 
TO BE RESERVED FOR THE PAYMENTS OF ANY REMAINING PART OF THE COST OF THE PROJECT 
SHALL. BE DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE TO THE CREDIT OF THS: SINKING FuND, AND, EXCEPT 
FOR ANY PORTION OF SUCH BALANCE REMAINING UNDER $1,000, SHALL BE USED BY THE TRUSTEE 
FOR THE REDEMPTION OF BONOS THEN OUTSTANDING UNDER THIS INDENTURE, AND IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE REDEMPTION PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN SAID BoNDS ANO IN THIS INDENTURE UPON 
THE EARLIEST PERMISSIBLE REDEMPTION DATE. 
MECTION §,Q5, IF IT BE DET&:RMtNED AT ANY Tl ME BY THE 80ARD THAT THE MONEYS 
ON DEPOSIT IN THE CONSTRUCTION FuND EXCEED THE ESTIMATED DISBURSEMENTS ON ACCOUNT 
OF THE PROJECT FOR THE ENSUING THREE (3) MONTHS, SUCH EXCESS MAYSE INVESTED BY 
THE StATE TREASURER UPON ORDERS OF THE 80ARD IN OIAECT OBLIGATIONS OF, OR OBLIGATIONS 
THE PRINCIP~ OF AND INTEREST ON WHICH ARE GUARANTEED BY, THE UNITED StATES 
GoVERNMENT, HAVING A MATURITY DATE OR BEING SUBJECT TO REDEMPTION AT THE OPTION 
OF THE tt0L.OER, HOT LATER THAN THREE (3) YEARS FROM TH.E DATE OF SUCH INVESTMENT AND 
ALL SUCH INVESTMENTS AS WELL AS ALL INCOME THER&:P"ROM SHALL BE CARRIE.D TO THE CREDIT 





SECTION 1.0 1. THE BoARD AND THE TRusTEE, FROM Tl ME TO Tl ME AND AT ANY Tt ME, 
SUBJECT TO THE RESTRICTIONS CONTAINED IN THIS INDENTURE, MAY, AND WHEN SO REQUIRED 
BY THIS INDENTURE SHALL., ENTER INTO SUCH INDENTURES SUPPLEMENTAL HERETO AS MAY OR 
SHALL BY THS:M BE DEEMED NECESSARY OR DESIRABLE FOR ANY ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING 
PURPOSES, AMONG OTHERS: 
(1) To EVIDENCE THE SUCCESSION OF ANOTHER PUBLIC CORPORATION 
OR STATE AGENCY TO THE 80ARD1 AND THE ASSUMPTION BY SUCH 
SUCCESSOR OF THE COVENANTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE 80ARD1 
IN THE BoNOS HEREBY SECURED AND IN THIS JNDENTUREi 
(2) To EVIDENCE THE SUCCESSION OF ANOTHER BANK OR TRUST COMPANY, 
AS TRUSTEE AS HEREIN OTHERWISE PERMITTED AND PROVIDED AND 
THE ACCEPTANCE BY ANC ON BEHALF OF SUCH SUCCESSOR OF THE 
PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTUREt AND 
(3) FoR ANY OTHER PURPOSE NOT INCONSISTENT WITH THE TERMS OF 
THIS INDENTURE, AND WHICH SHALL NOT IMPAIR THE SECURITY OF 
THE SAME 1 OR FOR THE PURPOSE OF CURING ANV AMBIGUITY, OR OF 
CURING1 CORRECTING OR SUPPLEMENTING ANV DEFECTIVE OR 
INCONSISTENT PROVISIONS CONTAINED HEREIN OR IN ANY SUPPLEM!CNTAL 
INDENTURE. 
SECTION 7.02. THE TRuSTEE 1s AUTHORIZED TO JOIN WITH THE BoARD IN THE 
EXECUTION OF ANY SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE 1 TO MAKE THE FURTHER AGREEMENTS AND 
STIPULATIONS WHICH MAY BE THEREIN CONTAINED. 
ANY SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE EXECUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANY OF THE 
PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE SHALL THEREAFTER FORM A PART OF THIS INDENTURE, 
AND ALL THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED IN ANY SUCH SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE 
AS TO ANY PROVISION AUTHORIZED TO BE CONTAINED THEREIN SHALL BE AND BE DEEMED 
TO BE PART OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS INDENTURE FOR ANY AND ALL PURPOSES. 
ARTICLE EIGHT 
REMEDIES 
.SECTION 8.01a THAT FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE to LDERS OF THE 80NDS SECURED 
BV THIS INDENTURE AND THE INTEREST COUPONS THERETO ATTACHED, A STATUTORY MORTGAGE 
LIEN UPON SAID PROJECT AND ALL PROPERTIES CONNECTED THEREWITH AND BELONGING 
THERETO IS GRANTED AND CREATED BY SECTIONS 162.350#AND 162.200 OF THE KENTUCKY 
REVISED STATUTES, WHICH SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN IS HEREBY RECOGNIZED AND 
DECLARED TO BE VALID AND BINDING AS PROVIDED BY L.AW, AND SHALL TAKE EFFECT 
IMMEDIATELY uPON THE DELIVERY OF ANY OF SAID BoNDS. THE TRuSTEE MAY, AND UPON 





OF THE PRJ NCI PAL AMOUNT OF THE 80NDS THEN OUTSTANOI NG1 SHALL.1 EITHER AT LAW OR IN 
EUQITY, BY SUJT1 ACTION MA,.IDAMUS OR OTHER PROCEEOJNGI~1 ENFORCE AND COMPEL 
PERFORMANCE OF ALL DUTIES REQUIRED BY LAW, INCLUDING THE CHARGE, COLLECTION AND 
ACCOUNTING FOR SUFFICIENT RENTS 1 FEES AND CHARGES, AND THE SEGREGATION AND 
APPLICATION OF THE INCOME AND REVENUES AS PROVIDED BY THIS INDENTURE. 
SECTION 8.02. 
II 
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING EVENTS IS HEREBY DECLARED AN EVENT 
OF DEFAULT, 1t THAT Is TO SAY: IF 
(A) PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL. OF ANY OF THE 80NDS SHALL NOT BE 
MADE WHEN THE SAME SHALL BECOME DUE AND PAYABLE, EITHER AT MATURITY 
OR BY PROCEEDINGS FOR REDEMPTION OA OTHERWISEj OR 
(e) PAYMJ!NT OF ANY INSTALLMENT OF INTEREST SHALL NOT BE MADE 
WHEN THE SAME SHALL BECOME DUE AND PAYABLE OR WITHIN THIRTY 
(30) DAYS THEREAFTER; OR 
(c) THE BoARD SHALL DISCONTINUE OR UNREASONABLY DELAY OR FAIL 
TO CARRY ON WITH REASONABLE DISPATCH THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
PROJECT; OR 
(o) THE BoARD SHALL FOR ANY REASON BE RENDERED INCAPABLE OF 
FULFII .. LING ITS OBLIGATIONS HEREUNDER! OR 
(E) THE PROJECT SHALL. BE DESTROYED OR DAMAGED AND SHALL. NOT 
BE PROMPTLY REPAIRED, REPLACED OR RECONSTRUCTED (wHETHER SUCH 
FAILURE PROMPTLY TO REPAIR 1 REPLACE OR RECONSTRUCT THE SAME 
BE DUE TO THE IMPRACTICABILITY OF SUCH REPAIR, REPLACEMENT 
OR RECONSTRUCTION, OR TO LACK OF FUNDS THEREFOR OR FOR ANY 
OTHER REASON); OR 
(F) AN ORDER OR DECREE SHALL BE ENTERED, WITH THE CONSENT OR 
ACQUIESCENCE OF THE 8oARD1 APPOINTING A RECEIVER OR RECEIVERS 
OF THE PROJECT OR OF THE INCOME THEREFROM, OR IF SUCH ORDER OR 
OECREE 1 HAVING BEEN ENTERED WITHOUT THE ACQUIESCENCE OR CONSENT 
OF THE 80AR01 SHALL NOT BE VACATED OR DISCHARGED OR STAYED ON APPEAL 
WITHIN SIXTY (60) DAYS AFTER ENTRYf OR 
(G) i'He: BoARD SHALL DEFAUL. T IN THE DUE AND PUNCTUAL PERFORMANCE 
OF ANY OTHER OF THE COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, AGREEMENTS AND 
PROVISIONS CONTAINED IN THE 80NOS OR IN THIS INDENTURE ON THE 
PART OF THE 80ARD TO BE PERFORMED, AND SUCH DEFAULT SHAI..L. 
CONTINUE FOR THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER WRITTEN NOTICE SPECIFYING SUCH 
DEFAULT AND REQUIRING THE SAME TO BE REMEDIED SHALL. HAVE BEEN GIVEN 
TO THE 80ARD BY THE TRUSTEE, WHICH MAY GIVE SUCH NOTICE IN ITS DISCRETION 
AND SHALL GIVE SUCH NOTICE UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST 
OF THE HOI..OERS OF NOT L..ESS THAN FIFTEEN PER CENT (15 PER CENT) 
IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE 80NOS THEN OUTSTANDING. 
SECTION 8 .. 03. UPON THE HAPPENING AND CONTINUANCE OF ANY EVENT OF DEFAULT 
- . "· .. 
SPECIFIED IN SECTION 8,02 OF THIS ARriCLE 1 THEN AND IN EVERY CASE THE TRUSTEE MAY 
AND UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE HOLDERS OF NOT LESS THAN TWENTv-'FIVE PER 
CENT (25 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT OF THE BoNOS THEN OUTSTANDING SHALL.. 1 BY A 
NOTICE IN WR'ITING TO THE 90ARD1 OECL.ARE THE PRINCIPAL OF ALL. OF THE 80NDS THEN 
OUTSTANDING TO BE DUE AND PAYABLE IMMEOJATEI..Y1 AND UPON SUCH DECLARATION THE SAME 
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BECOME AND BE IMMEDIATEL-Y DUE AND PAVABL..E, ANYTHING CONTAINED IN THE 80NOS OR IN 
THIS INDENTURE TO THE CONTRARY NOTWITHSTANDING; PROViDED, HOWEVER, THAT IF AT ANY 
TIME AFTER THE PRINCIPAL.. OF THE bONDS SHAL..L. HAVE BEEN SO DECL.AREO TO BE DUE AND 
PAYABL..E, AND BEFORE THE ENTRY OF FINAL. JUDGMENT OR DECREE IN ANY SUIT, ACTION OR 
PROCEEDING INSTITUTED ON ACCOUNT OF SUCH OEFAUL.T, OR BEFORE THE COMPLETION OF 
THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANY OTHER REMEDY UNDER THIS INDENTURE, MONEYS SHAL.L. HAVE 
ACCUMULATED IN THE SINKING FuND SUFFICIENT TO PAY ALL. ARREARS OF INTEREST, IF 
ANY, UPON AL.L OF THE BoNOS THEN OUTSTANDING (EXCEPT THE INTEREST ACCRUED ON SUCH 
80NDS SINCE THE L.AST INTEREST PAYMENT DATE), AND THE CHARGES, COMPENSATION, 
EXPENSES, DISBURSEMENTS, ADVANCES AND LIABILITIES OF THE TRUSTEE AND ALL OTHER 
AMOUNTS THEN PAYABL.E BY THE 80ARD HEREUNDER SHAL.L. HAVE BEEN PAID OR A SUM 
SUFFICIENT TO PAY THE SAME SHAL.L. HAVE BEEN DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE, AND EVERY 
OTHER DEFAULT KNOWN TO THE TRUSTEE IN THE OBSERVANCE OR PERFORMANCE OF ANY 
COVENANT, CONDITION OR AGREEMENT CONTAINED IN THE 80NOS OR IN THIS INDENTURE 
(oTHER THAN A DEFAUL.T IN THE PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL. OF SUCH 60NDS THEN DUE ONL.Y 
BECAUSE OF A DECLARATION UNDER THIS SECTION) SHALL. HAVE BEEN REMEDIED TO THE 
SATISFACTION OF THE TRuSTEE, THEN AND IN EVERY SUCH CASE THE TRUSTEE MAY1 AND 
UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE H0L.DER9 OF NOT L.ESS THAN TWENTv-FIVE PEA CENT 
(25 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT OF THE COHOS THEN OUTSTANDING SHAL.L. 1 BY WRITTEN 
NOTICE TO THE 80ARD 1 RESCIND AND ANNUL. SUCH DECLARATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES, 
BUT NO SUCH AECISSION OR ANNUL.MENT SHALL. EXTENT TO OR AFFECT ANY SUBSEQUENT 
DEFAUL.T OR IMPAIR ANY RIGHT CONSEQUENT THEREON. 
5&:CTION 8.04. UPON THE HAPPENING AND CONTINUANCE OF ANY EVENT OF 
DEFAUL.T SPECIFIE:..; IN SECTION 8.02 OF THIS f:RTICLE, THEN AND IN EVERY SUCH CASE 
THE TRUSTEE MAY PROCEED, AND UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE HOL.DERS OF NOT 
L.ESS THAN FIFTEEN PER CENT (15 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT OF THE 80NDS THEN 
OUTSTANDING HEREUNDER, SHAL.L. PROCEED TO PROTECT AND ENFORCE ITS RIGHTS AND THE 
RIGHTS OF THE BONDHOLDERS UNDER THE LAWS OF THE COMMONWEAL. TH OF KENTUCKY 
OR UNDER THIS INDENTURE BY SUCH SUITS, ACTIONS OR SPECIAL. PROCEEDINGS IN EQUITY OR 
AT L.AW, EITHER FOR THE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OF ANY COVENANT OR AGREEMENT 
CONTAINED HEREIN, OR IN AID OR EXECUTION OF ANY POWER HEREIN GRANTED OR FOR THE 
ENFORCEMENT OF ANY PROPER LEGAL OR EQUITABl-E REMEDY, AS THE TRUSTEE, BEING 




IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANY REMEDY UNDER THIS INDENTURE, THE TRUSTEE SHALL. 
BE ENTITLED TO SUE FOR, ENFORCE PAYMENT OF AND RECEIVE ANY AND AL.L AMOUNTS THEN 
OR DURING ANY DEFAUL-T BECOMING 1 AND AT ANY TIME REMAINING, DUE FROM THE BoARD 
FOR PRINCIPAL, INTEREST OR OTHERWISE UNDER ANY OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE 
OR OF THE BoNDS AND UNPAID, THE INTEREST ACCRUED ON SUCH 80NOS SINCE THE LAST 
INTEREST PAYMENT DATE), AND THE CHARGES, COMPENSATION1 EXPENSES, DISBURSEMENTS, 
ADVANCES AND LIABILITIES OF THE TRUSTEE AND AL.L OTHER AMOUNTS THEN PAYABLE BY 
THE 80ARO HEREUNDER SHALL HAVE BEEN PAID OR A SUM SUFFICIENT TO PAY THE SAME 
SHALL HAVE BEEN DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE, AND EVERY OTHER DEFAULT KNOWN TO 
THE TRUSTEE IN THE OBSERVANCE OR PERFORMANCE OF ANY COVENANT, CONDITION OR 
AGREEMENT CONTAINED IN THE 80NOS OR IN THIS INDENTURE (oTHER THAN A DEFAULT IN 
THE PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL. OF SUCH 80NDS THEN DUE ONL.Y BECAUSE OF A DECL.ARATION 
UNDER THIS SECTION) SHAL.L. HAVE BEEN REMEDIED TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE TRUSTEE, T 
THEN AND IN EVERY SUCH CASE THE TRUSTEE MAY, AND UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF 
THE HOL.OERS OF NOT L.ESS THAN TWENTv-FIVE PER CENT (25 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT 
OF THE 80NOS THEN OUTSTANDING SHAL.L. 1 BY WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE 8oARD 1 RESCIND AND 
ANNUL. SUCH OECL.ARATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES, BUT NO SUCH RECISSION OR ANNUL.MENT 
SHALL EXTEN~ TO OR AFFECT ANY SUBSEQUENT DEFAULT OR IMPAIR ANY RIGHT CONSEQUENT 
THEREON, 
.::;,ecTJON 8.04. UPON THE HAPPENING AND CONTINUANCE OF ANY EVENT OF DEFAULT 
SPECIFIED IN SECTION 8,02 OF THIS ARTICLE, THEN AND IN EVERY SUCH CASE THE TRUSTEE 
MAY PROCEED, AND UPON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE HOLDERS OF NOT LESS THAN FIFTEEN 
PER CENT (15 PER CENT) IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE 80NOS THEN OUTSTANDING HEREUNDER, 
SHAL.L. PROCEED TO PROTECT AND ENFORCE ITS RIGHTS AND THE RIGHTS OF THE BONDHOLDERS 
UNDER THE LAws OF THE CoMMONWEALTH oF KENTUCKY OR uNDER THIS INDENTURE BY 
SUCH SUITS, ACTIONS OR SPECIAL PROCEEDINGS IN EQUITY OR AT l-AW1 EITHER FOR THE 
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OF ANY COVENANT OR AGREEMENT CONTAINED HEREIN, OR IN AID 
OR EXECUTION OF ANY POWER HEREIN GRANTED OR FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANY PROPER 
LEGAL. OR EQUITABL-E REMEOY1 AS THE TRUSTEE 1 BEING AOVISEO BY COUNSEL., SHAL.L 
DEEM MOST EFFECTUAL TO PROTECT AND ENFORCE SUCH RIGHTS. 
IN THE ENFORCEMENT OF ANY REMEDY UNDER THIS INDENTURE, THE TRUSTEE 
SHALL. BE ENTITLED TO SUE FOR 1 ENFORCE PAYMENT OF AND RECEIVE ANY AND AL.L. AMOUNTS 
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THEN OR DURING ANY DEFAULT BECOMING, AND AT ANY TIME REMAINING, DUE FROM THE 80ARO 
FOR PRINCIPAL., INTEREST OR OTHERWISE UNDER ANY OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE 
OR OF THE 80ND!.':ANO UNPAID, TOGETHER WITH ANY AND ALL C05TS AND EXPENSES OF COLLECTION 
AND OF ALL PROCEEDINGS HEREUNDER AND UNDER SUCH 80NQS1 WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO ANY 
OTHER RIGHT OR REMEDY OF T,HE TRUSTEE OR OF THE BONDHOLDERS, AND TO RECOVER AND 
EI'IFORCE JUDGMENT OR DECREE AGAINST THE 80ARD1 BUT SOLELY AS PROVIDED HEREIN AND 
IN SUCH 80NDS 1 FOR ANY PORTION OF SUCH AMOUNTS REMAINING UNPAID, WITH INTEREST, 
COSTS AND EXPENSES, AND TO COLLECT (sOLELY FROM MONEYS IN THE SINKING FuND AND 
THE INCOME OF THE PROJECT PLEDGED TO THE PAYMENT OF THE BoNOS BY THIS INDENTURE) 
IN ANY MANNER PROVIDED BY LAW1 THE MONEYS ADJUDGED OR DECREED TO BE PAYABLE. 
SECTION 8.05. ANYTHING IN THIS )NDENTURE TO THE CONTRARY NOTWITUSTANOING1 
THE HOLDERS OF A MAJORITY IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE 80NOS AT THE TIME OUTSTANDING 
HEREUNDER SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT 1 BY AN INSTRUMENT IN WRITING EXECUTED AND DELIVERED 
TO THE TRUSTEE, TO DIRECT THE METHOD AND PLACE OF CONDUCTING ALL REMEDIAL PROCEEDINGS 
TO BE TAKEN BY THE TRUSTEE HEREUNDER, PROVIDED THAT SUCH DIRECTION SHALL. NOT BE 
OTHERWISE THAN IN ACCORDANCE WITH LAW OR THE; PROVISIONS OF THIS iNDENTURE, AND THAT 
THE TRUSTEE SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO DECLINE TO FOLLOW ANY SUCH DIRECTION WHICH IN 
THE OPINION OF THE TRUSTEE WOULD BE UNJUSTLY PREJUDICIAL TO BONDHOLDERS NOT 
PARTIES TO SUCH DIRECTION. 
SECTION 8.06. ALL. RIGHTS OF ACTION UNDER THIS INDENTURE OR UNDER ANY OF 
THE BoNOS SECURED HEREBY, ENFORCEABLE BY THE TRUSTEE, MAY BE ENFORCED BY THE 
TRuSTEE WITHOUT THE POSSESSION OF ANY OF THE BoNOS OR THE COUPONS APPERTAINING 
THERETO OR THE PRODUCTION THEREOF ON THE TRIAL OR OTHER PROCEEDINGS RELATIVE 
THERETO, ANY SUCH SUIT, ACTION OR PROCEEDING INSTITUTED BY THE TRUSTEE, SHALL BE 
BROUGHT IN ITS NAME FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALl- THE HOLDERS OF SUCH 80NOS AND COUPONS, 
SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE. No REMEDY HEREIN CONFERRED UPON 
OR RESERVED TO THE TRUSTEE IS INTENDED TO BE EXCLUSIVE OF ANY OTHER REMEDY OR 
REMEDIES, AND EACH AND EVERY SUCH REMEDY SHALL BE CUMULATIVE AND SHALL BE IN 
ADDITION TO EVERY OTHER REMEDY GIVEN HEREUNDER OR NOW OR HEREAFTER EXISTING AT 
LAW OR IN EQUITY OR BY STATUTE, No DELAY OR OMISSION OF THE TRUSTEE, OR OF ANY 
HOLDER OF THE 80NDS, TO EXERCISE ANY RIGHT OR POWER ACCRUING UPON ANY_OEFAUL..T 1 
SHALL IMPAIR ANY SUCH RIGHT OR POWER OR SHALL BE CONSTRUED TO BE A WAIVER OF 
ANY SUCH OEFAUL.T OR AN ACQUIESCENCE THEREINi ANO EVERY POWER ANO REMEDY GIVEN 
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ev THIS ARTICLE TO THE TRusTEE AND THE HOLDERS OF THE BoNos, RESPECTIVELY, MAY 
BE EXERCISED FROM TIME TO TIME AND AS OFTEN AS MAY BE DEEMED EXPEDIENT. 
ARTICLE NINE 
RELEASE AND DISCHARGE OF INDENTURE 
5EcTtDN 9.01 .. VVHENEVER THE BeARe SHALL PAY, OR cAuse TO eE PAlo, THE FUL..L.. 
AMOUNT DUE AND TO BECOME DUE UPON ALl.. OF THE BoNOS HEREBY SECURED AND THEN OUTSTANDING, 
OR SHALL PROVIDE FOR FULl.. PAYMENT THEREOF BY DEPOSITING WITH THE TRUSTEE HEREUNDER, 
FOR THE DISCHARClE OF SUCH 80NOS AND COUPONS, THE ENTIRE AMOUNT DUE AND TO BECOME 
CUE THEREON, AND SHALL, IN CASE OF REDEMPTION OF ALL OF THE OUTSTANDING 80NDS 1 DELIVER 
TO THE TRUSTEE PROOF SATISFACTORY TO IT THAT NOTICE OF REDEMPTION OF ALL OF THE 
OUTSTANDING 8oHDS HAS BEEN DULY GIVEN, AND SHALL PAY THE TRUSTEE INFUL.L. FOR ALL 
SERVICES RENDERED BY IT HEREUNDER, AND SHALL WELL AND TRULY KEEP AND PERFORM 
ALL OF THE THINGS HEREIN REQUIRED TO BE KEPT AND PERFORMED BY IT, ACCORDING TO THE 
TRURr INTENT AND MEANING OF THIS iNDENTURE, THEN AND IN THAT EVENT THESE PRESENTS 
AND THE TRUST HEREBY CREATED SHALL CEASE AND TERMINATE, AND FURTHER PAYMENTS FROM 
THE REVENUES HEREBY PLEDGED TO THE TRUSTEE SHALL. THEREUPON CEASE, TERMINATE 
AND BECOME VOID 1 EXCEPT AS TO PAYMENT OF THE MONJ;:YS HELD SY THE TRUSTEE, WHICH 
SHALL BE APPLIED BY SAID TRUSTEE, TO THE PAYMENT OF SUCH BoNOS AND COUPONS UPON THE 
PRESENTATION AND SURRENDER THEREOF,. ANY DEPOSIT OF MONEY WITH THE TRUSTEE FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF PAYING, AND SUFFICIENT IN AMOUNT TO PAY1 CERTAIN OF THE BoNOS AND INTEREST 
DUE, AND TO BECOME DUE THEREON, OR CERTAIN OF THE COUPONS APPERTAINING THERETO, 
SHALL DISCHARGE THE LIABILITY OF THE BoARD ON THE BONOS AND OR COUPONS P'OR PAYMENT 
OF WHICH SUCH DEPOSIT SHAL.L BE MADE, AND THEREAFTER SUCH 80NDS AND COUPONS SHALL 
NOT BE ENTITLED TO ANY OF THE BENEFITS OF THIS INDENTURE, AND IN CASE OF FULL PAYMENT 
OF AL.L. THE 80NDS AND COUPONS AND THE DISCHARGE OF ALL OTHER OBLIGATIONS ON THE PART 
OF THE 80ARD AS HEREIN PROVIDED, OR IN CASE OF THEi DEPOSIT OF A SUFFICIENT SUM OF 
MONEY FOR THE FULL PAYMENT OF THH 60NOS AND COUPONS, AND THE DISCHARGE OF ALL. 
OTHER OBLIGATIONS ON THE PART OF THE 8oARD 1 AS HEREIN PROVIDED, TH£ TRUSTEE SHALL 
EXECUTE AND DELIVER TO THE SoARD ON DEMAND, AT THE COST AND EXPENSE OF THE 80ARD1 
ALL PROPER INSTRUMENTS THAT MAY BE NECESSARY TO EVIDENCE THE SATISFACTION AND 
TERMINATION OF THIS INDENTURE. 
Se:ctiON 9.Q2. THE SAT I SFACTtON AND DISCHARGE OP' THIS INDENTURE PURSUANT 
TO THIS ARTICLI.t SHALL BE WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO THE RIGHT OF THE TRUSTEE TO BE PAID 
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ANY COMPENSATION THEN CUE IT HKREUNDER ANC TO SE PROTECTED AND $AVEC HARMLI!ESS BY 
THE BoARD FROM ANY AND ALL LOSSES, LIA81L.ITIES, COSTS AND EXPENSES, INCI.-UDING 
COUNSKL FEE$1 AT ANY TIME INCURRED BY THE TRUSTEE HEREUNDER OR CONNECTED WITH ANY 
80HD ISSUED HEREUNDER, AND THE BoARD HEREBY COVENANTS TO PROTECT AND SAVE THE 
TRUSTEE HARMLESS FROM ANY AND ALL SUCH LOSSES1 LIABILITIES, COSTS AND EXPENSES 
INCURRED IN ACTING UNDER THIS INOENTURE, EXCEPT SUCH AS MAY BE CAUSED BY THE GROSS 
NEGLIGENCE OR WILLFUL DEFAULT OF THE TRUSTEE, 
ARTICLE TEN 
CONCERNING THE TRUSTEE 
SECTION JQ,Q!. THE TRUSTEE HE:REBY ACCEPTS THE TRUSTS IMPOSED UPON IT 
BY THIS INDENTURE, BUT ONLY UPON AND SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS; 
(A) THE TRUSTEE MAY EXECUTE ANY OF THE TRUSTS OR POWERS HEREOF 
AND PERFORM ANY DUTIES REQUIRED OF IT, BY OR THROUGH ATTORNEYS, 
AGEHTS 1 RECEIVERS, OR EMPL.0YEE51 AND SHAL.L BE ENTITLED TO ADVICE 
OF COUNSEL. CONCERNING AL.L. MATTERS OF TRUST HEREOF AND ITS DUTIES 
HEREUNDER1 AND MAy IN AL.L CASES PAY SUCH REASONABLE COMPENSATION 
AS IT SHALL. DEEM PROPER TO ALL. SUCH ATTORNEYS, AGENTS, RECEIVERS 
AND EMPI.-OYEES AS MAY REASONABLY BE EMPLOYED IN CONNECTION 
WITJi THE TRUSTS HEREOF, AND THE BoARD COVENANTS AND AGREES 
TO REPAY UPON DEMAND ALL SUCH OUTL.AVS AND li.XPENOITURES So-
INCURRED. 
(a) Exce:PT FOR THa: AUTHENTICATION OF BoNos, THE TRuSTEE SHAL.L 
NOT BE RESPONSISL.E FOR ANY RECITALS HEREIN OR IN SAID 80NDS, 
OR FOR INSURING THE PROJECT OR COL.L.ECTING ANY INSURANCE 
MONEYS, OR FOR THE EXECUTION OF THIS INDENTURE OR OF ANY 
SUPPLEMENTAL. INDENTURES OR INSTRUMENT OF FURHTER ASSURANCE 
OR FOR THE VAL.IDITY TH&:REOF 1 OR FOR THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE 
SECURITY FOR THE 8oHDS ISSUED UNgER OR INTENDED TO BE SECURED 
HEREBY, OR FOR THE VALUE OR TITLE OF THE 80ARD TO THE PROJECT, 
OR AS TO THE MAINTENANCE OF THE SECURITY HERE.OFj AND THE 
TRUSTEE SHALL NOT BE BOUND TO ASCERTAIN OR INQUIRE AS TO THE 
PERFORMANCE OR OBSERVANCE OF ANY COVENANTS, CONDITIONS OR 
AGREEMENTS ON THE PART OF THE 8CARD CONTAINED HEREIN1 BUT 
THE TRuSTEE MAY REQUIRE oF THE BoARD FULL. INP'ORMATION AND 
ADVICE AS TO THE PERFORMANCE OF THE COVENANTS, CONDITIONS 
AND AGREEME.NTS AFORESAID AND AS TO THE CONDITION OF THE 
PROJECT. 
(c) ALL MONEYS RECEIV&:D BY THE TRUSTEE UNDER ANY PROVISION OF 
THIS INDENTURE SHALL, UNTIL. USED OR APPI.-IED AS PROVIDED IN 
THIS INDENTURE, BE HELD IN TRUST FOR THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH 
SUCH MONEYS WERE RECEIVED, Our" NEED NOT BE SEGREGATED FROM 
OTHER FUNDS EXCEPT TO THE. EXTENT REQUIRED BY LAW. THE 
TRUSTEE SHALL NOT BE OBLIGATED TO PAY INTEREST ON SUCH MONEYS, 
SAVE sucH AS IT SHALL AGREE TO PAY THEREON. THE TnusTII!E MAY 
BECOME THE OWNitR OF 80NDS AND COUPONS SECURED HEREBY WI.,H 
THE SAME RIGHTS WHICH IT WOULD HAVE IF NOT TRUSTEE. 
(o) THE TRuSTEE sHALl.- BE PROTECTED IN ACTING uPON ANY N.<,TICE, 
REQUEST, CONSENT, CERTIFICATE, ORDER, AFFIDAVIT, LETTER1 
TELEGRAM OR OTHER PAPER OR DOCUMENT BEI.-IEV&:D BY IT TO BE 
.. 
G&NUIN6 AND CORRECT, AND TO HAVE BEEN SIGNED OR SENT BY THE 
PROPER PERSON OR PERSONS, AND THE TRUSTEE SHALL NOT BE REQUI REO 
TO RECOGNIZE ANY PERSON AS A HOLDER OF ANY 80NO OR COUPON OR 
TO TAKE ANY ACTION AT HIS REQUEST UNLESS SUCH 80NO OR COUPON 
SHALL BE DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE, OR SUBMITTED TO IT FOR 
INSPECTION. ANY ACTION TAKEN BY THE TRuSTEE PURSUANT TO THIS 
INDENTURE, UPON THE REQUEST OR AUTHORITY OR CONSENT OF ANY PERSON 
WHO AT THE TIME OF fOI~- SUCH REQUEST OR GIVING SUCH AUTHORITY 
OR CONSENT IS THE OWNER OF ANY. 8DND SECURED HERESY, SHAL.L. BE 
COMCL.U&IVE AND BINDING UPON ALL FUTURE OWNERS AND HOL.DERS OF 
sucH BoNos. 
THE TRuSTEE SHALL NOT BE COMPELLED TO DO ANY ACT HEREUNDER, 
'-.· 
OR TO TAKE ANY ACTION TOWARD THE EXECUTION OR ENFORCEMENT 
OF THE TRUSTS HEREBY CREATED OR TO PROSECUTE OR TO DEFEND ANY 
SUIT IN RESPECT HEREOF, UNLESS INDEMNIFIED TO ITS SATISFACTION 
AGAINST LOSS, COST, l-1ABILITY AND EXPENSE, 
(F) As TO THE EXISTENCE OR NONEXISTENCE OF ANY FACT OR AS TO THE 
SUFFICIENCY OR VALIDITY OR AN~.NSTRUMENT, PAPER OR PROCEEDING, 
THE TRUSTEI! SHALL. BE ENTITLED TO RELV UPON A CERTIFICATE OF 
THE BoARD SIGNED BY THE CHAIRMAN AND ATTESTED BY THE SEcRETARY 
AS SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE OF THE FACTS THEREIN CONTAINED, AND 
SHALL ALSO BE AT LIBERTY TO ACCEPT A SIMILAR CERTIFICATE TO 
THE EFFECT THAT ANY PARTICULAR DEALING, TRANSACTION OR ACTION 
IS NECESSARY OR EXPEDIENT, BUT MAY1 IN ITS DISCRETION, AT THE 
REASONABLE EXPENSE OF THE 8oAR01 IN EVERY CASE SECURE SUCH 
FURTHER EVIDENCE AS IT MAV THINK NECESSARY OR 
SHALL IN NO CASE BE BOUND TO SECURE THE SAME. 
MAY ACCEPT A CERTIFICATE OF THE SECRETARY OF 
ADVISABLE, BUT 
THE TRuSTEE 
THE BoARD, UNDER 
ITS CORPORATE SEAL1 TO THE EFFECT THAT A RESOLUTION IN FORM 
THEREIN SET FORTH HAS BEEN ADOPTED BY THE 8oARD1 AS CONCLUSIVE 
EVIDENCE THAT SAID RESOLUTION HAS BEEN DULY AQOPTED1 AND IS IN 
FULL FORCE AND EFFECT• THE TRUSTEE MAY1 IN RELATION TO THIS 
INDENTURE, ACT UPON THE OPINION OR ADVICE OF ANY ATTORNEY, 
VALUATOR, SURVEYOR, ENGINEER, ACCOUNTANT, OR OTHER EXPERT, 
WHETHER RETAINED OR SELECTED BY THE TRuSTEE, THE 80ARD1 
OR OTHERWISE, AND IN THE ABSENCE OF NEGLIGENCE OR FAULT 
SHALL HOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS REBUt.. TING FROM ANY 
ACTION OR NON-ACTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH ANV SUCH OPINION 
OR ADVICE, 
(o) THE TRUSTEE SHAL.L. NOT BE LIABL.E FOR ANY ACTION TAKEN OR 
OMITTED TO BE TAKEN BY IT IN GOOD FAITH AND REASONABLY BELIEVED 
BY IT TO BE WITHIN THE DISCRETION OR POWER CONFERRED UPON IT BY 
THIS INDENTURE OR IN THE ABSENCE OF NEGLIGENCE OR FAULT BE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONSEQUENCES OF ANY OVERSIGHT OR ERROR OF 
JUDGMENT, AND THE TRUSTEE SHALL BE ANSWERABLE ONLY FOR ITS OWN 
ACTS, RECEIPTS, NEGLECTS AND DEFAULTS. 
(H) AT ANy AND ALL REASONABLE TIMES, THE TRUSTEE, AND ITS DULY 
AUTHORIZED AGENTS, ATTORNEYS, EXPERTS, ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, 
ACCOUNTANTS AND REPRESENTATI YES, SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT FUL.LY 
TO INSPECT ANY AND ALL OF THE PROJECT, INCLUDING AL.L. BOOKS, 
PAPE RS 1 AND CONTRACTS OF THE 8oARD AND CoLLEGE, AND TO TAKE 
SUCH MEMORANDA FROM AND IN REGARD THERETO AS MAY BE DESIRED, 
(•) THE TRuSTEE SHALL. NOT BE REQUIRED TO GIVE ANY BoNo oR SURETY 
IN RESPECT OF THE EXECUTION OF THE SAID TRUSTS AND POWERS OR 
OTHERWISE IN RESPECT TO THE PREMISES, 
......... 
SECTION ]Q,Q2, THE TRUSTEE MAY AT ANY TIME RESIGN.AND BE DISCHARGED OF THE 
TRUSTS HEREBY CREATED SY MAILING WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE 80ARD AND TO EACH REGISTERED 
OWNER OF SeNDS, SPECIFYING THE DAY UPON WHICH SUCH RESIGNATION SHALL TAKE EFFECT, 
- 3~-
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AND THEREAFTER, UNLESS ALL OUTSTANDING 80NDS ARE REGISTERED AS TO PRINCIPAL., CAUSING 
NOTICE THEREOF TO BE PUBLISHED (A) IN A DAILY NEWSPAPER OF GENERAL. CIRCULATION AT THE 
TIME PUBLISHED 1N THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE aN THE CITY OF Louasvu .. L.E, KENTUCKY, AND (e) 
IN A FINANCIAL NEWSPAPER OR JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN THE ENGL.ISH LANGUAGE IN Ne:w YoRK, 
N£w YoRK, ONCE A WEEK FOR THREE (3) CONSECUTIVE WEEKS PRIOR TO THE DATE UPON WHICH 
SUCH RESIGNATION SHALL. TAKE EFFECT, AND SUCH RESIGNATION SHALL. TAKE EFFECT UPON 
THE DAY SPECIFIED IN SUCH NOTICE UNLESS PREVIOUSLY A SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE SHALL HAVE 
BEEN APPOINTED BY THE BONDHOLDERS OR THE i:30ARD IN THE MANNER HEREINAFTER IN THIS 
ARTICLE PROVIDED, AND IN SUCH EVENT SUCH RESIGNATION SHALL TAKE EFFECT IMMEDIATELY 
ON THE APPOINTMENT OF SUCH SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE. 
SECTION 1Q.03. THE TRUSTEE MAY BE REMOVED AT ANY Tl ME BY AN INSTRUMENT 
OR CONCURRENT INSTRUMENTS IN WRITING, DELIVERED TO THE TRUSTEE AND TO THE BoARD, 
AND SIGNED BY THE HOLDERS OF A MAJORITY IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF THE BONOS HEREBY 
SECURED AND THEN OUTSTAN;,;JNG. 
SECTION JQ,Q4. lN CASE THE TRUSTEE HEREUNDER SHALL RESIGN OR BE REMOVED 8 
OR BE OISSOL.VED1 OR SHALL BE IN COURSE OF DISSOLUTION OR LIQUIDATION, OR OTHERWISE 
BECOME INCAPABLE OF ACTING HEREUNDER, OR IN CASE THE TRUSTEE SHALL BE TAKEN UNDER 
THE CONTROL OF ANY PUBLIC OFFICER OR OFFICERS, OR OF A RECEIVER APPOINTED BY A COURT, 
A SUCCESSOR MAY BE APPOINTED BY THE HOLDERS OF A MAJORITY IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF 
THE BONDS HEREBY SECURED AND THEN OUTSTANDING BY AN INSTRUMENT OR CONCURRENT 
INSTRUMENTS IN WRITING, SIGNED BY SUCH HOLDERS, OR BY THEIR ATTORNEYS IN FACT, 
DULY AUTHORIZED; PROVIDED, NEVERTHELESS, THAT IN CASE OF ANY SUCH EVENT THAT BoARD 
BY AN INSTRUMENT SIGNED BY THE CHAIRMAN, AND ATTESTED BY THE SECRETARY, UNDER 
ITS CORPORATE SEAL, MAY APPOINT A TEMPORARY TRUSTEE TO FILL SUCH VACANCY UNTIL 
A SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE SHALL. BE APPOINTED BY THE BONDHOLDERS IN THE MANNER ABOVE 
PROVIDED, AND ANY SUCH TEMPORARY TRUSTEE SO APPOINTED BY THE 80ARD SHAL.L IMMEDIATELY 
AND WITHOUT FURTHER ACT BE SUPERSEDED GY THE TRUSTEE SO APPOINTED BY SUCH BONDHOLDERS. 
EACH SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE APPOINTED PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE SHALL 
BE A TRUST COMPANY OR BANK WITH ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICE IN THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
AND HAVING A REPOR;t"ED Cl':'~MDINED CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OF AT LEAST 0NE MILLION DOLLARS 
($1,000,000). 
SECTION 10.05, EvERY succESSOR TRuSTEE APPOINTED HEREUNDER SHALL. EXECUTE, 
ACKNOWLEDGE AND DELIVER TO ITS PREDECESSOR AND ALSO TO THE BoARD, AN INSTRUMENT IN 
- ::16-
WRITING ACCEPTING SUCH APPOINTMENT HEREUNDER, AND THEREUPON SUCH SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE 
WITHOUT ANY FURTHER ACT 1 DEED OR CONVEYANCE, SHALL. BECOME FULLY VESTED WITH ALL OF 
THE RIGHTS, POWERS, TRUSTS, DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS OF ITS PREOECESSORi BUT SUCH 
PREDECESSOR SHALL NEVERTHELESS, ON THE WRITTEN REQUEST OF THE t30AR01 EXECUTE AND 
DEl-IVER AN INSTRUMENT TRANSFERRING TO SUCH SUCCESSOR TRUSTEE Al-L OF THE RIGHTS, 
POWERS, AND TRUSTS OF SUCH PREDECESSOR HEREUNDER; AND EVERY PREDECESSOR TRUSTEE 
SHALL DELIVER ALL. SECURITIES AND MONEYS HELD BY IT TO ITS SUCCESSOR. SHOULD ANY 
CONVEYANCE OR INSTRUMENT IN WRITING FROM THE BoARD BE REQUIRED BY ANY SUCCESSOR 
FOR MORE FULl-Y AND CERTAINLY VESTING IN SUCH TRUSTEE THE RIGHTS, POWERS AND DUTIES 
HEREBY VESTED OR INTENDED TOBE VESTED, IN THE PREDECESSOR TRUSTEE, ANY AND ALL SUCH 
CONVEYANCES AND INSTRUMENTS IN WRITING SHALL, ON REQUEST, BE EXECUTED, ACKNOWLEDGED 
AND DELIVERED BY THE 80ARD. 
ARTICLE ELEVEN 
MI3CELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
SECTION 11.0 1. IN THE EVENT THAT ANY BoNo ISSUED HEREUNDER SHALL NOT BE 
PRESENTED FOR PAYMENT WHEN THE PRINCIPAL THEREOF BECOME DUE 1 EITHER AT MATURITY 
OR OTHERWISE, OR AT THE DATE FIXED FOR THE REDEMPTION THEREOF1 AS HEREINBEFORE 
PROVIDED, OR IN THE EVENT THAT ANY COUPON SHALL NOT BE PRESENTED FOR PAYMENT AT 
THE DUE DATE THEREOF, THE 80ARD1 HAVING DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUSTEE FUNDS SUFFICIENT 
TO PAY SUCH 80NOS1 TOGETHER WITH ALL INTEREST DUE THEREON TO THE DATE OF THE MATURITY 
OF SUCH 80NO OR TO THE DATE FIXED FOR THE REDEMPTION THEREOF, OR TO PAY SUCH COUPON, 
AS THE CASE MAY B£ 1 THEN AND IN EVERY SUCH CASE, INTEREST ON SAID 80ND OR ON SAID 
UNPAID COUPON, AND ALL. LIABil-ITY OF THE BoARD TO THE HOLDER OF SAID BoND FOR THE 
PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL THEREOF AND INTEREST THEREON OR TO THE HOLDER OF SAID UNPAID 
COUPON FOR THE PAYMENT THEREOF AND INTEREST THEREON, AS THE CASE MAY BE, SHALL 
FORTHWITH CEASE 1 DETERMINE, TERMINATE AND BS: COMPL.ETEL.V DISCHARGED, AND THEREUPON 
IT SHALL BE THE DULY OF THE TRUSTEE TO HOLD THE FUNDS, SO OEPOSITED IN TRUST, FOR THE 
BENEFIT OF THE HOLDER OF SUCH 80ND OR UNPAID COUPON, AS THE CASE MAY BE, WHO SHALL 
THEREAFTER BE RESTRICTED EXCLUSIVELY TO SAID FUNDS FOR ANY CLAIM OF WHATSOEVER 
NATURE ON THE PART OF SUCH HOLDER UNDER THIS INDENTURE OR ON SAID BoND OR ANY COUPONS 
APPERTAINING THERETO, OR ON SAID UNPAID COUPON. 
$ECTION 11,02, ExcEPT AS IN THIS SECTION OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY PROVIDED, 
THB: HOLDERS OF SltVENTv-FIVE PER CENT (75 PER CENT) OR MORI: IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OP' THE 
..•.. ,. . . . . , •• ·• !·:; ...... . •l• ...... •' ·- . 
• ' ' 
BoNOS AT ANY TIM& 0UTSTANDIH8 aNALL. HAVE THI: ~OWER, BY AN INSTRUMENT OR INSTRUMENTS 
lf'!l WAITING SIGNED BY SUCM HOL.Qitaa ... PERSON oa IJY THEIR DULY AUTHORIZED AGENTS OR 
ATTORNEYS OR BY A COMMITTE& CONSTITUTED BY AN AGREEMENT TO WHICH ANY PORTION OP' THB: 
80NO$ &HAL.L HAVE 811.EN MADE SUBJECT BY DEPOSIT OR 0THBRWISE 1 AND DELIVEA&:O TO THE 
TRUSTEE, TO AUTHORIZE ANY MODIFICATION OR AI.TKAATION OF THIS INDENTURE OR ANY 
INDENTURE SUPPLEMENTAL HIERI:TO OA THE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE BoARD 
UNDRR THIS JNOitNTURE OR OP' THE HOLDERS OF ALL OF THE 80NDS THIEN OR FROM Tl ME TO 
TIME THER&:AP'TER OUTSTANDING UNDS:R THE INDENTURE AS FULLY AS THOUGH SUCH ACTION 
WERE SPECIFICALLY AND EXPRESSLY AUTHORIZED BY THE TERMS OF THE INDENTURE; 
PROVIDED ALWAYS THAT NO SUCH MODIFICATION OR ALTERATION (A) &HAL.L CHANGE OR IMPAIR 
THE OBLIGATION OF THE 8oARD TO PAY THE PRINCIPAL OF AND INTEREST ON THE BoNDS AT 
THE RllSPitCTIVE DATES AND AT THE PL.ACIES AND IN THE RESPitCTIVE AMOUNTS, AS PROVIDED 
IN THE 8oNDS1 (a) SHALL GIV&: TO ANY i30ND OR 6oNOS SECURED BY THE INDENTURE ANY 
PREFERENCE OVER ANY OTHER 80ND OR BoNDS :50 SECURED, (c) SHALL AUTHORIZE TH&: CREATION 
OF ANY LIEN PRIOR TO OR ON A PARITY WITH THE SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN UPON ANY OF 
THE PROPERTY SUBJECT TO SUCH STATUTORY MORTGAGE L.IEN 1 (o) SHALL. DEPRIVE ANY BONDHOLDER 
OF THE SECURITY AFFORDED BY THIS INDENTURE, OR (e:) SHALL. REDUCE THE PERCENTAGE 
REQUIRED BY THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION FOR ANY ACTION UNDER THIS SECTION, ALL 
PROVISIONS OF THIS TRUST INDENTURE ARE 1 OF COURSE, SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS, TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED IN T,HE FORM OF THE PROPOSED BoNDS, WHICH APPEARS IN 
THE PREAMBLE TO THis BoNo INDENTURE. ANY MODIFICATioN OF TH&: PROVISIONS OF TKE 
INDENTURE MADE AS AFORESAID, SHALL BE SET FORTH IN A SUPPLEMENTAL. INDENTURE BETWEEN 
THE TRuSTEE AND THE BoARD, 
$1.ctiON 1J,Q3, 'hHENEVER IN THIS INDENTURE ANY OF THE PARTIES HERETO IS 
REFERRED T01 SUCH REFERENCE SHALL Bit DEEMED TO INCLUDE THE SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGN& 
OF SUCH PARTY, AND ALL OF THE COVENANTS, PROMISES AND AGREEMENTS IN THIS fNOENTURK 
SHALL SINO AND INURE TO THE BENEFIT OF THS RESPECTIVE SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS OF 
SUCH PARTIES1 WHETHER SO EXPRESSED OR NOT, 
S&ctiON J 1.041 NOTHING IN THIS IND&NTUAE1 EXPRESSED OR IMPJ,.IE01 IS INTENDED 
OR SHALL BE CONSTAUIED TO CONP'ER UPON OR GIVC TO ANY PERSON OR CORPORATION, OTHER 
THAN THIE PARTIES HERETO ANO THE tt0LDKR8 OF TMil BONOS AND OF COUPONS, ANY RIGHT, 
REMEDY OR CL.AIM UNQI:A OR BY REASON OF THIS JNDKNTUIU£ 1 OR ANY COVENANT, CONDITION OR 
STI~U&.ATIOM HI:Rt:OP'1 ANO ALL OP' THE COVENANTS, aTIPU~TIONS1 PfiOMISEB, AGAIEJ:MIENTS 
- il-
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ANO CONDITIONS IH THIS INDENTURE CONTAINED, BY OR ON BEHALF OF THE BoARD, SHALL BE FOR 
THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE BENEFIT OF THE PARTIES HERETO, THEIR SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS, 
AND OF THE HOLDERS OF THE 80NDS AND OF COUPONS, 
SECTION J J.Q5, ANY REQUEST, DECLARATION OR OTHER INSTRUMENT REQUIRED OR 
PERMITTED BY THIS INDENTURE TO BE MADE OR GIVEN BY BONDHOLDERS MAY BE IN ANY NUMBER 
OF CONCURRENT INSTRUMEtNTS OF SIMILAR TENOR1 AND MAY BE SIGNED OR EXECUTED BY SUCH 
BONDHOLDERS IN PERSON OR BY ATTORNEY APPOINTED IN WRITING, PROOF OF THE EXECUTION OF 
ANY SUCH REQUEST, DECLARATION, OR OTHER INSTRUMENT, OR OF A WRITINO. APPOINTING ANY 
SUCH ATTORNEY, AND OF THE HOL..DING BY ANY PERSON, OF BONDS TRANSFERABLE BY DELIVERY 
OR INTEREST COUPONS, SHALL BE SUFFICIENT FOR ANY PURPOSE OF THIS JNO&:NTURE AND SHALL 
BE CONCLUSIVE!: IN FAVOR OF THE TRUSTEE AS AGAINST THE PERSON &IGNING SUCH REQUEST AND 
ALL FUTURE HOLDERS OF THE BoNDS HELD BY SUCH PERSON WITH REGARD TO QUE ACTION TAKEN 
BY THE TRUSTEE UNDER SUCH REQUEST, DECLARATION1 OR OTHER INSTRUMENT, IF MADE IN THE 
FOLLOWING MANNER: 
THE AMOUNT OF INTEREST COUPONS HELD sy ANY PERSON EXECUTING 
SUCH INSTRUMENT AS A BONDHOLDER, AND THE AMOUNTS AND ISBUC NUMBEReD 
OF THE 80NOS TRANSFERABLE BV D&:LIVB.RY HELD BY SUCH PERSON, AND THE!: 
DATE OF HIS HOLDING THE SAME 1 MAY BE PROVED BY AN ACCOMPANYING 
CERTIFICATE EXECUTED BY ANY TRUST COMPANY, BANK, BANKERS INSTITUT.IGN 
OR OTHER DEPOSITORY (wHEREVER SITUATED) IF SUCH CERTIFICATE SHALL 
BE DEEMED BY THE TRUSTEE TO BE SATISFACTORY, SHOWING THEREIN THAT 
AT THE DATE THEREIN MENTIONED SUCH PERSON HAD ON DEPOSIT WITH OR 
EXHIBITED TO SUCH DEPOSITORV THE 80HDS AND OR INTEREST COUPONS 
DESCRIBED IN SUCH CERTIFICATE. THE TRUSTEE MAY, NEVERTHELESS, IN 
ITS DISCRETION, REQUIRE FURTHER PROOF IN CASES WHERE IT DEEMS 
FURTHER PROOF DESIRABLE, 
TH!: OWNERSHIP OF REGISTERED 80HDS SHALL BE PROVED BY THE 
REG I STAY BOOKS, 
SgsTtON 11,06. THts INDQITURE MAY BE SIMULTANEOUSLY &:XECUTED IN ANY NUMBER 
OF COUNTERPARTS, AND ALL SAID COUNTERPARTS EXECUTED AND DEL.IVEREO, EACH AS AN 
ORIGINAL, SHALL CONSTITUTE BUT ONE AND THE SAME n:e'FRUMENT. THE DATE OF ACTUAL 
EXECUTION OF THIS INDENTURE SHALL. BE THE DATE OF EXECUTION BY THE TRUSTEE, 
ARTICLE UI(ELVE 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 
2 " " I SECTION J ,Qf. THE PROJECT AS REFitRRED TO THROUGHOUT THIS NDENTURE, IS 
HEREBY IDENTIFIED AS FOUR TWo-'STORY HOUSING UNITS, WITH APPURTENANT FACILITIES, TO 
HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 48 MARRIED STUDENT FAMIL.,.IES1 TO BE CONSTRUCTED BY THE BoARD, 
UPON A PORTION OF THE CAMPUS OF THE CoLLEGE IN THE CITY oF MuRRAY, CAL.&..OWAY CouNTY, 
I<£NTUCKY1 DESCRIBED AS FOLLOws: 
-39.-
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C~GINNING AT A POINT 847,:) f"EET f::AST AND 1599,75 P"EET JliORTH 4 
DEGREES 16 MINUTES V~tEST oF THE S\i\' C'R. OF SEc. 22, T. 2, ri.. 4, 
EAsT. BEGINNING AT AN IRON STAKEi THENCE SouTH as .OEGREES 44 
MINUTES V~EST • 39Q FEET TO THE POINT IN THE EAST EDGE OF \iliALOROP 
&JRIVEj THENCE NORTH 4 DEGREES 16 MINUTES 'IJVEST 1 30 FEETf THENCE 
NoRTH 85 os:GREitS 44 MINUTES EAsT, 190 FE&:Ti THENcE NoRTH 4 DEGREES 
]6 MINUTES 'viEST 1 420 FEETt THENCE NoRTH 8~ DEGREES 44 MINUTES 
EAsT 20(1 FEET; THENCE SouTH 4 DEGREES 16 MINUTES EAsT 450 FEET 
TO "rHE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
SAte PROPERTY HAVING SEEN ACQUIRED BY l\tiuRRAY STATE Coa..LEGE BY 
DEED DATED NovEMBER 20, 1939, AND RECORDED IN UEED tooK 109, 
PAGE 295, IN THE CALLOWAY CouNTY CLERK•& OFFICE. 
IN v,ITNESS v,HEREuF, THE PARTY oF THE FIRsT PART HAs cAusEo ITs 
CORPORATE NAME TO BE HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED BY THE CHAIRMAN OF ITS BoARD OF REGENTS 
AND ITS CORPORATE SEAL TO BE HERETO AFFIXED, AND SAID SEAL. TO BE ATTESTED AND THIS 
INDENTURE TO BE couNTERS&GNED BY THE SECRETARY OF ITS BoARD OF REGENTs; AND SAID 
KENTUCKY TRuST CoMPANY, TO EVIDENCE ITS ACCEPTANCE OF THE TRUSTS HEREBY CREATED 
AND VESTED IN IT, HAS CAUSED ITS CORPORATE NAME TO BE HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED BY ITS 
PRESIDENT OR BY ONE OF ITS VICE PRESIDENTS, AND ITS CORPORATE SEAL TO BE HERETO 
AFFIXED AND SAID SEAL. TO BE ATTESTED AND THIS INDENTURE TO BE COUNTERSIGNED BY 
ITS TRuST CiFFICER, ALL AS OF THE DAY AND YEAR Fl RST ABOVE 'WRITTCN, BUT ACTUALLY 
•:'' t-f.... (\. -- ~ ' I ON THIS-"'~~"''---- DAY OF---~~~:::~:::;:::;;:_ _______ , I&"' 
(SEAL) 
CouNTKRSIGNED! 
WITNESS TO THE EXECUTION HEREOF 
cOAI'hl OF REGENTS OF MUR~AY STATE 
COLLEGE AT MUit,tPY, KENTUCt..V 
ON BEHALF OF SAID BOARL.i OF REGENTS 
.~~ 
Ua&<~>1~a.-
• 43 .. 
" . ~ ,.. .. 




WITNESS TO THE EXECUTION HE~EOF 
ON BEHALF OF SPID TRUST E 
STATE OF KE.NTUCKY 
COlJNTY OF CAL.LOWAY 
) 
) 
~·d V:: PresidenL 
ss 
, ,: -!"- ("\,' 
VN THIS-.!.~~-'~~'--- DAY OF .. ~L-t__. 
BEFORE ME, lvi. 0. WRATHER, A NoTARY PuBLIC IN AND FOR SAID CouNTY 
AFORESAID, APPEARED 'iMENDELL P. 6uTL.ER AND PATSY Row&-AND, TO ME 
19 C.,/ 
IN THE STATE 
PERSON NALLY 
KNOWN AND TO ME KNOWN TO B&: THE CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY, RESPECTIVELY, OF THE 
BoARD oF Rt:GENTS oF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, ONE oF THE CORPORATIONS DESCRIBED 
IN AND WHICH EXECUTED THE WITHIN AND FOREGOING INSTRUMENT, AND WHO BEING BY ME 
SEVERALLY DULY SWORN EACH FOR HIMSELF, DID SAY THAT H&: 1 THE WENDELL. p, BuTLER, 
1s THE CHAIRMAN OF SAID BoARD oF Re:oENTS~ AND SHE, THE PATSY RowLAND, ts THE 
SECRETARY OF SAID BoARD OP' REGETNSi THAT THE SEAL AFFIXED TO THIS WITHIN AND 
FOREGOING INSTRUMENT IS THE CORPORATE SEAL. OF SAID CoRPORATION, THAT 5A~D U~STRUMENT 
WAS EXECUTED, SIGNED AND SEALED IN B£.HAL.F OF SAID CORPORATION BY AUTHORITY OF ITS 
BoARD OF REGENTs; AND SAID 'WENDELL P. BuTLER AND PATSY RowLAND EACH ACKNOWLEDGED 
THE EXECUTION OF SAID INSTRUMENT TO BE AND SAID INSTRUMENT TO SE THE FREE AND 
VOLUNTARY ACT AND DEED OF SAID CoRPORATION BY IT VOLUNTARILY EXECUTED. 
""' ..;L rl. . • J WITNESS MY HAND AND NOTARIAL SEAL THIS -~~~:::'-';_ __ ,DAY OF ~
__ ..=:::::::::.. ____ ,, 19 {,/ MY COMMISSION EXPIRES; ____________ __. 
(SEAL OF NoTARY) 
STATE OF KENTUCKY 
COUNTY OF JEFFE.RSON 
) 
) 
NoTARY PuBLIC IN AND FOR THE CouNTY AND 
STATE AFORE SAl D 
ss 
ME KNOWN 
RESPEC"t'1"WWELY, oF KENTUCKY TRuST CoMPANY, ONE oF THE coRPORATIONS DESCRIBED IN 
AND WHICH EXECUTED THE WITHIN AND FOREGOING INSTRUMENT, 
DULY SWORN EACH FOR HIMSELF DID SAY THAT HE, THE SAIQ -..h~~~L/J.:....Jt.!'f:E~~~~..::.-, 
.. ' c 
ts THE ----Yl:llkOJ:e'-P!.:.r~e'-'s~id:!:e::.!n!.:~:...------------OF SAID CoRPORATIONi THAT THE SEAL. 
AFFIXED TO THE WITHIN AND FORIEGOING INSTRUMENT IS THE CORPORATE SEAL. OF SAID 
CORPORATION, THAT SAID INSTRUMENT WAS EXECUTED, SIGNED AND SEAL. 
EXECUTION OF SAID INSTRUMENT TO BE AND THE SAID INSTRUMENT TO BE THE FREE AND 
VOLUNTARY ACT AND DEED OF SAID CORPORATION BY IT VOLUNTARII .. Y EXECUTED. 
WITNESS MY HAND AND NDTAR~AL SEAL THIS f!q ct.. DAY DF !?-? 
------====-----• J96J, iVJy COMMISSION ExPIREs: fA~ OO~iesApiJfl], l962: 
IK AND FORTH TV AND 
STATE AFO.f SA> D. 
•otarv Public, Jefferson County, 1\1 
(SEAL OF NoTARY) 
CERTIFICATE Qf COUNTY CLERK 
I, HANl.IALL G. PATTERSON, CLERK OF THE CouNTY CouRT OF CALLOWAY 
Co~NTUCKY, HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING TRUST INDENTURE WAS ON THE 
-..l.~;;;;I:_.:""',._-DAV OF ~< , FILED IN MY OFFICE, TO BE AND HAS BEEN, 
TOGETHER WITH THE ?o;;EG~CERTIFICATES ATTACHED THERETO, RECORDED IN MoRTGAGE 
BooK No, ?'(0 PAGEc7rS""-.3..f..? 
~ 
MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SE~AL THIS-. -,,..1::::::;-f---~-----OAY OF------
/~~=~7!==---' 1961. 
P'/7 . &? 
'./fiTNESS 
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tlf.A.<.-L- c:! J', 1"/t. I 
PARIETAL AND RAT-E RESOLUTION REGARDING THE 
OCCUPANCY AND USE OF PROJECT NO. KY-CH-56 (D) 
WHEREAS, MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE HAS ENTERED INTO A LoAN AGREEMENT WITH THE 
HousiNG AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY WITH RESPECT TO THE ISSUANCE oF STUDENT HousrNG 
REVENUE BONDS OF 1961, IN THE AMOUNT OF $415,000 WITH WHICH TO CONSTRUCT FOUR TWO-
STORY HOUSING UNITS, WITH APPURTENANT FACILIT~ES, TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 48 MARRIED 
STUDENT FAMILIES, 
WHEREAS, THE CoLLEGE, tN KEEPING WITH THE LoAN AGREEMENT, HAS AGREED TO 
ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN AS LONG AS ANY OF THE BONDS ARE OUTSTANDING CERTAIN RATES 
AND CHARGES, INCLUDING INCIDENTAL FEES OF $29.QQ PER SEMESTER PER REGULAR TERM AND 
$15.00 DUAl NG THE SUMMER SESSION FOR EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT OF THE PROJECT, AND 
WHEREAS, SAID CoLLEGE HAS AGREED TO EsTABLISH INITIALLY AND TO MAINTAIN 
A BASE RENTAL FOR USE AND OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT APARTMENTS OF NOT LESS THAN 
~55.00 MONTHLY FOR EACH UNIT 1 AND 
WHEREAS, THE LoAN AGREEMENT PROVIDES THAT MuRRAY STATE Cot..t..EGE SHAt..t.. 
GIVE PRIORITY IN ASSIGNING STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE TO THIS AND OTHER BONDED PRO.JECTS 
OVER NON-BONDED PR~ECTS, 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE FOREGOING RATES, CHARGES AND 
PROCEDURES SHAl-L. BE APPt..ICABt..E TO PROJECT No, KY-CH-56 (D), 
AooPTED ev THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE AT A MEETING HELD 






COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY) 
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY ) ss 
V1ce CHAIRMAN, BoARD OF ReGENTS 
I, PATSY RowLAND, SecRETARY OF THE BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, 
AT MURRAY, KENTUCKY, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING CONSTITUTES A TRUE, 
CORRECT AND COMPLETE COPY OF A PARIETAL AND RATE RESOLUTION DULY ADOPTED BY SAID 
BoARD OF REGENTS (oN APRIL. C? g 1 1961) REGARDING THE OCCUPANCY AND USE OF 
PRoJEcT No, KY-CH-56 (D), 
WITNESS MY OFFICIAL SIGNATURE ANo THE OFFICIAL sEAL oF s~ro BoARD oF ReGENTs 
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A RESOLUTION creating and establishing a 
Consolidated Educational Buildings Project 
of the Murray State College; creating anc 
establishing an issue of Consolidated Edu-
cational Buildings Revenue Bonds of the 
Board of Regents of the Murray State College; 
providing for the issuance from time to time 
of said bonds; providing for the payment of 
the principal of and interest on said bonds 
and repealing all resolutions or parts of 
resolutions in conflict with this resolution. 
WHEREAS pursuant to Section 164.350 of the Kentucky 
Revised Statutes, the Board of Regents is a body corporate, with 
all powers generally vested in corporations, and as such is the 
governing body of the Murray State College, a public educational 
institution of higher learning of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
' 
having full control of the management of said College, together 
with the property and funds thereof; and 
WHEREAS pursuant to the provisions of Section 162.340 
et seq. of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the Board of Regents as 
governing body of the Murray State College, is authorized to erect 
buildings and appurtenances to be used in connection with the said 
institution for educational purposes; and 
WHEREAS the Board of Regents has determined that the said 
College and its students are not at this time provided with adequate 
buildings for educational purposes and has determined that the need 
will arise from time to time for additional buildings and necessary 
appurtenances for educational purposes; and 
Wt1.EREAS the Board of Regents has determined that the 
erection of the aforesaid buildings and necessary appurtenances 
will require the bor~owing of money and the issuance of revenu0 bonds 
payable solely from the revenues of the building or buildings so 
erected and the educational buildings heretofore constructed on the 
property of said College in Calloway County, Kentucky; and 








WHEREAS under the provisions of Section 162.340 et seq. 
of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, the Board of Regents is author-
ized to issue revenue bonds for the purpose of erecting educational 
buildings and the necessary appurtenances; and 
WHEREAS the Board of Regents has determined that it is 
in the best interests of the College to create and establish an 
issue of revenue bonds to be issued for the aforesaid purposes from 
time to time as funds are required for such purposes, all such bonds 
to be payable from the revenues of the educational buildings so 
erected together with the revenues from all other educational build-
ings which may have heretofore been or may hereafter be erected upon 
the property of said College in Calloway County, Kentucky in the 
manner hereinafter provided and to constitute a charge and lien on 
said revenues on a parity with all other bonds issued under the 
authority of this Resolution without preference or priority as 
between bonds of different dates of issue, maturities, Series or 
installments; 
NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Regents of the Murray State 
College hereby resolves as follows: 
ARTICLE I- Definitions 
Section 1.01. In each and every place in and throughout 
this Resolution wherein the following terms or any of them, are used, 
the same, unless the context shall indicate another or different 
meaning or intent, shall be construed, used and intended to have 
meanings as follows: 
(a) "College" - the Murray State College, situated in 
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. 
(b) "Board" - the Board of Regents of the Murray State 
College, as created and existing under the provisions 
of Section 164.310 et seq. of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, 
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(c) "Trustee" - a bank or trust company or a combined 
bank and trust cempany created and existing under the laws of 
the Commonwealth of Kentucky, or a national banking association 
created and existing under the laws of the United States, having 
proper trust powers, and having its principal office and place 
of business in the City of Murray, Calloway County,Kentucky, or 
in the City of Louisville, Jefferson County, Kentucky, or any 
successor Trustee to be designated pursuant to the provisions 
of this Resolution. 
(d) "Paying Agents" - the Trustee, or any successor Trustee, 
as defined in the foregoing paragraph (c) and any other place 
orplaces of payment of principal of and interest on bonds as 
may be designated pursuant to the provisions of this Resolution. 
(e) "Aggregate Principal, Interest and Bond Fund Charges"-
as of any particular date of computation and with respect to a 
particular twelve month period, an amount of money equal to the 
aggregate of the amounts required by the provisions of the Reso-
lution and all Series Resolutions to be paid into the Bond Fund 
in such twelve month period for account of the interest on all 
outstanding Bonds becoming due during such twelve month period 
and to accomplish the retirement of the principal of all out-
standing Bonds at or prior to the maturity thereof. 
(f) "Bonds" all "Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue 
Bonds" of the Board of the issue established and created by the 
Resolution which are issued pursuant to a Series Resolution 
authorizing the issuance of a Series of Bonds. 
(g) "Consolidated Educational Buildings Project" or "Project"-
all educational buildings and necessary appurtenances heretofore 
erected and located on the property of the College 




in Calloway County,Kentucky, and all educational buildings and neces-
sary appurtenances hereafter erected upon such property from avail-
able funds of the Board or from the proceeds of the sale of the Bonds 
and excluding all housing buildings and facilities of the College, t!wlrt#'-r 
and all buildings and facilities exclusively for athletics, as dis-
tinguished from those which are, or may be, wholly or principally 
for physical education. 
(h) "Enabling Act"- Secti"'ns 162.340, et seq., of the Kentucky 
Revised Statutes. 
(i) "Operating Costs" - all costs and expenses paid or in-
curred by the Board in connection with the operation and maintenance 
~L 
of the Consolidated Educational Buildings Project including insurance. 
(j) "Resolution" - this Resolution. 
(k) "Revenues" - all revenues derived from the Consolidated 
Educational Buildings Project and which revenues are to be derived 
through the imposition and collection of a student registration fee 
from all students attending the College at Murray, for the ser-
vices furnished by the Consolidated Educational Buildings Project. 
(1) "Series of Bonds" or "Bonds of a Series" - the Series of 
Bonds authorized by a Series Resolution. 
(m) "Series Resolution" - a resolution supplemental to the 
Resolution authorizing the issuance of a Series of Bonds. 
(n) "Chairman" - the Chairman and each and every Vice Chairman 
and each and every other officer of the Board authorized to exercise 
the powers and authority reposed in the Chairman of the Board. 
(o) "Secretary" - the Secretary and each and every Assistant 
Secretary and each and every other officer of the Board authorized 
to exercise the powers and authority reposed in the Secretary of 
the Board. 
(p) ''Fiscal Year" - the Fiscal Year shall be the twelve (12) 
month period beginning July 1 of each year and ending June 30 of the 
following year. 
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(q) "Treasurer-the Treasurer and each and every Assistant 
Treasurer and each and every other officer of the Board Author-
ized to exercise the powers and authority reposed in the Treasurer 
of the Board. 
(r) "Engineer"-any licensed architect or engineer appointed 
by the Board, including any such architect or engineer in the 
employ of the Board or the College and so appointed. 
Section 1.02. Words of the masculine gender shall be 
deemed and construed to include words of the feminine and neuter 
gender. 
Section 1.03. The words "Bonds", "owner', "holder" and 
"person" shall include the plural as well as the singular number 
unless the context shall otherwise indicate. The term "Bondholders" 
unless the context otherwise indicates means and contemplates the 
holders of Bonds at the time issued and outstanding pursuant to the 
Resolution. 
ARTICLE II -Authorization and Issuance of Bonds. 
Section 2.01. All educational buildings and necessary 
appurtenances located on the property of the College in Calloway 
County, Kentucky as they presently exist and all educational buildings 
and necessary appurtenances hereafter erected upon such property from 
available funds of the Board or from the proceeds of sale of the Bonds 
authorized under the Resolution are hereby consolidated as a Consolidated 
Educational Buildings Project and so long as any of the Bonds are out-
standing under the Resolution said Project shall be owned, operated and 
maintained on a consolidated basis for the security and source of pay-
ment of said Bonds. 
Section 2.02. Pursuant to the authority contained in the 
Enabling Act there is hereby established and created an issue of Bonds 
of the Board of Regents of the Murray State College to be known and 
designated as "Murray State College Consolidated Educational Buildings 
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Revenue Bonds" which said Bonds may be issued as hereinafter provided 
without limitation as to amount except as provided in the Resolution. 
Said Bonds shall not constitute any indebtedness of the Murray State 
College, or its Board of Regents, or the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
within the meaning of any provisions or limitations of the Constitu-
tion of the Commonwealth of Kentucky but shall be payable solely 
from the Revenues. The Bonds shall constitute a paramount charge on 
the Revenues in the manner and to the extent herP.inafter provided 
over and ahead of all bonds of any issue payable from said Revenues 
which may be hereafter created and established and over and ahead of 
\ 
all claims or obligations of any nature against the Revenues here-
after arising or hereafter incurred. All Bonds shall be equally and 
ratably secured without priority by reason of Series designation, 
number,date of Bonds, date of sale, execution, maturity or delivery, 
by a charge on the Revenues, all in accordance with the provisions of 
the Enabling Act and the Resolution. 
Section 2.03. The issuance of said Bonds may be authorized by 
Series Resolution or Series Resol~tions af the Board adopted sub-
sequent hereto in one or more series. The Bonds of each Series shall, 
in addition to the title "Murray State College Consolidated Education-
al Buildings Reven1Je Bonds", co~tain an appropriate Series designation. 
Each Series Resolution authorizing the issuance of a Series of Bonds 
shall declare that said Bonds are authorized and.issued under the 
Resolution and in conformity with Section 7.10 of the Resolution and 
shall also specify: 
(1) the authorized principal amount of said Series of Bonds; 
(2) the purposes for which the Bonds of such Series are being 
issued,which shall be only for the payment of the cost of erecting 
and completing an educational building or buildings with necessary 
appurtenances and which building or buildings will become and 






constitute a part of the Consolidated Educational Buildings 
Project; 
(3) the date, maturity dates and the interest payment 
dates of the Bonds of said Series; 
(4) the interest rate or rates, or the manner of deter-
mining such rate or rates; 
(5) the denominations and the manner of numbering the 
Bonds of such Series; 
(6) the premiums, if any, to be paic. upon the redemption 
of the Bonds of such Series and the terms and manner of such 
redemption, if and to the extent the Bonds are to be redeemable; 
(7) the Trustee for the Bonds of such Series (which Trus-
tee shall be appointed by the Series Resolution authorizing the 
initial Series of Bonds and the trusteeshi? confirmed in each 
subsequent Series Resolution); 
(8) the place or places of payment of the principal of 
and interest on and redem?tion premium, if any, on the Bonds 
of such Series; 
(9) provisions for the sale of the Bonds of such Series; 
(10) the form of the Bonds of such Series and of the 
coupons to be attached thereto and the form of the Trustee's 
authentication certific3te; and 
(11) any other provisions deemed advisable by the Board 
not in conflict with the provisions of the Resolution. 
Section 2.04. Bonds of a Series sh-'111 mature on May 1 
of each of the years in which any principal of said Series of Bonds 
is scheduled to become due and not more than forty (40) years froo 
the date thereof, all as more fully set forth in the Series Resolution 
authorizing the issuance of a Series of Bonds. Interest on all Bonds 
shall be payable semiannually on May 1 and November 1 of ecch year 
beginning not more than six (6) mont~s from the date of such Bonds, 
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All Bonds of like maturity ~f any Series of Bonds shall be identical 
in all respects except as to numbers. 
ARTICLE III ~ Terms and Provisions of Bonds. 
Section 3.01. Bonds of each Series shall be executed on 
behalf of the Board by the signature of the Chairman and attested 
by the Secretary of the Board and the corporate seal of said Board 
shall be impressed or imprinted thereon, ·provided that in the Series 
Resolution provision may be made for the execution of said Bonds with 
the reproduced facsimile of the official signature of either, but not 
both, said Chairman or Secretary. The interest coupons attached to 
said Bonds shall be executed with the facsimile of the official signa-
tures of said Chairman and said Secretary in office on the date of 
execution of the Bonds and Bonds and coupons so executed shall be 
valid and binding obligations notwithstanding that before the delivery 
thereof and payment therefor any and all pt:!rsons whose signatures appear 
thereon shall have ceased to be such officers. All Bonds shall be 
payable as tA interest,principal and premium,if any, in any coin or 
currency of the United States of America which at the time of payment 
thereof is legal tender for thb payment of public and private debts. 
Section 3.02. Bonds of each Series shall be issued in the 
form of coupon bonds registrable as to principal only. The Bonds, 
except while registered as to principal otherwise than to bearer,shall 
pass by delivery. The registration of any Bond as to principal only 
shall not affect negotiability of the coupons thereto appertaining, 
which shall remain payable to bearer and pass by delivery. The Board, 
the Trustee, the Paying Agents and any other person may treat the 
bearer (or if such Bond be registered, the registered owner) of any 
Bond, the bearer of any Bond registered as payable to bearer, and the 
bearer of any coupon whether or not the Bond to which said coupon 
appertains is registered as to principal, as the absolute owner of 
such Bond or coupon, as the case may be, for the purpose of making 
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payment thereof and for all other purposes, and neither the Board, 
the Trustee nor the Paying Agents shall be bound by any notice or 
knowledge to the contrary, whether such Bond or coupon shall be over-
due or not. All payments of or on account of interest to any bearer 
of any coupon and all payments of or on account of principal to any 
bearer (or if such Bond be registered, the registered owner, or to 
any bearer of any Bond registered to bearer) of any Bond, shall be 
valid and effectual and shall be a discharge of the Board, the Trustee 
and the Paying Agents, in respect of the liability upon the Bond or 
coupon or claim for interest, as the case may be, to the extent of 
the sum or sums so paid, 
Section 3.03. The Board will cause to be kept at the 
principal office of the Trustee, as bond registrar of the Board 
at all times while any of the Bonds containing provisions for regis-
tration and transfer shall be outstanding and unpaid, books for the 
registration and transfer of such Bonds. Upon presentation at the 
office of the Registrar by any bearer of any Bond containing provisions 
for regictration as to principal only, the Board will, under such 
reasonable regulations as (with the approval of the Registrar) it may 
prescribe from time to time, cause such Registrar to register in such 
books, in the name of the bearer or his nomiuee, the ownership as to 
principal only, of any such presented Bond, and such registration 
shall be noted on the Bond. After such registration and notation, no 
transfer of any such Bond registered otherwise than as to bearer shall 
be valid unless evidenced by a written instrument of transfer, in form 
satisfactory to the Registrar duly executed by the registered owner 
• in person or by his duly authorized agent; but any such Bond so 
registered may be discharged from registration,and transferability by 
delivery thereof may be restored,by a like transfer to bearer similarly 
registered and noted, and after such transfer to bearer such Bond 
shall be a bearer Bond. Any such Bond containing provisions for 
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registration may again, from time to time, in like manner, be regis-
tered as to principal only or be transferred to bearer. 
Section ~· The Bonds and coupons may be presented for 
payment at the principal office of the Trustee or of any of the Paying 
Agents of the Board. All Bonds and interest coupons paid shall be 
cancelled by the Trustee or Paying Agents and such cancelled Bonds and 
interest coupons or a certificate of the cremation thereof shall be 
promptly transmitted to the Treasurer by the Trustee or Paying Agents. 
The Treasurer, Trustee, or Paying Agents shall cremate said Bonds and 
coupons and prepare and file with the Board appropriate cremation 
certificates. 
The interest on and principal of all Bonds shall be payable 
at the principal office of the Trustee and at any one of the Paying 
Agents of the Board. Payment of the interest on the Bonds shall be 
made only upon presentation and surrender of the coupons representing 
such interest, as the same respectively become due and payable. The 
principal of all Bonds shall be payable upon the presentation and 
surrender thereof at the principal office of the Trustee or of any one 
of the Paying Agents of the Board. 
Section ~· Only Bonds as shall bear thereon endorsed a 
certification of authentication executed by the Trustee, shall be 
secured by the Resolution or be entitled to any right or benefit here-
under. The authentication by the Trustee upon any Bond shall be con-
clusive evidence and the only evidence that the Bond so authenticated 
has been duly issued under the Resolution and that the holder thereof 
is entitled to the benefit of the trust hereby created. 
Section 3.06. Before authenticating any Bonds the Trustee 
shall cut off, cancel, and cremate all matured coupons, if any, there-
on and ·the Trustee shall deliver to the Board a certificate of 
cremation thereof. 
Section 3.07. Upon the receipt by the Board and the Trustee 
of evidence satisfactory to them of the loss, theft, destruction or 
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mutilation of any outstanding Bond, and of indemnity satisfactory to 
them, and upon surrender and cancelletion of such Bond if mutilated, 
the Board may execute and the Trustee may authenticate and deliver, 
upon the lapse of such period of time as they may deem ad vis able, a 
new Bond of like tenor and maturity bearing the same or different 
serial number, to be issued in lieu of such lost, stolen, destroyed 
or mutilated Bond. The Board may require the payment of cost for 
each new Bond issued under this section, and the furnishing of indem-
nity satisfactory to the Board. The Trustee shall incur no liability 
for anything done by it under this section in the absence of negligence 
or fault. 
ARTICLE IV - Creation of Funds and Payments Therefrom. 
Section 4. 01. There is hereby pledged to the payment of the 
?rincipal of, interest on, and any premium upon the redemption of, 
the Bonds, the proceeds of the sale of the Bonds until expended for 
the authorized purpose, the Revenues received by the Board and all 
funds established by and in accordance with the provisions of the 
Resolution, including the investments, if any, of any of such funds, 
all in accordance with the terms and provisions of said Bonds and 
of the Resolution, and there is hereby created in favor of said Bonds, 
a paramount charge on all of said Revenues over and ahead of all other 
bonds not contemplated by the Resolution payable from said Revenues 
which may be hereafter issued, and over and ahead of all claims or 
obligations of any nature against said Revenues hereafter arising or 
hereafter incurred. The Board covenants and agrees that the foregoing 
pledge shall be valid and binding from and after the date of the 
issuance, sale and delivery of any Bonds issued pursuant to the Reso-
lution, and all such m9ney and securities hereby pledged shall then 
be subject to the lien of this pledge without any physical delivery 
thereof, or any further action by the Board. 
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Section ~· It is hereby represented, covenanted and 
agreed that the Murray State College, with the approval of the Council 
on Public Higher Education, has heretofore established, and so long as 
any of the Bonds are outstanding will continue to fix, impose, charge 
and collect for the services of said Consolidated Educational Buildings 
Project a student registration fee from all students attending the 
Murray State College. The initial schedule of such minimum student 
registration fee is as follows: 
Semester Registration Fees 
Resident Students 
Semester Registration Fees 
Non-Resident Students 
Summer School Registration 
for Resident Students 
Summer School Registration 

















It is hereby recognized that the CdlUr;ge presently has outstanding, 
or has made commitments in contemplation of issuing, or reserves the 
right to issue, certain revenue bonds designated or described, as follows: I 
OtiTSTANDING: Student Union Bonds of 1957, dated November 1, 1957; ~\7Jlf~ 
Dormitory Revenue Bonds of 1960; 4 j~p)
1 
BONDS SOLD BtiT NOT DELIVERED AT THE DATE OF ADOPTION OF THE RESOLUTION:Vf/i -
Dormitory Revenue Bonds of June 1, 1960; 
COMMITMENTS MADE FOR: Housing and Dining Bonds of 1961; Married Students 
Family Apartments - (48 units); 
RIGHT RESERVED TO COMMIT FOR: (a) Married Students Family Apartments -
up to additional 102 units (not to exceed, in all, with above, 150 
units); and (b) a Dormitory to house approximately 300 men students; 
which, by their terms and by the terms of the respective Resolutions or 
Trust Indentures securing the same, have, or will have, pledges of por-
tions of the student registration fees; but which portions are or will 
be separately set apart and will not constitute portions of the Revenues 
pledged for the payment of the Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue 
Bonds. Said identified bonds do not have, and will not have or be given, 
any lien or claim upon the Revenues of the Consolidated Educational 
Buildings Project. 
With the exception only of portions separately set apart 
according to the foregoing, the student registration fees as the same 
shall be revised from time to time as herein identified shall constitute 
the Revenues of the Consolidated Educational Buildings Project, and 
shall be collected as of the commencement of each semester of the 
regular college year and at the commencement of the regular summer 
session and as collected shall be set apart and paid into the Revenue 
Fund hereinafter created. 
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Section 4.03. The Board covenants and agrees that, upon 
the issuance and delivery of any Bonds pursuant to the Resolution, 
all . Revenues theretofore or thereafter held or collected by the Board 
and derived from the Consolidated Educational Buildings Project, or 
received by the Treasurer therefrom, shall be deposited as collected 
in the Revenue Fund hereinafter created to be held and administered 
by the Treasurer. Moneys and securities from time to time in the 
Revenue Fund shall be trust funds of the Board for the uses and pur-
poses provided in the Resolution and in the Series Resolution adopted 
pursuant to the provisions hereof, and shall be paid out and applied 
f~r the uses and purposes for which said moneys are pledged by the 
provisions of the Resolution. 
Section 4.04. From and after the issuance of any Bonds 
pursuant to the Resolution all Revenues from the Consolidated Educa-
tional Buildings Project shall be deposited to the credit of a special 
~·~? fund to be known as the "Consolidated Educational Buildings Project 
Revenue Fund" (hereinafter referred to as the "Revenue Fund") which 
Revenue Fund is hereby created. Such Revenue Fund shall be held in 
the custody of the Treasurer of the Board, separ~te and apart from 
other funds. Such Revenue Fund shall be maintained so long as any 
of the Bonds are outstanding as a trust fund in one or more banks 
which shall be members of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
and shall be expended and used by the Treasurer only in the manner 
and order hereinafter specified. 
Section 4.05. There is hereby created a separate account 
called the "Consolidated Educational Buildings Project Bond And 
Interest Sinking Fund'' (hereinafter referred to as the "Bond Fund;'). 
The Bond Fund shall be established and maintained by and in the 
custody of the Trustee, and maintained by it so long as any of the 
Bonds are outstanding. Such Bond Fund shall be used by the Trustee 
to pay interest on the Bonds as it becomes due from time to time,and 
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to pay and retire the Bonds as they mature, or as otherwise herein 
provided. 
In connection with the establishment and maintenance of 
the Bond Fund, the Board covenants and agrees as follows: 
(1) There will be deposited in the Bond Fund the accrued 
interest, if any, received at the time or times of the sale 
or sales of the Bonds, together with such further sum from 
the Bond proceeds as may be determined by the Board in the 
Series Resolution as necessary to provide for the payment of 
the interest on the Bonds for a period not in excess of three 
years from the date of the issuance thereof. 
(2) That from and after the issuance of any of the Bonds 
and thereafter commencing on May 1 of each year the Treasurer 
shall transfer from the Revenue Fund and deposit to the credit 
of the Bond Fund all the Revenues as and when the same are 
received and deposited in the Revenue Fund until there has been 
so deposited and paid into the Bond Fund an amount equal to the 
total interest and principal becoming due on or prior to the 
next succeeding May 1 on all Bonds outstanding, and if by 
reason of a disproportionate amount of principal being scheduled 
to become due nn May 1 of any year provision is made in the 
pertinent Series Resolution authorizing such Series of Bonds for 
payments into said Bond Fund in addition to current interest 
and principal requirements then the amount of such additional 
payments shall also be transferred from the Revenue Fund and 
deposited to the credit of the Bond Fund as so specified in such 
Series Resolution. 
Provided, further, that for the purpose of creating and 
maintaining a reserve in said Bond Fund equal to the maximum 
Aggregate Principal,Interest and Bond Fund Charges the amounts 
to be so set aside into said Bond Fund shall be 125% of the 






amounts otherwise herein provided to be paid into said Bond Fund 
until such reserve is so accumulated, and thereafter the same shall 
be resumed and continued whenever and so long as required to 
restore and maintain such reserve. 
(3) The amount by which such payments exceed the Aggregate 
Principal, Interest and Bond Fund Charges in any particular twelve 
month period shall be held in said Bond Fund as a reserve, and 
unless all Bonds payable from said Bond Fund at the time out-
standing are to be then retired only such part of said Bond Fund 
may be used to purchase or redeem BQnds in advance of maturity as 
may be in excess of the Aggregate Principal, Interest and Bond Fund 
Charges and the prescribed reserve. Any such purchase of Bonds ~ 
prior to maturity shall be made at the lowest prices (not exceeding 
their current fair market value to be determined by the Trustee nor 
the terms for redemption thereof) following advertisement for 
tenders, but if insufficient acceptable tenders are received the 
remaining excess may be applied to the calling and redemption of 
Bonds in the manner as specified in the Resolution and in accordance 
with the terms as specified in the Bonds. All Bonds so purchased 
or redeemed shall be cancelled. 
Section 4.06. At least thirty days prior to each interest 
payment date, the Trustee shall set aside from the Bond Fund funds 
sufficient to pay all Bonds and interest coupons maturing on such 
interest payment date and the Trustee shall make such arrangements with 
said Paying Agents as to secure the prompt payment of maturing Bonds and 
coupons, if any, as are there presented. The Trustee shall make similar 
arrangements in the event of redemption of any Bonds. All such arrange-
ments shall include provisions for the payment to the Paying Agents of 
their reasonable fees and charges for their services in paying and can-
celling Bonds and coupons, if any, in order that the persons entitled to 
receive payment therefor may receive the full amount due and pay~ble 
without deduction of any sum for the compensation of the Paying Agents. 




Section 4.07. Whenever all required payments from the Revenue 
Fund into the Bond Fund have been made in any particular twelve 
month period ending May 1 and there remains a balance in the said 
Revenue Fund the moneys remaining in said Revenue Fund may be used 
by the Board to pay the Operating Costs of the Consolidated Education-
al Buildings Project to the extent the same are not otherwise pro-
vided or such moneys may be used for any other lawful purpose includ-
ing the purchase or retirement of Bonds in advance of maturity. 
Section 4.08. Whenever and so long as the assets of the Bond 
Fund shall be sufficient in the aggregate to provide moneys to pay 
all Bonds then outstanding including such interest thereon as may 
thereafter become due and payable and any premiums upon redemption 
thereof, no further payments need be made into the Bond Fund. 
The Bond Fund shall be drawn upon for the sole purpose of pay-
ing the principal, interest and redemption premium on the Bonds. 
Money set aside from time to time by the Trustee for such principal, 
interest and redemption premium shall be held in trust for the 
holders of the Bonds and appurtenant coupons with respect of which 
the same shall have been so set aside. Until so set aside for the 
payment of principal, interest or redemption premium as aforesaid, 
all moneys in the Bond Fund shall be held in trust for the benefit 
of the holders of all Bonds at the time outstanding equally and rata-
bly and without preference or distinction as between Bonds of a 
different Series,installments, or maturities. 
Section 4.09. The proceeds derived from time to time from the 
sale of Bonds shall be deposited by the Treasurer in the Bond proceeds 
Series-Construction Account, which is hereby created, with the excep-
tion of any amounts received upon the delivery of such Bonds in pay-
ment of accrued interest thereon, which amounts shall be deposited in 
the Bond Fund. The proceeds of such Bonds shall be expended for the 
purpose of erecting and completing educational building or buildings 
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as a part of the Consolidated Educational Buildings Project,including 
such engineering, accounting, legal and fiscal expenses incurred or 
paid in connection with the issuance of the B0nds and interest on the 
Bonds during the erection and completing of the educational building 
or buildings for account of which the Bonds were issued in such 
amount as may be determined necessary by the Board and not in excess J 
of interest for three years from the date of issuance of such Bonds. 
Section 4.10. The Bond Proceeds Series-Construction Account 
shall be maintained in the State Treasury of the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky and the Treasurer of the College shall transmit to the 
Treasurer of the Commonwealth the deposit provided to be made therein 
by Section 4.09; and after making such deposit the Treasurer of the 
College shall have no further responsibility in connection therewith. 
Disbursements from said account shall be made solely for defraying 
the costs of erecting and completing buildings and appurtenances which 
., 
will become parts of the Educational Buildin~Project and in accord-
ance with inspection,audit and disbursement procedures from time to 
time provided by law. Moneys therein not required for immediate dis-
bursement for the purposes of said account may be invested and reinvest-
ed solely in bonds or interest bearing notes of the United States 
Government maturing or being subject to redemption at the option of 
the holder not later than two years of the date of such investment. 
Moneys in the other funds and accounts established pursuant to 
the Resolution and not required for immediate disbursement for the 
purposes for which said funds and accounts are created may be invested 
and reinvested by the Treasurer or the Trustee as the case may be with 
the approval of the Board, solely in bonds or interest bearing notes 
of the United States Government maturing or being subject to redemp-
tion at the option of the holder not later than two years from the 
date of such investment. 
The interest and realized income from the investment of moneys in 
any fund or account shall be added to and become a part of the fund 




or account out of which the investment was made. The expenses of 
purchase, safekeeping, sale and redemp~ion and all other expenses and 
losses incident to said investments shall be charged to the fund or 
account out of which the investment was made. 
ARTICLE V - Concerning the Trustee and Paying Agents. 
Section 5.01. In the Series Resolution authorizing the issu-
ance of the initial Series of Bonds the Board shall appoint a Trustee 
and so long as any Bonds are outstanding under the Resolution the Trustee 
so appointed or a successor Trustee appointed in the manner as herein-
after provided shall be the Trustee under the Resolution. 
Section 5.02. The Board shall appoint one or more Paying 
Agents for the Bonds of a Series in the Series Resolution authorizing 
the issuance of such Bonds. The Trustee shall serve as Paying Agent for 
Bonds in addition to performing the duties of Trustee. 
Section 5.03. Except as otherwise expressly provided in the 
Resolution, any request, consent, demand, notice, order, appointment or 
other direction made or given by the Board to the Trustee or to the 
Paying Agents shall be deemed to have been sufficiently made or given by 
the proper party or parties if executed on behalf of the Board by the 
Chairman or Secretary of said Board, and the Trustee and any Paying Agent 
may conclusively rely as to the correctness of the statements, conclusions 
and opinions expressed therein upon any certificate, report, opinion or 
other document furnished to the Trustee and any Paying Agent pursuant to 
any provision of the Resolution. 
Section 5.04. A certified copy of the Resolution shall be filed 
with the Trustee appointed by the Board by the Series Resolution autho-
rizing the issuance of the initial Series of Bonds, and acceptance by the 
Trustee of the trusts hereby created in accordance with the terms and 
conditions set out will be conclusively presumed and evidenced by execu-
tion of the authentication certificate to be endorsed upon the Bonds. 
The Trustee shall have no responsibility with respect to the validity of 
said Bonds or the legal sufficiency of the proceedings for their issuance. 
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It shall be no duty of the Trustee, except as otherwise herein provid-
ed to see that any duties herein imposed upon the Board or covenants 
or agreements herein contained on behalf of the Board are performed. 
All compensation to the Trustee for services leading up to and includ-
ing authentication of the Bonds may bapaid from the proceeds of said 
Bonds. Compensation for any service thereafter rendered by the Trustee 
shall be deemed to constitute an item of Operating Costs of the Con-
solidated Educational Buildings Project. 
The Trustee may in good faith buy, sell, own, hold, and deal in 
any of the Bonds with like effect as if it were not such Trustee. 
Section 5.05, The Trustee may resign and thereby become dis-
charged from the trusts hereby created by notice in writing given to 
the Board and published at least once in a newspaper or financial 
journal of general circulation in each of the Cities of Louisville, 
Kentucky, and New York, New York, at least thirty (30) days before ...... 
such resignation is to take effect, but such resignation shall take 
effect immediately upon the appointment of a new Trustee,if such new 
Trustee be appointed and qualified before the time limited by such 
notice. The Trustee may be removed at any time by an instrument in 
writing signed by the holders of not less than the majority of the 
principal amount of the Bonds then outstanding. 
In case at any time the Trustee shall resign, be removed, be 
dissolved, or otherwise become incapable of acting,or the offices of 
the Trustee shall be taken over by any governmental official or board, 
or if the position of the Trustee 
~~a successor shall be appoi~~ed by 
t/-(!1?- ment be made within ~.W) days 
shall become vacant for any reason, 
the Board and unless such appoint-
after the vacancy shall have occurred, 
the holders of a majority in principal amount of the Bonds then out-
standing may make such appointment by an instrument in writing signed 
by any such Bondholders and filed with tae Board. Any Trustee 
originally appointed or thereafter appointed shall be a trust company 
or bank having trust powers, authorized to and doing business from a 
principal office in Murray or Louisville, Kentucky. The Board shall 
publish notice of any such appointment by it made once each week for 
four consecutive weeks in a newspaper or financial journal of general 
circulation in each of the Cities of Louisville, Kentucky, and 
New York, New York. 





Every successor Trustee appointed hereunder shall execute, 
acknowledge and deliver to its predecessor, and also to the Board an 
instrument in writing accepting such appointment hereunder and thereupon 
such successor Trustee, without any further act, shall become fully 
vested with all the rights, immunities, powers, trusts, duties and 
obligations of its predecessor; but such predecessor shall, nevertheless, 
on the written request of the Board, or of its successor, execute and 
deliver any instrument transferring to such successor Trustee, all the 
rights, powers and trusts of such predecessor hereunder; and every pre-
decessor Trustee shall deliver all securities, moneys, documents and 
records held by it to its successor, provided, however, that before any 
such delivery, is required or made, all fees and expenses of such pre-
decessor shall be paid in full. Should any instrument in writing from 
the Board be required by any successor Trustee for more fully and cer-
tainly vesting in such Trustee the rights, powers, and duties hereby 
vested or intended to be vested in the predecessor Trustee, any such 
instrument in writing shall and will on request be executed, acknow-
ledged and delivered by the Board. 
ARTICLE VI - Redemption of Bonds 
Section 6.01. Any Series Resolution may provide that the Bonds 
authorized thereby may be subject to redemption prior to maturity in the 
manner and upon the terms and conditions specified in such Series Resolu-
tion at such time and upon the payment of such premiums, if any, as shall 
be therein provided, and upon compliance with the terms contained in the 
Resolution. 
Section 6.02. Any Series Resolution providing for the issuance 
of a Series of Bonds which are redeemable prior to maturity in part shall 
also provide the method of determining the serial numbers of the parti-
cular Bonds within a maturity to be redeemed. 
Section 6.03. Notice of any such redemption shall be given 
by the Board by publication of a notice, which notice shall specify 
the title, series, maturities and numbers, or other distinguishing 
marks of such Bonds to be redeemed in the event of rede~ption 
of part only of a Series of Bonds, the rederr~tion date and the 
place or places where the amount due upon such redemption will be 




payable. Such notice shall further state that upon the date fixed for 
redemption there shall become due and payable upon each Bond to be 
redeemed the principal amount thereof plus the premium, if any, due 
upon the said redemption date together with the interest accrued to 
the redemption date, and that from and after the redemption date 
interest thereon shall cease to accrue and become payable. Such 
notice shall be published at least once not less than thirty (30) 
days prior to the redemption date in a newspaper or financial journal 
of general circulation published in each of the Cities of Louisville, 
Kentucky, and New York, New York. The Board shall give written notice 
to the Trustee of its election to redeem Bonds at least forty-five 
(45) days prior to the redemption date or such shorter period as shall 
be acceptable to the Trustee. Whenever notice of redemption has been 
duly given as herein provided, the Trustee shall, not later than 
five (5) days prior to the date fixed for rederr•ption in such notice 
make such arrangements with the Paying Agent or Paying Agents for 
the Bonds to be redeemed to secure the prompt red8mption of all Bonds 
to be redeemed, if any, as are there presented. 
Section 6.04. Notice having been given by publication in 
the manner provided in Section 6.03 the Bonds so called for redemption 
shall become due and payable on the redemption date designated in 
such notice, upon presentation and surrender thereof at the offices 
of the Trustee and Paying Agents specified in such notice, together 
with appurtenant coupons maturing subsequent to the redemption 
date. If moneys for the redemption of all the Bonds to be redeemed 
on any redemption date, together with the interest to the redemption 
date shall be held by the Trustee so as to be available therefor 
on the date fixed for redemption thereof, and if notice of 
redemption of such Bonds shall have been published as provided 
in this Article, then from and after the redemption date, interest 
on the Bonds so called for redemption shall cease to accrue 
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and become payable, and the coupons for interest pertaining thereto 
maturing subsequent to the redemption date shall be void, and all 
Bonds so called for redemption shall be payable solely from moneys 
set aside for the payment thereof by the Trustee and said Bonds shall 
no longer be secured by the charge on and pledge of the Revenues of 
the Consolidated Educational Buildings Project created by the Resolu-
tion. If moneys shall not be available on the redemption date 
specified for the payment of any Bonds for the payment of such Bonds 
as shall have been called for redemption, such Bonds shall continue 
to bear interest until paid at such rate as they would have borne had 
they not been called for redemption, and shall continue to be secured 
by the charge on and pledge of the Revenues herein created for the 
security and payment thereof. 
ARTICLE VII - Covenants to Secure Bonds. 
Section 7.01. The Board covenants and agrees that it will 
establish, maintain and collect, so long as any Bonds are outstanding 
under the Resolution, such student registration fees for the services 
of the Project as may be necessary (1) to pay the interest on and 
principal of the Bonds as they respectively mature, to provide re-
serves therefor and (2) to pay the Operating Costs of the Project to 
the extent the same are not otherwise provided. 
In order to assure full and continuous performance of this 
covenant with a margin for contingencies and temporary unanticipated 
reduction in Revenues the Board hereby covenants and agrees to 
establish, maintain and collect such student registration fees for 
the services of the Project as will produce Revenues in each twelve 
month period ending May 1 equal to at least 110% of the current 
Aggregate Principal, Interest and Bond Fund Charges. 
The Board further covenants and agrees that while any of 
the Bonds are outstanding, it will, except as provided in Section 
4.07, pay the current Operating Costs of the Project from available 
funds other than the Revenues derived from the Project. 




Section 7.02. The Board covenants and agrees that it will 
not suffer or permit any default to occur under the Resolution, but 
will faithfully observe and perform all of the conditions, covenants 
and requirements hereof obligatory upon it. 
Section 7.03. The Board covenants and agrees that it will 
duly and punctually pay or cause to be paid the principal sum, and 
the interest accruing on said principal, ~n each and every one of the 
Bonds issued under the Resolution, at the dates and places and in the 
manner provided in said Bonds and in the coupons thereunto appertaining, 
according to the terms thereof and of the Resolution; and that so long 
as aby of the Bonds shall remain outstanding and unpaid, it will not 
directly or indirectly extend or assent to the extension of the time 
for the payment of any interest coupon or claim for interest of or 
upon any Bond, and will not directly or indirectly be a party to any 
arrangement therefor, either by purchasing or refunding or in any 
manner keeping alive such interest coupon or claim for interest, or 
otherwise; that in case the payment of any such interest coupon or 
claim for interest shall be so extended by or with or without the 
consent of the Board, then, anything in the Resolution contained to 
the contrary notwithstanding, such interest coupon or claim for interest 
so extended shall not be entitled, in case of default hereunder, to 
any benefit of or from the Resolution, except after the prior payment 
in full of the principal of all Bonds issued under the Resolution and 
of such interest coupons and claims for interest as shall not have 
been so extended. 
Section 7.04. The Board shall procure and maintain, so long 
as any of the Bonds are outstanding and to the extent available fire 
and extended coverage insurance on the Project in amounts sufficient 
to provide for not less than full recovery whenever the loss from causes 
covered by such insurance does not exceed eighty (80%) per centum of 
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the full insurable value of the Project. Such insurance shall be in 
reputable insurance companies, or, at the option of the Board, may 
be procured and maintained through the State Fire and Tornado Insur-
ance Fund of the Commonwealth of Kentucky in reputable insurance 
compan~es, loss, if any to be made payable to the Trustee as its 
interests may appear. From and after the issuance of any Bonds the 
Board will within four (4) months after the close of each calendar year, 
furnish to the Trustee a statement in writing,signed by an officer 
of the Board, setting forth the full insurable value of the Project 
and describing all insurance then in force. The Trustee may, at its 
option, require the Board to deposit with Al.any or all such insurance 
policies, and shall require such deposit if~ny event of default 
occurs. If the total received by the Trustee upon all policies shall 
in the case of one loss be less than the sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000) 
Dollars, the amount shall be paid to the Board by the Trustee, to be 
used by the Board to pay for replacement or repairs or substitutes 
for the damaged or destroyed property,but the Trustee shall not be 
obligated to see to the application thereof, In all other cases, the 
proceeds of any and all insurance on the Project which may be received 
by the Trustee shall be applied by the Trustee as hereinafter provided. 
All insurance moneys (except property insurance in amounts 
of less than Ten Thousand ($10,000) Dollars above provided to be paid 
over to the Board) received by the Trustee under the provisions of 
this Section shall be held by the Trustee as substituted security, 
and the same shall be by the Trustee paid out from time to time upon 
written order of the Board, signed by the Chairman and Secretary, and 
accompanied by an approving certificate of an architect or engineer, 
for the purpose of paying the reasonable costs of repairing or replac-
ing part or all of the property damaged or destroyed or the reasonable 
costs of substitute facilities;provided,however, that the Board shall 




moneys as may be required to complete such repairs, replacements or 
substitute facilities and said insurance moneys shall be paid out by 
the Trustee only when the same shall be fully sufficient to complete 
such repairs, replacements or substitute facilities as shown by said 
certificate of an architect or engineer. Every such order of the Board 
for the payment of insurance moneys shall state that the Board is not 
in default under any of the terms and provisions of the Resolution. 
The Trustee shall be fully protected in paying any such cash to or upon 
the order of the Board upon receipt of the showings above specified; 
but the Trustee shall have the right, but shall not be obligated, to 
require the Board to furnish such additional evidence in the premises 
as the Trustee may deem necessary in order to establish the right of 
the Beard to the withdrawal of any such moneys. In the event insurance 
proceeds shall remain after the completion of such repairs, replacements 
or substitute facilities or in the event of a failure to repair or 
replace the property damaged or destroyed or to construct substitute 
facilities then the Trustee shall deposit such moneys in the Bond Fund 
provided for by Article IV hereof, and such moneys shall be applied to 
the retirement of Bonds. 
Section 7.05. Unless provision is otherwise made by law for 
disposition by the Commonwealth of claims made against the College for 
bodily injury and/or death which may arise from the operations of the 
Board, including any use or occupancy of its grounds, structures and 
vehicles, the Board covenants and agrees that so long as any of the 
Bonds are outstanding, the Board will, if such insurance is not already 
in force, procure and maintain public liability insurance, with limits 
of not less than Fifty Thousand ($50,000) Dollars for one person, and 
One Hundred Thousand ($100,000) Dollars for mere than one person 
involved in one accident, to protect the Board from claims for bodily 
injury and/or death which may arise from the operations of the Board, 
including any use or occupancy of its grounds, structures and vehicles. 
Section 7.06. The Board covenants and agrees that it will 
at all times maintain, preserve and keep the Project and every part 
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thereof in good condition, repair and working order, and will from 
time to time make all needful and proper repairs, replacements, addi-
tions, betterments and improvements so that the operations and busin•~ss 
1... 
of and pertaining to the Project and every part thereof shall at all 
times be conducted efficiently, properly and advantageously; and 
whenever any portion of the Project shall have been worn out or 
destroyed or shall have become obsolete, inefficient or otherwise 
unfit for use, the Board will procure and install substitutes of at 
least equal value, utility and efficiency, so that the value and 
efficiency of the Project shall at all times be fully maintained; 
and the Board will set apart, use and apply for the foregoing purposes 
so much of the Revenues of the Project as may be required, subject to 
the payments provided for in Article IV hereof. 
Section 7.07. The Board covenants and agrees that it will 
not issue, or permit to be issued, any Bonds under the Resolution other 
than in accordance with the provisions of the Resolution and thc 
agreements in that behalf herein contained, and that it will faith-
fully observe and perform all conditions, covenants and requirements 
of the Resolution and of all Series Resolutions supplemental ther~to. 
Section 7.08. While any of the Bonds are outstanding the 
principal office of the Trustee shall be conclusively deemed to be the 
office or agency of the Board where notices, presentations and demands 
to or upon the Board in respect of the Resolution or any Series 
Resolution, or of such Bonds or coupons may be given or made; and 
the Board hereby appoints the Trustee its agent on its behalf to 
receive all such notices, presentations and demands, 
Section 7.09. The Board covenants that it will keep 
accurate financial records and proper books relating to the Project, 
and such records and books shall be open to inspection by the Bond-
holders and their agents and representatives, It further covenants 
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that not later than ninety (90) days after the close of each Fiscal 
Year it will furnish to the Trustee, and to any Bondholder who shall 
.. request the same in writing, copies of audit reports prepared by an 
independent certified public accountant, or a firm of independent 
certified public accounts, who shell be satisfactory to the Trustee, 
or by an appropriate State auditing official, reflecting in reasonable 
detail the financial condition and record of operation of the College, 
the Project,and the pledged Revenues during the preceding Fiscal Year. 
Section 7.10. The Board will not hereafter create or permit the 
creation of or issue any bonds or other obligations which will rank 
on a parity with or have a priority over the charge on the Revenues 
or the payments to be made into the Bond Fund herein created,except 
that additional Series of Bonds may be issued from time to time pur-
suant to a Series Resolution subsequent to the issuance of the initial 
Series of Bonds on a parity with the Bonds of such initial Series of 
Bonds and secured by an equal charge on such Revenues in such princi-
pal amount as may be required to defray the cost .of erecting and com-
pleting other educational building or build1ngs nnd necessary. nppurten-
ances as a part of the Project. Additional Bonds ranking on a parity 
with the Series of Bonds initially issued may be issued hereunder only 
for the purpose of erecting and completing additional educational 
building or buildings and necessary appurtenances, provided: 
(1) That there is at the time of the issuance of such 
additional Bonds no deficiency in amounts required by the Resolution 
or any Series Resolution to be paid into the Bond Fund; and 
(2) That the average of the annual Revenues from the Project 
for the two Fiscal Years immediately preceding the issuance of 
said additional Bonds as indicated in a statement by the Treasurer 
to be filed with the Trustee was equal to not less than 1.25 
times the maximum Aggregate Principal, Interest and Bond Fund 
Charges in any succeeding twelve month period ending Nay 1 on 
the Bonds then outstanding and the additional 




to be issued. For the purposes of such computation the Treasurer 
shall make an adjustment in the amount of the annual Revenues 
to reflect any increase or decrease in the student registration 
fees being imposed at the time for the services of said Project. 
In the event any additional Series of Bonds is to be issued 
hereunder at a time prior to the elapse of two Fiscal Years 
immediately following the issuance of the initial Series of Bonds 
the Treasurer for the purpose of the foregoing computation may 
use the income derived by the College during the two Fiscal 
Years immediately preceding the issuance of such additional Series 
of Bonds from the source herein established for the Revenues of 
the Project and the amount so determined by the Treasurer as 
indicated in his statement to be filed with the Trustee shall 
be deemed to be the average of the annual Revenues from the 
Project for the two Fiscal Years immediately preceding the 
issuance of such additional Series of Bonds. 
Anything in this Section 7.10 to the contrary notwithstanding 
the Board may issue Bonds on a parity with Bonds previously issued for 
the purpose of refunding all or any part of the Bonds of one or more 
Series as may be outstanding as of the maturity thereof or at any 
time prior thereto either through the exercise of an option for 
redemption or by an agreement with the holders of the Bonds to be 
refunded, provided, however, such refunding Bonds issued prior to 
maturity of the refunded Bonds shall not result in an increase in the 
interest rate nor in an acceleration of the maturity date or dates 
of the refunded Bonds. 
ARTICLE VIII - Series Resolutions and Supplemental Resolutions. 
Section 8.01. The Board may adopt at any time and from time 
to time Series Resolutions or resolutions supplemental hereto for any 
one or more of the following purposes, and any such Series Resolutions 
or resolutions supplemental hereto shall become effective in accord-
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ance with its terms upon the filing of a certified copy thereof with 
the Trustee, to wit: 
(1) To provide for the issuance of a Series of Bonds and 
to prescribe the terms and conditions pursuant to which such 
Bonds may be issued, paid or redeemed; 
(2) To add additional covenants and agreements of 
the Board for the purpose of further securing the payment 
of the Bonds, provided such additional covenants and agree-
ments are not contrary to or inconsistent with the covenants 
and agreements of the Board contained in the Resolution; 
(3) To prescribe further limitations and restrictions 
upon the issuance of Bonds by the Board payable from the 
Revenues of the Project and which are not contrary to or 
inconsistent with the limitations and restrictions thereon 
theretofore in effect; 
(4) To surrender any right, power, or privilege reserved 
to or conferred upon the Board by the terms of the Resolution; 
(5) To confirm as further assurance any pledge under 
the provisions of the Resolution of the Revenues or of any 
moneys, securities or funds; or 
(6) Upon recommendation of or approval by the Trustee to 
cure any ambiguity or defect or inconsistent provision in the 
Resolution or to insert such provisions clarifying matters or 
questions arising under the Resolution as are necessary or 
desirable in the event any such modifications are not contrary 
to or inconsistent with the Resolution as theretofore in effect. 
Section 8.02. The provisions of the Resolution shall 
constitute a contract between the Board and the Trustee and the 
holders of the Bonds as may be outstanding from time to time under 
the Resolution; provided that modifications, alterations and amend-
ments of the Resolution and of the rights and obligations of the 
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Board and of the holders of said Bonds as may be outstanding may be 
made as in this Section provided. 
In the event that it shall appear desirable and to the 
advantage to both the Board and the holders of said Bonds,the Board 
may adopt a resolution modifying, altering, or amending the Resolu-
tion, but providing therein that the same shall not become effective 
unless and until it has had the approval of the holders of the Bonds 
~ 
as hereinafter set out. Immediately u~n the adoption of such reso-
lution the Board shall set a tune and place for and call a meeting 
of the holders of the Bonds to be held at a designated place in the 
City of Murray, Kentucky, or in the City of Louisville, Kentucky. 
Written notice of any such meeting stating the place and time thereof 
and in general terms the matter to be submitted,shall be mailed not 
less than thirty (30) days before such meeting; 
(a) to each owner of Bonds registered as to principal 
then outstanding, addressed to him at his address appear-
ing on the registration books; 
(b) to each known holder of all other Bonds then out-
standing, addressed to him as his name and address 
appear from the most recent information; and 
(c) to the Trustee; 
and shall be published at least once in each of two successive calen-
dar weeks immediately preceding the week which includes the date fixed 
for such meeting in a newspaper or financial journal of general cir-
culation in each of the Cities of Louisville, Kentucky, and New York, 
New York. All holders of Bonds outstanding at the time of such meet-
ing shall be entitled to vote thereat, and such attendance may 
be in person or by proxy. Each person seeking to attend or vote at 
any such meeting must, if required, produce such proof of ownership 
of Bonds or of personal identity as shall be satisfactory to the 
inspectors of votes. Every proxy shall be signed by the holder of 
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the Bonds or by his duly authorized attorney and shall be witnessed, 
and its genuineness if questioned shall be established to the satis-
faction of the inspectors of votes. The holders of the Bonds and the 
holders of proxies present, shall by a majority vote, irrespective 
of the amount of their holdings,.select two persons from those present 
to act as Chairman and secretary, respectively of the meeting, and 
also select two other persons from those present to act as inspectors 
of votes, who shall count all votes cast at such meeting and who 
shall make and file with the secretary of the meeting their verified 
written report in duplicate of all such votes so cast at said meeting. 
TI1e holders (or persons entitled to vote the same) of not 
less than seventy-five per cent (75%) in principal amount of Bonds 
entitled to be voted at such meeting must be present at such meeting 
in person or by proxy in order to constitute a quorum for the trans-
action of business, less than a quorum, however, having the power to 
adjourn. 
At such meeting there shall be submitted to the holders of 
the Bonds for their approval the resolution theretofore adopted pro-
posing the modificadon, alteration or amendment. 
Any such modification or alteration or amendment of the 
Resolution or of any rights and obligations of the Board, or of the 
holders of the Bonds in any particular may be approved at a meeting 
duly convened and held in accordance with the provisions of this 
Section, but only by a resolution duly adopted by the affirmative vote, 
in person, or by proxy, of the holders (or persons entitled to vote 
the same) of seventy-five per cent (75%) or more in aggregate princi-
pal amount of the Bonds outstanding when such meeting is held; pro-
vided, however, that no such modification, alteration, or amendment 
shall be made which will permit (a) an extension of time of payment 
at maturity of the principal of or payment of the interest on any Bond, 
or a reduction in the rate of interest thereon without written consent 
of the holder of such Bond, or (b) reduce the percentage of holders 
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,,. of Bonds required by the provisions of this Section for the taking of 
any action under this Section, and provided further that no such modi-
fication, alteration, or amendment herein authorized which in the opinior 
of the Trustee, affects the rights, duties, or immunities of the Trustee 
under the Resolution may be made without the consent of the Trustee. 
A record of the proceedings of each such meeting shall be pre-
pared by the secretary of the meeting and shall have attached thereto 
the original counterparts of the reports of the inspectors of votes and 
affidavits by one or more persons having knowledge of the facts, setting 
forth a copy of the notice of the meeting and a copy of the record of 
any adjournment thereof, and showing that said notices were duly given 
as herein provided. Such records shall be signed and verified and one 
duplicate thereof shall be filed with the Secretary of the Board and the 
other shall be filed with the Trustee for preservation by the Trustee, 
and thereupon the proposed modifications, alterations and amendments, 
aforesaid, shall become effective, but otherwise shall be null and void, 
ARTICLE IX - Defaults; Remedies. 
Section 9.01. That for the protection of the holders of the 
Bonds secured by the Resolution and the interest coupons thereto 
attached a statutory mortgage lien upon said Project and all proper-
ties connected therewith and belonging thereto is granted and created 
by Sections 162.350 and 162.200 of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, 
which said statutory mortgage lien is hereby recognized and declared 
to be valid and binding as provided by law, and shall take effect 
immediately upon the delivery of any of said Bonds; provided, however, 
that said statutory mortgage lien, as applied to the Student Union 
Building, is subject to the priority of a similar lien existing for 
the security of the College's "Student Union Bonds of 1957." The 
Trustee may, and upon the written request of the holders of not 
less than twenty-five per cent (25%) of the principal amount of the 
Bonds then outstanding, shall, either at law or in equity, by suit, 
action, mandamus or other proceedings, enforce and compel performance 
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of all duties required by law, including the charge, collection and 
accounting of sufficient student registration fees and the segregation 
and application of the Revenues as provided by the Resolution. 
Section 9.02. Each of the following events is hereby de-
clared an "event of default," that is to say: If 
(a) payment of the principal of any of the Bonds shall not 
be made when the same shall become due and payable, either at 
maturity or by proceedings for redemption or otherwise; or 
(b) payment of any installment of interest shall not be 
made when the same shall become due and payable or within 
thirty (30) days thereafter; or 
(c) the Board shall for any reason be rendered incapable 
of fulfilling its obligations hereunder; or 
(d) any buildings representing a part of the Project shall 
be destroyed or damaged and shall not be promptly repaired, re-
placed or reconstructed or substitute facilities afforded (whether 
such failure promptly to repair, replace or reconstruct such 
buildings or to afford substitute facilities be due to.the im-
practicability of such repair, replacement or reconstruction or 
the construction of such substitute facilities or to lack of 
funds therefor or for any other reason) and the insurance pro-
ceeds shall not be deposited in the Bond Fund; or 
(e) an order or decree shall be entered, with the consent 
or acquiescence of theBoard, appointing a receiver or receivers 
of all or any part of the Project or of the Revenues therefrom, 
or if such order or decree, having been entered without the 
acquiescence or consent of the Board, shall not be vacated or 
discharged or stayed on appeal within sixty (60) days after 
entry; or 
(f) the Board shall default in the due and punctual per-
formance of any other of the covenants, conditions, agreements 
and provisions contained in the Bonds or in the Resolution or any 
Series Resolution on the part of the Board to be performed, and 
such default shall continue for thirty (30) days after written 
notice specifying such default and requiring the same to be 
remedied shall have been given to the Board by the Trustee, which 
may give such notice in its discretion and shall give such 
notice upon the written request of the holders of not less than 
fifteen per cent (15%) in principal amount of the Bonds then 
outstanding. 
Section 9.03, Upon the happening and continuance of any 
event of default specified in Section 9.02 of this Article, then 
and in every such case the Trustee may, and upon the written request 
of the holders of not less than twenty-five per cent (25%) in prin-
cipal amount of the Bonds then outstanding shall, by a notice in 
writing to the Board, declare the principal, of all the Bonds then 
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outstanding to be due and payable immediately, and upon such declara-
tion the same shall become and be immediately due and payable, any-
thing contained in the Bonds or in the Resolution or any Series 
Resolution to the contrary notwithstanding; provided, however, that 
if at any time after the principal of the Bonds shall have been so 
declared to be due and payable, and before the entry of final judgment 
or decree in any suit, action or proceeding instituted on account of 
such default, or before the completion of the enforcement of any other 
remedy under the Resolution, moneys shall have accumulated in the Bond 
Fund sufficient to pay all arrears of interest, if any, upon all the 
Bonds then outstanding (except the interest accrued on such Bonds 
since the last interest payment date), and the charges, compensation, 
expenses, disbursements, advances and liabilities of the Trustee and 
all other amounts then payable by the Board hereunder shall have been 
paid or a sum sufficient to pay the same shall have been deposited 
with the Trustee, and every other default known to the Trustee in 
the observance or performance of any covenant, condition or agreement 
contained in the Bonds or in the Resolution or any Series Resolution 
(other than a default in the payment of the principal of such Bonds 
then due only because of a declaration under this Section) shall 
have been remedied to the satisfaction of the Trustee, then and in 
every such case the Trustee may, and upon the written request of the 
holders of not less than twenty-five per cent (25%) in principal 
amount of the Bonds then outstanding shall, by written notice to the 
Board, rescind and annul such declaration and its consequences, but 
no such rescission or annulment shall extend to or affect any subse-
quent default or impair any right consequent thereon. 
Section 9.04. Upon the happening and continuance of any 
event of default specified in Section 9.02 of this Article, then and 
in every· such case the Trustee may proceed, and upon the written re-
quest of the holders of not less than fifteen per cent (15%) in prin-




cipal amount of the Bonds then outstanding hereunder shall proceed to 
protect and enforce its rights and the rights of the Bondholders under 
the laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky or under the Resolution or 
any Series Resolution by such suits, actions or special proceedings 
in equity or at law, either for the specific performance of any covenant 
or agreement contained in the Resolution or in aid or execution of any 
power herein granted or for the enforcement of any proper legal or 
equitable remedy, as the Trustee, being advised by counsel, shall 
deem most effectual to protect and enforce such rights. 
In the enforcement of any remedy under the Resolution the 
Trustee shall be entitled to sue for, enforce payment of and receive 
any and all amounts then or during any default becoming, and at any 
time remaining, due from the Board for principal, interest or 
otherwise under any of the provisions of the Resolution or any Series 
Resolution or of the Bonds and unpaid together with any and all costs 
and expenses of collection and of all proceedings hereunder and under 
such Bonds, without prejudice to any other right or remedy of the 
Trustee or of the Bondholders, and to recover and enforce judgment or 
decree against the Board, but solely as provided herein and in such 
Bonds, for any portion of such amounts remaining unpaid, with interest, 
costs and expenses, and to collect (solely from moneys in the Bond 
Fund and the Revenues of the Project pledged to the payment of the 
Bonds by the Resolution) in any manner provided by law, the moneys 
adjudged or decreed to be payable. 
Section 9.05. Anything in the Resolution to the contrary 
notwithstanding, the holders of a majority in principal amount of 
the Bonds at the time outstanding shall have the right, by an instru-
ment in writing executed and delivered to the Trustee, to direct the 
method and place of conducting all remedial proceedings to be taken 
by the Trustee hereunder, provided that such direction shall not be 
otherwise than in accordance with law or the provisions of the Resolu-
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tion, and that the Trustee shall have the r~ght to decline to follow 
any such direction which in the opini9n of the Trustee would be un-
justly prejudicial to Bondholders not parties to such direction. 
Section 9.06, All rights of action under the Resolution or 
under any of the Bonds secured hereby enforceable by the Trustee, may be 
enforced by the Trustee without the possession of any of the Bonds or 
the coupons appertaining thereto o~ the production thereof on the trial 
or other proceeding relative thereto. Any such suit, action or pro-
ceeding instituted by the Trustee shall be brought in its name for the 
benefit of all the holders of such Bonds and coupons, subject to the pro-
visions of the Resolution. No remedy herein conferred upon or reserved 
to the Trustee is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy or reme-
dies, and each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in 
addition to every other remedy given hereunder or now or hereafter 
existing at law or in equity or by statute, No delay or omission of the 
Trustee or of any holder of the Bonds to exercise any right or power 
accruing upon any default shall impair any such right or power or shall 
be construed to be a waiver of any such default or an acquiescence there-
in; and every power and remedy given by this Article to the Trustee and 
the holders of the Bonds, respectively, may be exercised from time to 
time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 
Section 9.07. No holder of any of the Bonds shall have any 
right to institute any suit, action or proceeding in equity or at law 
for any remedy afforded by the Resolution unless such holder shall 
have previously given to the Trustee written notice of an event of 
default as hereinbefore provided, nor unless also the holders of 
twenty-five per cent (25%) in principal amount of the Bonds then out-
standing shall have made written request of the Trustee and shall have 
afforded the Trustee a reasonable opportunity either to proceed to 
exercise the powers hereinbefore granted or to institute such.action, 
suit or proceedings in its or their name, nor unless also there shall 
have been offered to the Trustee security and indemnity satisfactory 
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to it against the costs, expenses and liabilities to be incurred there-
in or thereby, it being understood and ihtended that no one or more 
holders of Bonds shall have any right in any manner whatever by his 
or their action to enforce any right hereunder except in the manner 
herein provided. 
ARTICLE X - Miscell?neous Provisions 
Section 10.01; Whenever in the Resolution reference is made 
to the Board or any officers, agents or employees thereof such reference 
shall also be deemed to include the successors and assigns of the Board 
and its officers, agents and employees and all the covenants and agree-
ments in the Resolution contained by or on behalf of the Board shall 
bind and inure to the benefit of s~ch successors and assigns whether 
so expressed or not. 
Section 10.02. If the Board shall have paid or cause to have 
been paid to the holders of the Bonds and coupons pertaining thereto 
issued pursuant to the provisions of the Resolution the principal, 
premium, if any, and interest to become due thereon at the time and 
in the manner stipulated in said Bonds and in the Resolution, all 
moneys or securities of the Board which are not required for the pay-
ment or redemption of the Bonds or coupons as aforesaid may be trans-
ferred to the Revenue Fund. All Bonds shall be considered to have been 
paid if and when there shall be on deposit in trust with the Trustee 
and Paying Agents for said Bonds and irrevocably appropriated exclu-
sively to that purpose an amount of cash which shall be sufficient to 
retire at maturity or by redemption prior to maturity on the next 
succeeding date on which the said Bonds may be redeemed all of the 
Bonds outstanding at the time, together with interest thereon and 
premiums thereon that may be payable upon the redemption of the same; 
provided that proper notice of the redemption of all such Bonds to be 
redeemed shall have been previously published or provision shall have 
been irrevocably made for such publication, and provided further that 
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the moneys for the payment of the principal of the Bonds so called and 
premium, if any, and interest thereon shall be available for immediate 
payment to the holders entitled thereto and notice of such immediate 
availability shall have been published or satisfactory provision shall 
have been made for such publication and further provided that all the 
necessary and proper fees, compensation and expenses of the Trustee 
and Paying Agents shall have been paid. 
Section 10.03. Moneys held by the Trustee in trust for the 
payment and discharge of any of the Bonds or coupons which remain 
unclaimed for five (5) years after the date when such Bonds shall have 
become due and payable either at their stated maturity dates or by 
call for earlier redemption, if such moneys were held by said Trustee 
at such date or for five (5) years after the date of deposit of such 
moneys if deposited with the Trustee after the said date when such 
Bonds become due and payable, shall, at the written request of the 
Board, be repaid by the Trustee to the Board as the Board's property 
• 
free from the trust created by the Resolution, and the Trustee shall 
thereupon be released and discharged with respect thereto, and the 
holders of the Bonds payable from such money shall look only to the 
Board for the payment of such Bonds and coupons. 
Section 10.04. If any one or more of the covenants or agree-
ments provided in the Resolution on the part of the Board or of the 
Trustee or any Paying Agent to be performed shall be determined by a 
court of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, then such 
covenant or covenants, agreement or agreements shall be deemed 
severable from the remaining covenants and agreements herein contained, 
and the invalidity thereof shall in no way affect the validity of the 
other provisions of the Resolution. 
Section 10.05. All resolutions or parts of resolutions in 
conflict herewith be and the same are hereby repealed insofar as 
such conflict exists. 
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Section 10.06. This Resolution shall take effect immediately 
upon its adoption. 
Adopted April 28, 1961. 
Attest: 
l/lt-e - Chairman 
CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned, Secretary of the Board of Regents of the 
Murray State College, Murray, Kentucky, does hereby certify that the 
foregoing is a true copy of a Resolution duly adopted by the Board 
of Regents of said College at a regular quarterly meeting thereof 
held on April 28, 1961, and that the said Resolution has been duly 
recorded or filed as such Resolutions are customarily recorded or 
filed, all as shown by the official records of said Board, which are 
in my custody and under my control, 
if[._ 
WITNESS my hand and the Seal of said College, this ~ day 




Board o Regents, Murray State 
College, Murray, Kentucky 
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A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF 
$1,400,000 CONSOLIDATED EDUCATIONAL BUILDINGS 
REVENUE BONDS, SERIES A, OF THE BOARD OF 
. REGENTS OF MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
~~~-$" 
tf/AJ ..?~ N'&/ 
WHEREAS, the Board -of Regents of Murray State College, 
by Resolution entitled: 
" A RESOLUTION creating and establishing a Consoli-
dated Educational Buildings Project of the Murray 
State College; creating and establishing an issue 
of Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue Bonds 
of the Board of Regents of the Murray State College; 
providing for the issuance from time to time of 
said bonds; providing for the payment of the princi-
pal of and interest on said bonds and repealing all 
resolutions or parts of resolutions in conflict 
with this resolution." 
adopted April 28, 1961 (hereinafter referred to as the "Resolution") 
has created and established an issue of Consolidated Educational 
Buildings Revenue Bonds of the Board of Regents of Murray State 
College; and 
WHEREAS, the Resolution authorizes the issuance by 
said Board of said Bonds in one or more series pursuant to a 
resolution authorizing such series; and 
WHEREAS, the Board has determined that it is in the 
best interests of the Board to issue at this time the initial 
series of Bonds to be designated "Consolidated Educational Build-
ings Revenue Bonds, Series A"; 
NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Regents of Murray State 
College hereby resolves, as follows: 
ARTICLE I - Definitions and Authority 
Section 1.01. This resolution (hereinafter referred 
to as the "Series A Resolution") is adopted in accordance with 
Article II, Section 2.03 of the Resolution. 
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Section 1.02. 
(A) All terms which are defined in Article I of the 
Resolution shall have the same meanings, respectively, in this 
Series A Resolution as such terms are given in said Article of 
the Resolution, 
(B) In this Series A Resolution, Series A Bonds shall 
mean the Bonds authorized by Article II of this Series A Resolu-
tion. 
Section 1.03. This Series A Resolution is adopted 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 162.340 et seq. of the 
Kentucky Revised Statutes and the Resolution. 
ARTICLE II - Authorization of Series A Bonds. 
Section 2.01. Pursuant to the provisions of the Resolu-
tion there is hereby authorized to be issued by the Board of 
Regents of Murray State College, in its corporate capacity, an 
initial series of Bonds in the aggregate principal amount of One 
Million Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,400,000.00). Such bonds 
shall be designated as "Murray State College Consolidated Education-
al Buildings Revenue Bonds, Series A." Said Series A Bonds are 
hereby declared to have been authorized under the Resolution and 
in conformity with the provisions of Section 7.10 of the Resolution. 
Section 2.02. Said Series A Bonds are being issued for 
the purpose of paying the costs (to the extent not otherwise 
provided) of erecting and completing an educational building with 
necessary appurtenances upon the property of the College in 
Calloway County, Kentucky, consisting of a new classroom building, 
which, when erected, will become and constitute a part of the 
Consolidated Educational Buildings Project of said College. 
Section 2.03. The Series A Bonds shall be dated May 1, 
1961, and bear interest payable November 1, 1961, and thereafter 
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semiannually on May 1 and November 1 of each year at a coupon rate 
or coupon rates not exceeding the statutory maximum of six per 
cent (6%) per annum, the exact rate or rates of interest for said 
Series A Bonds to be fixed as a result of advertised sale and 
competitive bidding for said Series A Bonds, as hereinafter pro-
vided, Said Series A Bonds shall be numbered and scheduled to 
become due and payable in numerical order on May 1 of the respective 
years, as follows: 
BONDS NUMBERED 
(Inclusive) 




















































Said Series A Bonds 
May 1, 1962 
May 1, 1963 
r.ftly 1, 1964 
May 1, 1965 
May 1, 1966 
May 1, 1967 
May 1, 1968 
May 1, 1969 
May 1, 1970 
May 1, 1971 
May 1, 1972 
May 1, 1973 
May 1, 1974 
May 1, 1975 
May 1, 1976 
May 1, 1977 
May 1, 1978 
May 1, 1979 
May 1, 1980 
May 1, 1981 
May 1, 1982 
May 1, 1983 
May 1, 1984 
May 1, 1985 
May 1, 1986 
shall be issued 
coupon form, in the denomination of $1,000.00, and shall be 
registrable as to principal only. 
in 
Section 2.05. The principal of and interest on said 
Series A Bonds shall be payable in any coin or currency of the 
United States of America, which at the time of payment thereof 
is legal tender for the payment of public and private debts, at 
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the principal office of Citizens Fidelity Bank and Trust 
Company , in the City of Louisville, Kentucky, 
Trustee (or successor Trustee appointed pursuant to the provisions 
of the Resolution), or at the option of the holders of the 
respective Series A Bonds and coupons at the principal office of 
_ ___:C::.:h:.:e:.:m:!.:i:::c:.:a::l::.....::B::..:a::n:::k::....:N~e:..:w.:......:Y:..:o:.:r:.:k::....:T:.:r:..:u:.:s:..:t:;_;C:..:om=p~a:.:n.:.:y:.._ ____ , in the City 
of New York, New York, which are hereby appointed Paying Agents 
for the Series A Bonds. 
Section 2.06. The Series A Bonds maturing May 1, 1972, 
and thereafter (being the Bonds numbered 391 and upwards) shall 
be subject to redemption by the Board in whole or from time to 
time in part in the inverse order of their maturities (less than 
all of a single maturity to be selected by lot) on any interest 
payment date on or after May 1, 1971, at the redemption prices, 
expressed in percentages of principal amount, with respect to each 
Bond as set forth be low, plus in each case accrued interest to 
the date of redemption. 
If Redeemed Redemption Price 
On and after May 1,1971 and prior to May 1,1976 103% 
On and after May 1,1976 and prior to May 1,1981 102% 
On and after May 1,19Bl,but prior to final maturity 101% 
Section 2. 07. Said Series A Bonds shall be executed on 
behalf of said Board with the reproduced facsimile signature of 
the Chairman of the Board and attested by the manual signature of 
the Secretary of the Board, and the facsimile of the corporate 
seal of said Board shall be imprinted thereon. Interest on said 
Series A Bonds falling due on and prior to maturity shall be 
represented by appropriate interest coupons to be attached to each 
of said Series A Bonds, which coupons shall be executed with the 
facsimile of the official signatures of said Chairman and said 
Secretary. 
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Section 2.08. For the purpose of securing the payment 
of both the principal of and interest on all the Series A Bonds 
and to secure for the benefit of all the holders of said Series 
A Bonds the faithful performance of the covenants and provisions 
contained in the Resolution in the manner and to the extent as 
permitted and provided in the Resolution and in Sections 162.340, 
et seq., of the Kentucky Revised Statutes, Citizens Fidelity 
Bank and Trust Company , in the City of Louis-
ville, Kentucky, is hereby designated as Trustee under the Resolu-
tion for the holders of all of said Series A Bonds with the powers 
and duties set forth in the Resolution and with no liability in 
connection with any action or omission to act under the Resolution 
except for its own negligence or willful breach of trust. Execution 
of the authentication certificate of the Trustee on each of the 
respective Series A Bonds shall conclusively establish the accept-
ance as to such Series A Bonds by the Trustee of the trusts and 
provisions with respect thereto as set forth in the Resolution. 
Section 2. 09. The Series A Bonds and coupons and 
provisions for registration appertaining thereto and the certifi-
cate of the Trustee to be e~dorsed on said Series A Bonds shall 
be in substantially tf!e £;6llowing respective forms; to-wit: 
(FORM OF BOND) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
CONSOLIDATED EDUCATIONAL BUILDINGS REVENUE BOND 
SERIES A 
No. ____ _ $1,000.00 
The Board of Regents of Murray State College, a body 
corporate, as an educational institution and agency of the Common-
wealth of Kentucky, for value received, hereby promises to pay, 
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solely from the special fund provided therefor, as hereinafter 
set forth, to the bearer, or, if this Bond be registered, to the 
registered owner hereof, as hereinafter provided, the sum of 
One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) on the first day of May, 19 ___ , 
and to pay solely from said special fund, interest thereon from 
the date hereof until payment of principal at the rate of 
-------------- per cent ( %) per annum, such interest being 
payable November 1, 1961, and thereafter semiannually on the first 
days of May and November in each year, except as the provisions 
hereinafter set forth with respect to prior redemption may be and 
become applicable hereto, such interest as may accrue on and prior 
to the maturity date of this Bond to be paid only upon presentation 
and surrender of the annexed coupons as they severally mature, 
both principal and interest being payable in any coin or currency 
of the United States of America which at the time of payment 
thereof is legal tender for the payment of public and private debts, 
at the principal office of the Trustee Citizens Fidelity 
Bank and Trust Company in the City of Louisville, 
Kentucky, or at the option of the holder hereof or of the interest 
coupons hereto appertaining, at the principal office of Chemical 
___ B_a_n_k __ N_e_w __ Y_o_r_k __ T_ru __ s_t __ C_om~p~a_n~y~---------' in the City of New York, 
New York. 
This Bond is one of a duly authorized issue of Bonds 
designated as "Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue Bonds o; 
(hereinafter referred to as the "Bonds") issued and to be issued 
under and in full compliance with the Constitution and Statutes 
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, including among others, Sections 
162.350 to 162.380, inclusive, of the Kentucky Revised Statutes 
now in full force and effect, and under and pursuant to the 
Resolution adopted by the Board of Regents on April 28, 1961, 
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(hereinafter referred to as the "Resolution") and the Series A 
Resolution adopted by the Board of Regents on April 28, 1961. 
As provided in the Resolution, the Bonds may be issued 
f from time to time pursuant to separate resolutions in one or more series, in various principal amounts, may bear interest at 
different rates and may otherwise vary as in the Resolution pro-
vided, The aggregate principal amount of Bonds which may be issued 
under the Resolution is not limited except as provided in the 
Resolution, and all Bonds issued and to be issued under the 
Resolution are and will be equally secured by the pledges and 
covenants made therein, except as otherwise expressly provided 
or permitted in the Resolution. 
This Bond is one of a series of Bonds of various maturi-
ties designated as "Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue 
t Bonds, Series A," (herein called the "Series A Bonds") issued in the aggregate amount of $1,400,000.00 under the Resolution 
for the purpose of financing the costs (to the extent not other-
wise provided) of erecting and completing an educational building 
and necessary appurtenances as a part of the Consolidated Educa-
tional Buildings Project of said College (hereinafter referred 
to as the "Project"). Copies of the Resolution and the Series A 
Resolution are on file at the office of the Trustee. Reference 
is hereby made to the Resolution pursuant to which __ ~C~i~t~i~z~e~n~s~----
Fidelity Bank and Trust Company , in the City of 
Louisville, Kentucky, has been designated as Trustee for the 
holders of the issue of Bonds of which this Bond is one and for 
the provisions, among others, with respect to the custody and 
application of the proceeds of the Bonds; the rights, duties and 
obligations of said Board of Regents, and of the Trustee, and the 
rights of the holders of the Bonds; and by the acceptance of this 
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Bond, the holder hereof assents to all of the provisions of the 
Resolution. Under authority of the statutes pursuant to which this 
Bond is issued, this Bond shall have all the qualities and incidents 
of a negotiable instrument, and subject to the provisions for 
registration endorsed hereon and contained in the Resolution, 
nothing contained in this Bond or in the Resolution shall affect 
or impair the negotiability of this Bond. 
The holder of this Bond shall have no right to enforce 
the provisions of the Resolution or to institute action to enforce 
the covenants therein, or to take any action with respect to any 
default under the Resolution, or to institute, appear in or 
defend any suit or other proceedings with respect thereto, except 
as provided in the Resolution. The Resolution provides for fixing, 
charging and collecting fees for the services of said Project, 
which fees will be sufficient to pay the principal of and the 
interest on said Bonds as the same become due and to provide reserves 
for such purposes and also to pay the costs of operation and 
maintenance of the Project to the extent the same arc not otherwise 
provided. The Resolution provides for the creation of a special 
account designated "Consolidated Educational Buildings Project 
Bond and Interest Sinking Fund" (herein caled the "Bond Fund") 
and for the deposit to the credit of said Bond Fund of a fixed 
amount of the gross revenues of said Project to pay interest on 
the Bonds as the same become due and to pay or retire the prin-
cipal of the Bonds at or prior to the maturity thereof, and to 
provide a reserve for such purpose, which Bond Fund is pledged to 
and charged with the payment of said principal and interest. 
The issue of Series A Bonds of which this Bond is one 
and all other Bonds as may be outstanding from time to time under 
the Resolution, are payable only from a fixed amount of the gross 
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Revenues derived from the Operation of said Project which will 
be set aside in said Bond Fund, and this Bond does not constitute 
any indebtedness of Murray State College or of its Board of Regents 
or of the Commonwealth of Kentucky within the meaning of any 
provisions or limitations of the Constitution of the Commonwealth 
of Kentucky. 
The Series A Bonds maturing May 1, 1972, and thereafter 
(being the Bonds numbered 391 and upwards) shall be subject to 
redemption at the option of the Board of Regents in whole or from 
time to time in part in the inverse order of their maturities 
(less than all of a single maturity to be selected by lot) on any 
interest payment date on or after May 1, 1971, at the redemption 
prices, expressed in percentages of principal amount, with respect 
to each Bond as set forth below, plus in each case accrued interest 
to the date of redemption. 
If Redeemed Redemption Price 
On and after May 1, 1971 and prior to May 1, 1976 103% 
On and after May 1, 1976 and prior to May 1, 1981 102% 
On and after May 1, 198l,but prior to final maturity 101% 
In the event the Board of Regents shall exercise its 
option to redeem any of the Series A Bonds of which this Bond is 
a part, notice of such redemption identifying the Bonds to be 
redeemed will be given to the Trustee at least forty-five (45) 
days prior to the specified redemption date and such notice shall 
be published at least once not less than thirty (30) days prior 
to the specified redemption date in a newspaper or financial 
journal of general circulation published in each of the Cities 
of Louisville, Kentucky, and New York, New York. Any Bonds called 
for redemption and for the payment of which funds are deposited 
with said Trustee on the specified redemption date shall cease to 
bear interest on said redemption date. 
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This Bond shall pass by delivery unless registered as 
to principal on the books of said Board of Regents at the office 
of the Trustee under the Resolution, and such registration noted 
hereon, after which no valid transfer hereof shall be effective 
unless made on said books and similarly endorsed hereon at the 
' 
written request of the registered holder or his duly authorized 
representative, but this Bond may be discharged from registration 
by being in like manner registered to bearer whereupon full 
negotiability and transferability by delivery shall be restored 
but may again from time to time be registered as aforesaid. Such 
registration, however, shall not affect the negotiability of the 
interest coupons which shall always remain payable to bearer and 
transferable by delivery merely. The Board of Regents, the Trustee, 
and the Paying Agents may treat the bearer of this Bond, if not 
registered as to principal, and the bearer of any coupon hereto 
appertaining, whether or not this Bond be so registered, or if this 
Bond be registered as herein authorized, the person in whose name 
the same is registered, as the absolute owner for the purpose of 
making payment and for all other purposes. 
A statutory mortgage lien, which is hereby recognized as 
valid and binding on said Project is created and granted to and in 
favor of the holder or holders of this Bond and the issue of Bonds 
of which it is one, and in favor of the holder or holders of the 
coupons attached thereto, and said Project shall remain subject 
to such statutory mortgage lien until the payment in full of the 
principal of and interest on this Bond and the issue of Bonds of 
which it is one. 
This Bond shall not be valid or become obligatory for 
any purpose, or be entitled to any security or benefit, under the 
Resolution, until it shall have been authenticated by the execution 
by the Trustee of the certificate hereon endorsed. 
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It is hereby certified, recited and declared that all 
acts, conditions and things required to exist, to happen, and 
to be performed precedent to and in the issuance of this Bond do 
exist, have happened, and have been performed in due time, form 
and manner as required by law, and the amount of this Bond, together 
with all other obligations of said Board of Regents and of said 
Murray State College, does not violate any provision or exceed 
any limit prescribed by the Constitution or Statutes of Kentucky; 
that said Project will be continuously operated, and that a sufficient 
portion of the gross revenues therefrom has been pledged to and will 
be set aside into said Bond Fund for the payment of the principal 
of and interest on this Bond and the issue of which it is one, and 
all other bonds which by their terms and the terms of the Resolution 
are payable from said Bond Fund, as and when the same will 
respectively become due. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the Board of Regents of Murray 
State College has caused this Bond to be executed on its behalf 
by the reproduced facsimile signature of its Chairman, and the 
facsimile of its corporate seal to be imprinted hereon, attested 
by the manual signature of its Secretary, and the coupons hereto 
attached to be executed with the facsimile signatures of said 





Board of Regents 
Chairman 
Board of Regents 
Murray State College 
(FORM OF COUPON) 
No. __ _ $ __ 
On the first day of -----, 19 , *(unless the 
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Bond to which this coupon is attached shall have been duly called 
for prior redemption and payment of the redemption price duly 
made or provided for) the Board of Regents of Murray State College, 
at Hurray, Kentucky, will pay to bearer _________ .Dollars 
($ _________ ). in any coin or currency which at the time of payment 
thereof is legal tender for the payment of public and private debts 
' 
out of its "Consolidated Educational Buildings Project Bond and 
Interest Sinking Fund," at the principal office of Citizens 
~F~i~d~e~l~i~t~y~B~a~n~k~an~d~T~ru~s~t~C~o~m~p~a=n~v~-----' in the City of Louisville, 
Kentucky, or, at the option of the holder hereof, at the principal 
office of ----~C~h~e~m~i~c~a~l~B~a~n~k~N~e~w~Y~o~r~k~T~r~u~s~t~C~o_m~p~an~y ________ _ 
in the City of New York, New York, as provided in and for interest 
then due on its Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue Bond, 
Series A, dated May 1, 1961, Number---------
Chairman, Board of Regents, 
Murray State College 
Secretary, Board of Regents 
(* The phrase in parenthesis should appear only 
in coupons maturing on and after November 1,1971, 
attached to Bonds Numbered 391 to 1,400,inclusive) 
(FORM OF AUTHENTICATION CERTIFICATE) 
This Bond is one of the Bonds described or provided for 
in the within-mentioned Resolution. 
CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND 
TRUST COMPANY, ·TRUSTEE 
By--------~~~~~~---------­Authorized Officer 
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(FORM OF REGISTRATION TO BE PRINTED ON THE BACK OF 






Signature of Authorized 
Offi.cer of Trustee 
Section 2.10 The Secretary of the Board is hereby 
authorized and directed to cause an appropriate form or forms of 
a notice of sale of the Series A Bonds to be published in the 
Louisville Courier-Journal, a legal newspaper published in the 
City of Louisville, Kentucky, which will afford state-wide notice 
of the sale and in The Daily Bond Buyer, a financial journal pub-
lished in the City of New York, New York, which is a publication 
having general circulation among bond buyers and said newspaper 
and financial journal are hereby declared to be qualified to 
publish such notice for the Board of Regents within the meaning 
and provisions of KRS Chapter 424. Such notices shall be published 
in said newspaper and financial journal at least once and shall 
appear not less than seven days nor more than twenty-one days 
prior to the scheduled date of sale of said Series A Bonds. Such 
notices shall be in the customary form and shall specify that 
sealed competitive proposals for the purchase of such Series A 
Bonds shall be received at a designated place and until some day 
and hour when the Board will be in session. A minimum bid of 98% 
of par plus accrued interest shall be required. The right to 
reject any or all bids shall be expressly reserved. On the occasion 
set forth in such notice the Board shall consider all proposals 
made pursuant to such notice, award the Series A Bonds in the 
manner and for the purposes herein provided, establish the interest 
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I 
coupon rate or rates which the Series A Bonds shall bear, and take 
all other necessary and proper steps in the sale and issuance of 
the said Series A Bonds. 
The Secretary may cause to be prepared multiple copies 
of a statement giving a more complete and particular description 
of the Series A Bonds, provisions for the security and payment 
thereof, disposition of bond proceeds and other information that it 
is not possible to give within the limits of the published notices, 
and furnish copies of such statement to all interested bidders 
upon request. Such statement may contain a particular description 
of the terms and conditions upon which the Series A Bonds are 
offered for sale, in order to bring about uniformity in the pro-
posals which may be submitted for the purchase of said Series A 
Bonds. 
Section 2.11. There is hereby established in the State 
Treasury of the Commonwealth a Construction Account to be designated 
"Murray State College Consolidated Educational Buildings Project -
Bond Proceeds Series A Construction Account." Immediately upon 
the issuance, sale and delivery of the Series A Bonds all sums 
received as accrued interest shall be deposited by the Treasurer in 
the Bond Fund. The balance of the bond proceeds shall be trans-
mitted by the Treasurer to the Treasurer of the Co~nwealth with 
advice that the same is tendered for deposit in said Construction 
Account and shall be disbursed by the Treasurer of the Commonwealth 
according to such inspection, audit and disbursement procedures 
as may from time to time be provided by law for the purpose of 
paying the costs (to the extent not otherwise provided) of erecting 
the educational building and necessary appurtenances as identified 
in Section 2.02 of this Series A Resolution in accordance with 
the approved plans and specifications therefor, and only upon 
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CERTIFICATION 
I, _.J./d:=.ili~i::E:~~.::::c:....__.~~!::!:Z::::r..a:O---:>Z;.;;~/:::t.....__ _ , Secretary of the 
Board of Regents of Murray State College, Murray, Kentucky, hereby 
certify that the foregoing is a true copy of a Resolution duly 
adopted by said Board at a meeting held on the 28th day of April, 
1961, as shown by the official records in my custody and under my 
control. 
WITNESS my signature and the Seal of said College this 




A~ ~ Secretary 
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